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Mexico, U.S. Sort Out
AM Border Agreement
by Robert D. Weller
SAN FRANCISCO In addition to FCC
rules, broadcast stations near the common border between the U.S. and
Mexico are subject to avariety of treaties
and agreements.
In particular, existing and proposed FM
stations within 320 kilometers of the border have, since Aug. 9, 1973. been subject
to the agreement between The United
States of America and The United
Mexican States concerning frequency
modulation broadcasting in the 88 to 108
MHz band, dated November 9, 1972.
That is about to change. The FCC is now
accepting and processing applications for
FM broadcast stations in the Mexican border area subject to a new agreement
between The United States of America and
the Government of The United Mexican
States relating to the FM broadcasting service in the band 88-108 MHz.
The major changes in the new agreement
are the inclusion of amethod for developing
allotments based on contour protection, similar to Section 73.215 of the FCC mies, and
the establishment of new station classes,
including a6kilowatt Class AA. There are a
number of other changes in the new agreement: many of these changes eliminate

ambiguities and more closely align the
agreement with the current FCC mies.
Figure 1 (on page 12) shows some of the
significant provisions of the new agreement, compared to the previous agreement
and to Part 73.
New spacing requirements
The spacing requirements under the new
agreement are generally relaxed compared
to the old agreement, although they are
generally still more stringent than Part 73.
Many of the minimum distance separation
requirements have changed, as shown in
New Station Class Definitions. The new
agreement recognizes and defines the subclasses AA, Bi, Cl, C2 and C3. The class
definitions found in the new agreement are
generally the same as those presently contained in Part 73. The only differences are
that Class AA in the new agreement is
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equivalent to the 6kW Class A under Part
73, and the reference height for Class Cl
in the agreement is 300 meters, rather than
the 299 meters specified Part 73.
The Class A defined in the new agreement is equivalent to the old (3kW) FCC
definition of Class A. Interestingly, class

contour distances are not specifically
defined in the mew agreement; under FCC
Rules, effective radiated power is sometimes reduced, based upon maintaining a
60 dBu class contour.
Under the new agreement, only protected
continued or page
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Satisfy EEO Mandate Using Minority Colleges
Part IV of V
by Thomas Pear
WASHINGTON As the next cycle of
licensing renewals quickly approaches,

The Talk Show Puzzle Has Been Solved!
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stations may want to take advantage of
predominately minority colleges as away
of beefing up women and minority personnel counts.
As part of the renewal process, the FCC
will scrutinize each licensee's women and
minority recruitment efforts.
When assessing minority recruitment
efforts the FCC not only assesses
licensees' effort, but also their successes.
Just sending aroutine job-announcement
post card to acouple of minority organizations is not
likely
to
favorably
impress
the FCC,
especially if the
postcard does not generate
any job applicants.
The purpose of the EEO exercise is not to
just go through the motions, but to get
results. So what broadcasters should be
looking for, then, are sources which can be
relied upon to produce asteady stream of
talented mincrity job applicants ready to
work in all areas of station operations.
Minority colleges
Recruiting at predominantly AfricanAmerican universities can help stations
improve their EEO performance and help
them find talented personnel ready to work
in all areas of station operations.
Commonly known African- American
universities like Howard University in
Washington provide a vast supply of
minority applicants and are seeing more
visits from radio station personnel
recruiters.

'We have more this year than ever
before, but hardly enough." Howard
University Career Coordinator Carol
Dudley said.
Other minority schools
Other not so commonly known AfricanAmerican schools like Norfolk State
University ( NSU) in Norfolk, Va., and
Florida A&M University in Tallahassee,
Fla., also welcome recruiters and provide a vast supply of FCC-approved
EEO applicants, but
many remain
unvisited
by radio
station personnel recruiters.
Florida A&M University, for
example, offers both on-campus and off-campus recruiting of its students to potential
employers. but has seen minuscule interest
from radio stations.
"I have 500 companies recruiting on campus« and not one of them is aradio station," Florida A&M's Career Services
Director Dr. Thomas Haynes said.
Haynes, who recently has been working
with aradio consortium in Tallahassee,
believes stereotypes contribute to the lack
of radio station interest in career recruiting
programs at African-American universities.
One typical stereotype that permeates the
radio industry, Haynes said. is that
African-American students are only interested in working for urban stations that air
music which appeals to them.
But that is just not the case.
"Students are interested in the professional
continued on page 7 I>
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NEWSWATCH
Broadcast Electronics
Acquires Marti Electronics
OUINCY, III. Broadcast Electronics
Inc. Sept. 26 announced its purchase of
Cleburne, Texas-based Marti Electronics
Inc.
Marti Electronics will become adivision
of Broadcast Electronics. Its co-founders
George Marti and M.E. MacClanahan
will remain with the company for an
undetermined transition period.
George Marti was also the president of
Marti Electronics.
Marti Electronics is known for pioneering the remote pickup unit, which is a
portable transmitter that allows radio

broadcasters to send live remotes from
various local locations to their respective
studios. Marti Electronics is also amajor
supplier of radio station studioto- transmitter links ( STLs).
Marti's sales operation and customer
service operation will continue to be handled through the Marti staff and distributor network.
Broadcast Electronics is asubsidiary of
Concord, Mass.- based Cirrus Technologies. The company specializes in
the manufacturing of transmitters and
other types of radio equipment, including studio consoles and console accessories, digital audio storage and automation systems, Broadcast Electronics

Spokeswoman Kim Winking said.
Marti Electronics will complement
Broadcast Electronics' lines of radio
broadcast equipment and systems,
Broadcast Electronics President Jack
Nevin said.
1994 Communications Act
Reform Fails
WASHINGTON There will not be
comprehensive telecommunications
reform this year.
Although the Senate Commerce
Committee last August voted in favor of
the bill, also known as the 1994
Communications Act, Sen. Ernest F.
Hollings ( D-S.C.) decided, with the
committee's approval, there was just too
much opposition on the Senate floor and
from long distance companies for the

A Little Bit of MAGIC...

bill to pass.
"The lead co-sponsors of the bill and I
have come to an agreement that there is
simply not enough time left in the session
to overcome their opposition," Hollings
said in awritten statement.
The current congressional session is
scheduled to end Oct. 7, and a new session will not begin until January, after the
November elections.
The bill would have affected most of the
telecommunications industry, including
radio.
Clinton Deregulates
Radio Lease Ads
WASHINGTON President Clinton
Sept. 23 signed new legislation ending
lengthy disclosure requirements for
advertising consumer leases on radio.
The new regulations, which will primarily affect auto manufacturers and dealers
leasing automobiles, allow advertisers to
refer consumers to toll free phone numbers and print ads to fulfill the complete
leasing disclosure requirements mandated by the Consumer Leasing Act.
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Chairman
Chides
Industry
by Thomas Pear
WASHINGTON Although communication companies say they want
the FCC to deregulate the industry
and to advance competition, they
advocate regulating their competitors out of the market, said FCC
Chairman Reed Hundt.
Hundt spoke at a recent Network
Economy Conference luncheon.
"A year ago conferences like these
were filled with the rhetoric of
removing government from the communications revolution." the chairman said to more than 400 luncheon
attendees. "It turned out you were
kidding. You didn't mean it. You
keep asking us to do things."
As an example the chairman cited
the case of telephone companies
entering the cable television market
via phone lines.
"Everyone agrees the telcos ( telephone companies) should be able to
compete against cable," he said. "But
the cabla industry has asked the FCC
to reject virtually every application that
has been filed by telephone companies
to develop video dialtones.
Broadcasters are just as guilty as the
wire companies of trying to have their
competitor thrust into regulatory
oblivion, the chairman noted.
When Digital Audio Broadcasting
(DAB) proponents lobbied the FCC
to bypass radio stations and allow
direct DAB broadcasting via satellite, broadcasters, with the assistance
of the National Association of
Broadcasters (NAB), cried foul.
"Broadcasters have been lobbying
hard to make sure the commission
doesn't just step aside and let digital
audio services begin to be delivered
by satellite without considering the
impact on terrestrial broadcasting,"
he said.
Hunch admitted, however, that there
is some confusion about the federal
government's exact role in the rapidly
changing communication industry.
But the chairman tried to clear some
of the confusion by noting that the
business of government is to regulate
in away that fosters competition.
He noted competition will not
come by itself. It has to be fought
for and "like all fights worth fighting, it has to be won."
He said the FCC's role in increasing competition is threefold: introducing competition into every market, ensuring consumer choice and
encouiaging companies to explore
markets previously closed to them.
For example, to help communications companies lower costs, the
FCC is reducing the paperwork
required to raise an antenna.
"We are changing the technique so
that we will be able reduce the number of registrations and the number
of licenses that are necessary from
850.000 to 70,000, saving us time
and you money."
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Planned FCC Move Mired in Red Tape
by Thomas Pear
WASHINGTON The General Services
Administration ( GSA), acentral management agency for federal bureaucracies.
recently ( Aug. 15) signed a lease to
expand a FCC move to a new development in southwest Washington. known as
the Portals, from 287,000 sq. ft. to
450,000 sq. ft.
The FCC is now awaiting approval from
the House Public Works and Transportation Committee and the Senate
Environment and Public Works Committee to lease the additional space.
Although the FCC has already leased
the 287.000 sq. ft. space. with Congressional approval, the 1959 Public
Buildings Act requires that the lease
expansion needs another round of
approval from the two congressional
committees. said Elliot Levitas, an attorney representing the Portals principle
developer Republic Properties.
Levitas also is a former Georgia congressman and the former House Public
Buildings subcommittee chairman. The
Public Buildings Subcommittee is under
the auspices of the House Public Works
and Transportation Committee.
Each committee must pass aresolution
approving the 20-year lease that will cost
the taxpayer somewhere between $ 250
million and $300 million. Levitas said.
Increase efficiency
The move should improve FCC efficiency because it will consolidate the
agency in one location. said FCC General
Counsel Bill Kennard. A more efficient
FCC would be welcomed by radio stations ready to undergo the license renewal process, he added.
"The FCC has aserious space problem
because our headquarters ( located on M
Street in northwest) is located in
Washington, D.C., but we're not consolidated in one building," Kennard said,
adding that the massive federal agency is
now housed in five different buildings.

FM STUDIES
• SPACING/INTERFERENCE SEARCHES
to locate achannel
• DETAILED INTERFERENCE STUDIES
optimizing site location and
directional antenna designs
(calculates allowed ERP on all 360
bearings)

"It creates aserious efficiency problem
when your people are scattered all
around."
The lease follows a series of legal battles over aGSA attempt to break an initial agreement to lease 290,000 sq. ft. at
the Portals development, even though the
Portals contract was procured through a
competitive bidding process.
Court records revealed
Court records reveal that the FCC initially wanted to move into the Warner
Theater building, which is near the
agency's current location. In December
1991, the FCC requested that GSA award
the lease to Warner.
But to the FCC's chagrin. GSA rejected
leasing the Warner Theater Building in
favor of leasing the Portals because the
Warner lease would cost the taxpayer
approximately $ 150 million more than
the Portals lease and because the Warner
lease would exceed money allotted by
Congress for an FCC lease agreement.
The FCC then raised its space requirements from between 286,000 feet and
305,000 sq. ft. to 335,000 sq. ft. The FCC
then pressured the GSA to break the
Portals lease agreement under the pretense that the 290,000 sq. ft. agreement
would not provide enough office space
for the FCC.
But Levitas charged that the FCC did
not want to leave behind amenities of its
current Washington location like easy

access to restaurants and attorneys who
do business with the FCC. Because of the
broken Portals lease agreement, Republic
Properties filed a lawsuit in The U.S.
Court of Federal Claims in Washington.
Court records document that the FCC
was willing to make aspace requirement
exception for the Warner Theater building, which would have provided 288,0(X)
sq. ft. of leitsing space. or 2.000 sq. ft.
less space than the Portals. Court records
reveal that the FCC was willing to -deal
with additional space needs later."
Court records also reveal that the
Warner Theater building is in the same
section of Washington as the FCC's current building. creating easy access to the
amenities the FCC currently enjoys.
In February of 1990 the FCC petitioned GSA to restrict lease offers to a
location in "close proximity" with " the
offices of the communication industry
representatives." Additional court
records note that " the Warner Theater
building lies within the revised area
requested by the FCC."
The claims court found the FCC's lackof- space argument to he a "pretext" and
ordered GSA to continue negotiations for
the Portal's lease, and the decision was
later upheld by the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Federal Circuit in Washington.
Despite the court rulings. Kennard
strongly disagreed that location near
amenities was an issue.
continued on page 7
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The Allure of Baseball and RDS
WASHINGTON The baseball strike
may ha\ e killed this year's World Series
and broken the hearts of many fans, but
Fox 97 in Atlanta is betting that baseball's allure will add dimension to its
morning drive show—which already features Randy and Spiff.

The Atlanta Braves pitching coach, Leo
Mazzone. is adding sports color and
commentary as well as his insider's perspective to the show. Mazzone has been
a member of the Braves' coaching staff
since 1990. but he is a veteran of the
bullpen. working his way up the coaching ladder through several minor league
teams of the Braves organization.
Even if you are not an oldies fan, you
might be tempted to listen in on Fox 97's
morning show—just because you like
Leo. or because you like sports. It will be
Randy. Spiff and Leo's responsibilities to
keep the listeners there once they tune in.
Not to mention that involving one of the
city's most important sports franchises
with the station involves the station with
the community.
* * *
The reverse of course, is involving the
listener with the station. And the list of
how to effectively do just that is almost
as long as radio's history. But, over the
weekend. Ihad the chance to sample one
new technology that should be added to
that list: RBDS/RDS.
Irecently had to return my Sony home
tuner to its rightful owner ( my brotherin-law) and decided to go for Denon's
state-of-the-art TU-380RD home tuner to
replace it. After all. if Iwant to honestly

write about radio. Ineed to be able to
had been doing the same kind of prosample all that radio can be.
gram-promoting on their carrier. Iwould
In Washington, only four stations are
have been less likely to sample any of the
using RBDS/RDS, and of those four,
commercial stations that weren't doing
only one is using it effectively thus far.
RDS—and get snagged by someone
It surprised me to discover that noncomelse's music rotation.
mercial station WETA(FM) was the only
Most folks have only a handful of stastation really exploiting RBDS. And its
tions they listen to on a regular basis.
tactic is quite straightAnd really. maybe
forward: WETA proone or two stations
motes its programthey listen to the
ming. The message
majority of the time.
changes constantly,
Imagine if you could
promoting upcoming
lure your listeners
program and event
into staying with you,
information.
for longer and longer
What Iliked about it
stretches of time, by
(besides the nice.
tempting them with
clean sound generated
upcoming programfrom
the
tuner
ming
bits.
TSL
through an old Onkyo
through the roof!
integrated amp and
Second that with the
out to my old pair of
reinforcement of combaby Advents, and the
mercial
messages
strong reception of
with something a la
stations even though
CouponRadio, and
Atlanta Braves Pitching Coach
my condo faces west,
you have the makings
Leo Mazzone on-air at Fox 97.
away from the D.C.
of an even more powmetropolitan area and
erful
audience
most of the local broadcast towers to the
response to your call sign. Ahh. techeast of my building) is the tease of what
nology.
is to come.
* * *
Isuccumbed to RDS. Ifound there was
But back to programming for aminute.
no need to sample the other stations
If you number among those that claim
because Iknew X. Y or Z artist or proradio is not as good as it used to be. Italy
gram was coming up in I() minutes. Ihad
would dispute you. An American radio

entry to win a prize since 1979. It was
originally broadcast on National Public
Radio as part of the "American Private
Investigator" series and was recorded in
Kunstopf binaural 3-D sound.
According to the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting's Eloise Payne, the Special
Prize is awarded to programs for overall
quality. Because of the way " The
Maltese Goddess" is recorded, listeners
with headphones are able to hear the
sound inside and all around.

Robert J. Leacock has been promoted to head the new division,
Applied Engineering & Construction, at New Glarus, Wis.-based
Broadcast Communications. In his
new role. Leacock will be responsible for wireless systems engineering and integration in North
America. Leacock was formerly
with LeBlanc Royal, an international tower manufacturer, and was
a manager for subcontracting and
field services.
Dave Burns has rejoined Harris
Allied as radio studio product
manager. Burns was most recently
an independent broadcast product
and marketing consultant. He was
previously employed by Harris
Allied from 1978 to 1991 in a
variety of sales and marketing
positions.
Christine Gabor has been named
director of marketing for the broadcast division of The Associated
Press. Gabor will handle market
planning. product strategy and sales
for AP's radio and television services. She was previously a senior
associate at Coopers & Lybrand
Management
Consulting
in
Washington.

Now you can "watch" radio with a Denon RBDS/RDS home tuner.
fun waiting for the new messages to
scroll by—and was pleasantly surprised
at how often WETA changes the text. I
know if any of the commercial stations

Since you

...shouldn't you

program
your station
with one of
these:
Digital wonder
computer
hard disk
programming
system

program was awarded aspecial prize for
radio fiction in the Prix Italia. held in
Turin, Italy. ZBS Foundation's " The
Maltese Goddess" was the first American

control
your station
with one of
these?
ARC- 16
with

AutoPilot

AutoPilot" makes automatic operation
of your transmitter and studio facility
adream come true.
AutoPilot' can reduce down time and
operator errors while providing better
FCC compliance. For more information,
call Burk Technology.
Toll Frcc

1-800 255-8090
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Give credit to originator
Dear RW,
Regarding your feature on WDRE(FM),
Garden City, N.Y. ( RW, June 29),
WDRE is to be congratulated for its success in marketing its alternative music
format through visionary technical and
program management.
However, Itake exception that Tom
Calderone takes credit for listenership in
the early ' 80s on the 92.7 FM dial position. Programming on the frequency
prior to 1988 was provided by WLIR, a
separate entity to which WDRE has no
claim. The alternative format that WLIR
first created in 1982 was much more
adventurous a move for its time. and
Program Director Denis McNamara,
Station Manager Elton Spitzer and astaff
of talented WLIR DJs who made the station truly apleasure to listen to should be
credited for building part of the alternative music listener base WDRE now
shares.
The article was a bit unclear on this
point, and Ibelieve in giving credit
where it is due.
Joseph B. Schepis
Scarsdale, NY
Beware of thefts
Dear RNN,
Alan Peterson's column in the Aug. 10
edition of RW about radio station thefts
reminded me of a bizarre situation that
happened several years ago at a station
where Iworked.
The station, an AM/FM located in the
southeastern part of the country, began
experiencing mysterious thefts soon after
Ibegan working the overnight shift on
the AM. There was seemingly little
rhyme or reason regarding what was
stolen or how or when. A secretary had a
hole puncher taken off the top of her
desk. The engineering department had to
replace several of the little Radio Shack
amplified speakers used in various places
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as monitor amps. T-shirts, records and
even carts disappeared. My own personal
losses included a decrepit black and
white TV which used to keep me company on overnights and a single speaker
which Ihad tucked away out of sight ( I
thought) on top of ashelf; unfortunately.
not out of reach of Mr. Thief.
Locked offices, desks and closets did
not deter the thief. Paranoia spread
among the management and staff of the
station. Harsh penalties were imposed for
unauthorized after-hours visitors, and
alarms were installed on all outside
entrances. The management even forbade
use of the loading dock door, which was
a royal pain for those of us doing
remotes. The thefts continued.
The capper came with the disappear
ance of 13 Sony AM stereo radios
from a locked closet. Shortly thereafter, the station got a call from the
local police asking for information
about one of our employees and, by the
way, were we missing anything?
Seems the individual in question had
attempted to unload 13 radios at alocal
pawn shop which attracted the attention of police officers watching for
traffic in stolen goods.
Our thief turned out to be one of the
weekend part-timers, an average so-so
disc jockey who was popular with the
PD because he was almost always available for last-minute fill-ins. He had
apparently been able to get copies of the
keys to almost every lock in the building, perhaps by making wax impressions
of keys left carelessly lying around. The
long weekend airshifts that he worked
were ideal for loading his car with whatever he felt like taking. Most of the
items stolen were never recovered,
although the hole puncher was found in
his car's trunk.
Of course, the fellow was immediately
terminated and reportedly prosecuted by
the management, although we never
knew if he was convicted. Some months
later Iheard him pulling a weekend airshift at another station in the market, and
Ihad to wonder if his new employer was
aware of his background and if he was
continuing his second career as a petty
thief.
Allen Sherrill
Chief Engineer
KOIL(AM)-KKAR(AM)-KQKQ-FM
Omaha, NE
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Over the past few months. Radio World has
published a series on license renewal. Within
these various installments there has been a
recurring theme: Minority employment is a
desirable practice in order to meet the EEO
(Equal Employment Opportunity) requirements of the FCC.
Over the years, stations that have been
cited for EEO violations have claimed that
they did not have an adequate pool of qualified candidates from which to hire minorities. Depending on where the station was located, that may
or may not have been the case. But if stations fully explore
all sources of possible minority employees, they should be
aware that minority colleges offer hundreds of talented.
ambitious prospects who would be glad to work in the radio
industry. Many of these students are already trained in various aspects of broadcasting—whether it be technical, _ news
or copywriting.
Some radio stations actively recruit on minority college campuses. Here on our own doorstep in Washington. for example,
Howard University reports that more radio stations have
sought African-American students as employees this year than
in any other. However, Howard University Career Coordinator
Carol Dudley said the recruiting effort is very small when
compared to other industries. Officials from other minority
colleges, such as Florida A & M and Norfolk State, said their
schools also are under utilized when it comes to radio.
The schools said they are given anumber of reasons why stations shy away from minority schools, such as a perceived
stereotype that African- American students only want to work
at urban stations. Such astereotype is not true, school officials
insist. but it still persists.
Whatever the reason radio stations avoid recruiting at minority colleges, it does not make sense. Radio stations should not
overlook any potential source of employment—especially
minority colleges. Station management should go to the
schools to see what they have to offer. Such a move will not
only keep the station within the letter of the law but also gain
them good employees.

Minority

Colleges:
A Radio

Resource

though Ihad another crazy air person on
my hands. It was after reviewing the
schematics of the systems that Irealized
one of them had an extra phase inversion.
That led to the discovery of the cause of
the problem. KIIS immediately installed
aDPDT switch wired as aphase inverter
in the mic circuit, and that took care of
the problem for the most part. The
amount of Freeman Effect that takes
place depends on the headphone gain,
phase rotation in the equipment, as well
as other less obvious variables. But most
of the time, flipping the mic phase will
produce an improvement in on position
or the other.
Shortly after the discovery, Iwrote a
short article for Radio World about the
phenomena and what I'd found to
address it, and that was the source of the
name.
I've learned that when a personality
makes comments such as "Ican't cut
through the music" or "Ican scream and
Chasing phase inversion
not hear myself," it's time to have them
flip the switch and try again.
Dear RW,
Mark's letter comments that the change
Mark Durenberger's letter in the Aug.
in phase may take some getting used to,
10 RW brought back memories of days
that it may be awhile before the persongone by.
ality appreciates the change. My experiIam very familiar with the Freeman
ence has been that the change is immediEffect. It was first identified and docuate and noticeable. Interestingly enough,
mented at KIIS in Los Angeles, when
different personalities prefer different
midday personality Paul Freeman kept
settings.
complaining that the mic wasn't working
In any event, the legendary Paul
when he went on the air. He could talk or
Freeman made us very aware of the need
yell as loud as he wanted, and he heard
to address the effect, for better or worse,
everything in the headphones except his
and his name will live forever wherever
voice. Yet everyone else heard him just
disc jockeys can't hear themselves.
fine, and the airchecks sounded normal.
Michael Callaghan
KI1S, at that time, had both Moseley
Chief Engineer
PCL-303 and PCL-505 STL systems.
KIIS AM/FM
When Paul told me the problem only
Los Angeles
happened on one of the two systems, I

New furniture vendor
Dear RW,
Thanks for printing your helpful
"Resource Guide tia Furniture" ( RW,
Aug. 10).
Your readers will want to know about a
new source of studio furniture and wood
equipment racks. Panascheme Inc. is
based in Maryland and has extensive
experience in providing services and furniture for other industries, including the
concert touring business.
Panascheme now has a line of modular
furniture for radio and TV stations that
can be shipped affordably anywhere in
the United States. Bradley Broadcast
sales is the exclusive broadcast distributor. Readers can get more info by calling
800-732-7665.
Thanks again and congratulations on
RW's increasing sophistication and usefulness.
Paul J. McLane
Marketing Mgr.
Bradley Broadcast
Gaithersburg, MD
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Use of Digital Spot Delivery Increases
by Alan Haber
WASHINGTON Remember when "I'll
send it to you later" was akin to "The
check is in the mail"? Well, it' you're trying to stay competitive in your market, it
does you no good to have to wait for commercials to arrive at your door by ( hopefully) overnight delivery, or by acourier
that takes hours longer than necessary to
find your building and deliver that familiar
white box.
It's great if "the check is in the mail." but
if it doesn't arrive on time, it doesn't do
your station awhole lot of good.

Digital delivery has made it easier than
ever before for stations to receive commercials and traffic instructions. Regardless of
whether spots are delivered over dedicated
ISDN or other phone lines, or by satellite,
they're delivered quickly ( within as little
as an hour after an order is placed by an
advertising agency or production house).
Spots arrive without the need for station
personnel to be present. They are stored on
ahard drive for later retrieval, and sound
great. And digital delivery is extremely
affordable and allows your traffic and production departments to operate more efficiently.

San Francisco- based Digital Generation
Systems Inc ( DGS). has been delivering
commercials digitally to radio stations
since July 1993; the number of stations on
the company's multimedia network now
numbers over 1,100. Stations, which
become part of the network when advertisers identify them as targets, or when they
call DG Systems directly. need only install
adedicated phone line and connect it to a
Receive Playback Terminal, supplied by
the company.
The one-piece terminal, which features a
small built-in monitor, a hard disk, and
proprietary software, is loaned to stations
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by DG Systems; traffic instructions are
sent via fax.
Different levels
DG Systems offers its clients, which
include advertising agencies and production studios, different levels of service,
which fit their varied needs ( for example.
some spots may not be time sensitive, and
some clients may be price sensitive).
Commercials can be delivered to radio
TeleSPOT Imornmq T'allèges
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IDB's TeleSPOT sports a
user-friendly graphical interface.
stations in as little as four hours from the
initial client request. Of course, this benefits stations, which require timely delivery
of all spots.
The advantage of delivering commercials
digitally, according to Ann Marie McGee,
DGS director of marketing, is quality. In
fact, she said. "The quality we provide is
better than CD quality."
According to the company's press materials, "stringent error correction" is provided, as are computerized logistical controls.
Topical content
IDB Communications Group is offering
the TeleSPOT commercial delivery service
to 33 radio stations in Los Angeles and 26
stations in San Francisco. The service was
acquired in March of this year from Sonnet
Communications Inc. IDB provides to
radio stations adedicated 56 kilobits per
second ( Kbps) phone line. CD-quality
commercials ( uncompressed) can be delivered to stations in as few as four hours; by
employing high-quality audio compression
(such as MUSICAM), commercials can be
delivered in minutes.
Traffic instructions are attached to the
audio file, and are automatically printed
out when sent ( IDB provides stations with
an Hewlett Packard inkjet printer).
IDB's primary clients for TeleSPOT are
television stations that are producing topical spots ( referencing current events, for
example) and want to get them on the air
on radio stations quickly. Brian Heimerl.
spokesman for IDB. gave the example of
Los Angeles independent television station
KCAL-TV. "They live and die by their
local news." he said. Before they signed on
with TeleSPOT, he noted, "they were having to purchase broadcast loops" for the
radio stations they were targeting with
their commercials, "...or use very expensive direct messenger services."
TeleSPOT enabled the station to send a
commercial to IDB's Los Angeles hub
(there's another hub in San Francisco), and
have TeleSPOT send the commercial to a
designated radio station—all in under 14
minutes total.
Radio stations, which sign on with
TeleSPOT at the suggestion of the service's
continued on page 9
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Satisfy EEO Rules Through Colleges
continued from page 1

aspects of astation and not just if the music
appeals to them," Haynes said. "Some of
my students work for acountry station."
Haynes believes radio stations, like televis on stations, should go beyond mere
recruitment and become involved in helping students to develop broadcasting skills
by offering student internships.
Internships give radio stations an opportunity to identify and develop relationships
with talented students and allow stations to
haYe arole in training students for today's
radio industry, Haynes noted.
Haynes also recommends that stations
develop working relationships with the faculties and career placement employees of
African-American universities because they
can link stations with qualified students.
"The whole key for recruiting AfricanAmericans and other ethnic groups is the

establishment of relationships at the university level," he said.
Initiating relationships with AfricanAmerican universities to
recruit students is relatively easy. Norfolk
State University officials said the school is
willing to work with recruiters to establish acampus visitation date to interview students looking for
employment in the radio industry, NSU
Director of Career Services Benjamin F.
Ellis, Jr. said.
After the employer and university determine avisitation date, qualified students are
notified and can sign up for 30-minute interview time-slots. Recruiters can also request
longer time slots to interview students.
The university has the ability to host
six recruiting companies on any given

RENEWAL 1995

FCC Plans Eventual Move
continued from page 3
-The

chairman and the comini\sioner...
tl7eir sole goal was to get everyone in one
building," he said.
Also, the additional space agreement
was negotiated into the Portals contract
after the court rulings, so the FCC could
move its entire operation to the one location, although the Portals development
will house the FCC in two buildings.
A new home
The first building. dubbed Portals I. is
already finished and houses other feder-

day, Ellis noted.
"We have six interview rooms as apart of
the program," he said.
Haynes and Dudley
said their universities have similar oncampus recruitment
programs.

go," he said.
One proposal in front of the GSA would
have FCC employees starting their move
to the building this spring and continuing
the moving process until the spring of
'96.
But Kennard believes that option is not
afeasible way of conducting the move.
"It's kind of disruptive to have 20 percent of our staff there in the spring and
then waiting for them to finish the construction of the ( second) building to
move the rest of our people," Kennard
said. "Our first optiim W(nild he to have

Recruitments fairs
In an effort to take on-campus recruiting
a step further, many African- American
universities usually hold student recruitment fairs. Florida A&M will have a
career expo Febuary Iand 2. The expo
will include all majors at the university,
giving recruiters an opportunity to fill any
vacant positions at their stations.
Howard University is having a student
job fair October 20 and 21 that will bring
in women and minority students from universities across the country. The university

will accept recruiter reservations up until
the fair.
"We try not to turn anyone away."
Dudley said.
Norfolk State University just had an
career expo earlier this month and will
have another one next fall.
All three universities, however, do not
require acampus visit in order for radio
stations to recruit students. Stations can
also recruit students through each university's off- campus recruitment program.
Stations merely send the universities a
description of available positions, and the
universities in turn will send the stations
filed resume copies of qualified students.
Besides keeping aresume file of its current students, Florida A&M also maintains
an alumni data bank. The alumni data
bank assists stations recruiting for positions that require a degree and several
years of experience.
D

Stations can reach Havnes ai 90-i-5993700; Ellis at 804-683-8462 and Dudley at
202-662-7145.

FCC to Rewrite
EEO Guidelines
WASHINGTON In a Sept. 26 address to the Network Economy Conference,
FCC Chairman Reed Hundt said the FCC will pursue simplifying EEO hiring
requirements to streamline the licensing renewal process for radio stations.
"In connection with broadcasting one thing we are trying to do is take a new
look at more effective, more efficient and more result oriented EEO and EEOC
rules," Hundt said. " Often that issue gets raised at renewal time."
Hundt also said simplifying EEOC requirement would " reduce the burden" on
the radio industry.
Currently, radio stations have to fill out two minority hiring assessment forms
and if those forms do not pass the FCC muster, stations could then be
required to send the FCC a list of all employment positions that became available for athree year period prior to their renewal filing dates, list the race and
gender of the applicants for those positions and list the race and gender of all
hirees for the same time period.
EEO violations can subject stations to aschedule of fines that are upwardly
adjustabe, reporting conditions and in some cases short term licensing
renewal.
If the FCC does rewrite EEO rules, the schedule of fines could be the first to
go. An appeals court struck down a similar set of FCC fines, not related to the
EEO fines, citing that the FCC did not use the correct rulemaking procedures
when it established the fine schedule. The FCC used the same incorrect rulemaking procedure when it established its EEO fines.

Artist model of the Portals, future home of the FCC
al tenants, including the Federal
Aviation Administration and the
Department of Education. It includes
amenities like larger conference rooms,
a day care facility, a health club with a
weight room in it, acafeteria and stateof-the-art security.
The other building, Portals II, has not
been built yet. It will be specifically
designed for the FCC, and it is scheduled
to be completed approximately 18
months after GSA awards Republic
Properties a lease agreement for the
Portals. Levitas said.
Depending on congressional approval,
construction could happen within the
next couple of months, Levitas said.
Republic Properties could also push
itself to begin construction sooner than
that, Levitas said. "They're raring to

(hein finish building Portals II... and
then moving most of the agency there at
one time."
The FCC hopes that the state-of-the-art
Portals ll building will persuade hi- tech
companies to relocate nearby, giving the
FCC the opportunity to interface hi tech
researchers.
"Ideally, the chairman's vision of our
new location would be to have a hi- tech
multimedia center that the FCC would be
the nucleus of," Kennard said. " We
would attract lots of companies that are
interested in what we do, to the area."
GSA employees negotiating the lease
did not return several phone calls from
RW. The only GSA comment came from
spokesman Steve Guiheen. -We are
working on implementing the court's
order," he said.
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clients, receive aterminal from IDB built
around the Unix- based NeXT operating
system; according to Heimerl, the terminal
is "made to run networks." Proprietary
software is also provided to stations.
Satellite delivered
The TMX Network, ajoint venture
between San Francisco-based TransMedia,
acommercial production/ recording studio,
and Media Fax, acommercial instruction
trafficking service, digitally delivers commercials in real time to radio stations via
direct broadcast satellite— primarily,
Satcom C-5 and, alternately, G-Star on the
Ku-band (Traffic instructions are delivered
simultaneously by fax through Media Fm).
According to Dave Adams, president of
TransMedia, the company's goal is to
connect as many as 3,000 commercial
radio stations to the network within a
year. Since the system was launched in
January of this year, 120 stations on the
West coast, which are targeted by the network's clients ( advertising agencies),
have corne online.
Stations are supplied by the network with a
digital audio satellite receiver which does not
interrupt any existing feeds they're taking off
their C-band dish ( the receiver hooks up to
the station's dish with asplitter). Stations that
don't already have aC-band dish are supplied with a Ku- band dish. Stations also
receive aDAT recorder, to which commercials are delivered, within two hours.
Adams says delivery is made by satellite
rather than phone lines "Because of realtime consideration. The amount of volume
that can be handled in atelephone situation
is drastically reduced."
From due north
Digital Courier International ( DCI) will
be offering digital delivery of CD-qualit}
commercials and various short- and longform programming elements over telephone lines later this year ( the system,
which just underwent a successful alpha
technical test in Canada, was unveiled to
the North American market at the recent
NAB Radio Show in Los Angeles). DCI is
adivision of MPR Teltech, a Vancouver.
British Colombia- based advanced
telecommunications company, which is
owned by British Colombia Telephone.
Delivery on the network can be accomplished in as little as one hour. Mark
Burns, marketing specialist, said that DCI
is atwo-way network that will move "digital compressed ultra-high quality digital
audio with text from point to multipoint."
He said that DCI is not "a distribution
hub...everyone ( on the network) is adistributor and areceiver with equal power,"
meaning that commercials received by a
station can be sent to other stations on the
network.
DCI supplies stations with a PCbased
terminal with between three and a half to
four hours of real-time audio storage, as
well as the best telephone line available in
each area ( ISDN ( 2B+D), Switched 56, or
regular phone line), and proprietary software that runs within the Microsoft
Windows for Workgroups interface ( also
supplied). The only cost to stations will be
an as-yet-undetermined small subscriber
fee, which will cover the cost of the telephone line.
Burns noted that he considers both
senders ( production houses and advertising
agencies) and receivers (radio stations) to

be DCI's clients. Stations can be referred to
the network by senders, or can contact DCI
directly. Burns said that the advantages of
delivering commercials digitally over telephone lines are sound quality and dependability; he noted that traffic instructions are
permanently attached to the sound file. He
also said that DCI will be using six to one
ISO/MPEG Layer 2 compression, which
will allow stations to match with digital
audio radio when it arrives.
Telephone delivery
As for why DCI decided to deliver by
telephone lines rather than satellite, he
said " Material flows just as well over the
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DG Systems Record Playback Terminal ( center right)
fits easily into a radio station studio configuration.
phone lines, and you can have phone
lines in any area."
Steve Howard, operations and program director for WPCV-FM and
WONN ( AM) in Lakeland, Fla., listed

the elimination of tape hiss and the possibility of the dubbing deck exhibiting a
slightly different speed than the playback
deck as benefits that digital delivery of
continued on page I1
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FIRST IMPRESSIONS

FM DAB over WBBM-FM.
"We drove all around, under bridges
and overpasses, downtown, under the ell,
in among buildings and the digital system
performed well—at times better than the
analog. We had one minor glitch that
member and DAB Task force chair Alan
All three related developments came on
lasted only about a second. Otherwise,
Box of EZ Communications; board memthe heels of news about DAB IBOC tests
the FM performed beautifully,"
ber Randy Odeneal of Sconnix
of both USA Digital AM and FM sysGannett's Paul Donahue said.
Broadcasting: NRSC DAR subgroup
tems ( reported in RW last month). The
"It surpassed every
FM has undergone tests on the CBSexpectation Ihad," said
owned WBBM-FM in the windy city and
"It surpassed every
Box of both demos.
the AM on aGroup W experimental staexpectation Ihad."
"The AM system was
tion in Cincinnati.
exceptional,
it was
But the big question remained: was it
—Alan Box
slightly better than our
ready to show to the world?
EZ Comm unications current FM system. The
FM system was perfect,
IBOC is here
it was very much CD quality. We drove
chairman Charles Morgan of SusqueFor both systems the answer is: appararound Chicago where there was heavy
ently yes. USA Digital representatives
hanna Broadcasting and NAB Science
multipath and analog and there was none
and Technology Senior Vice President
flew a hand-picked group first to
on the digital system."
Michael Rau.
Cincinnati to hear and observe the AM
"I was impressed. Iwould call it adefiFrom Cincinnati, the group flew to
system perform. They were NAB Radio
nite proof of concept," Rau agreed, "It
Chicago, for the first mobile demo of the
Board Chairman Doug Wheeler; board
improved my confidence in in-band AM
and FM." Both Box and Rau mentioned
the "minor glitch" but noted that the systems developers can correct the problem
with just asoftware change.
"The beauty is that it's software driven," Donahue explained. "By the time
the glitch showed up, the development
engineers already had asoftware correc12:21:38A
Copyright 1994 by Scott Studios Corp.
tion figured out."
Can You Feel The Love Tonight
Box added that as far as USA Digital
Elton John
IBOC is concerned, " It's definitely
:15/3:57/C HIT HM)105 10:14:47
ill •L # 1for 3Weeks in July, 1994
ready." And what would he say to skeptical engineers and others who maintain
But it's A/right
Auto
... WI:S
.
It
that it can't work? "That's definitely
Huey Lewis & the News
.I J
6
;9
been proven wrong."
12/2:40 HIT H6138 12:24:40

Group Heads Impressed by DAB Demo
by Judith Gross
NEW YORK When it rains it pours in
new developments in DAB...and in asingle week recently, there were three major
developments on the DAB front including the first full-blown mobile demo of
USA Digital's IBOC ( in-band, on-channel) FM.
Simultaneously with an overwhelmingly successful demo for aselect group of
top officials in the radio industry, controversy flared and then abated over the
EIA's methods of testing multipath.
Meanwhile, word spread that major electronics industry manufacturers were
forming acaucus to foster their interests
in DAB in regulatory and other areas.

Touchscreen Plays Music and '
Spots Instantly from Hard Drive
Play Anything at aTouch
Nothing else makes radio as fast or
easy as having all your songs, spots,
sounders and sweepers start with your
fingertip--always on-line and ready
to play from hard disk. And nothing
else is better for fast, exciting radio
than the new Scott Studio System!
Here's how it works: Six buttons on
the left of the computer touchscreen
play what's on your program log. Your
songs, spots, promos, PSAs and live
copy come in automatically from your
music and traffic computers. You
can rearrange anything by touching
arrows (at mid-screen), or opening a
window with the entire day's log. On
the right, 18 hot keys start unscheduled jingles, sounders, comedy
and sound effects on the spur of
the moment. You get 26 sets of hot
keys for your jocks' different needs.
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World's Fastest Requests!

Simple and Paperfree

Improve Your Production

Touch the Music button at the top
right of the main screen to see our
"Wall of Carts" with 1,000 songs (or
more) on-line! They're displayed by
title, artist, year, length, category, or
any way you like. Touch the song
you want and Scott Studios' digital
audio hard disk plays it instantly.
In addition, all your comedy bits,
spots, jingles, promos and PSAs have
their own "
Wall of Carts" so they start
immediately. Or, you can pick any
unscheduled song, spot, sweeper or
promo and put it anywhere you want
in today's log.

Weather forecasts, live tags, promo
copy, contest winners' lists and
programming memos automatically
pop up on your Scott System's
screen. As an option, we can also
work with your news wire to update
and display selected weather, news
and sports copy.

Scott Systems pay for themselves in
increased efficiency on-the-air and in
production.
Our graphic waveform
editor quickly cleans up out-takes and
works wonders with big productions.

1 2 or 3Touchscreens
Teams of personalities can add
touchscreens to share control. Jocks
choose whether to handle sweeps
themselves or let the Scott System
sequence automatically.

Tempest in a test
But even while the day of demos was
proceeding, a pointed disagreement over
how to test multipath pervaded the latest
EIA subgroup meeting. It centers on the
use of a Hewlett-Packard simulator, a
Rayleigh fading model, exactly when
certain procedures were decided and by
whom, and ultimately what the essence
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The Best Digital Audio
When spots, promos, PSAs, songs, or
any other digital audio events are
recorded, they're immediately playable in all your Scott System air
studios. Nobody wastes time carrying
carts down the hall or redubbing spots
for additional stations.
Scott Studios will even pre- record
your music library from CDs at no
extra charge. You choose double- or
triple- overlap playback (or more) while
recording.
Circle ( 42) On Reader Service Card

Disk Prices Plummet
Compared to mere months ago, hard
disk prices have dropped dramatically!
Dave Scott and his team has more
digital audio and automation success
and experience than anyone else in
the business! We also offer excellent
leases. Call for details.

Seat Secede:tie
13:375 Stemmons, Suite : 300
Dallas, Texas 75234 USA

(800) 330-3004

of typical multipath is.
In an "Isay poTAY-toe, you say poTAH-toe" type of argument, USA Digital
representatives objected to amultipath test
procedure outlined during aJuly meeting.
They maintained that decisions were made
during aJuly meeting they had not been
properly notified was taking place.
Bob Culver, who chairs the subgroup
doing the tests, and Ralph Justus of the EIA
said the discussion about procedures had
been ongoing and that aCBS representative was present at the meeting in July.
They also maintained that the Rayleigh
fading model, which is fed into amultipath simulator, is appropriate for FM
frequencies even though it was developed for 900 MHz frequencies. A seccontinued on next page
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ond agreement, over the term "uncorre-

lated" to describe the multipath reflections centered on whether or not reflections which cause multipath have a
mathematical correlation with the original signal's frequency.
"You would never see uncorrelated
multipath reflections in areal world situation," CBS Vice President of
Engineering Tony Masiello said.
"We find that reflections in multipath
generally are uncorrelated," Culver said.
In the end, the basic disagreement was
resolved when the subgroup agreed to
operate the HP simulator in Direct
Mode—using actual site measurement
data rather than Simulation Mode,
which would have fed parameters into
the H- P and allow it to simulate multipath reflections.
What is multipath?
The quarrel over these highly technical
issues raises two very important larger
questions. First: what is multipath? USA
Digital maintains that the method of generating multipath which was ultimately
discarded by the subgroup would have
resulted in wide flat fading which is atypical of FM radio in general.
The danger? That it would make an
IBOC DAB system, which by necessity
occupies a narrower bandwidth than an
out-of-band system such as Eureka- 147,
appear to be flawed by creating overly
severe multipath which bears no resemblance to the real world.
Culver, Justus and some engineers who
are critical of IBOC DAB argue that
wide flat fades are typical in FM multipath.
But ultimately, the argument rests on
whether or not the EIA tests can be
impartial and produce objective data.
Recent input into test procedure from
Canadian engineers, when Canada has
already begun implementing the Eureka
system and is actively asking U.S. broadcasters to do the same, has only muddied
the waters.
-Canadian engineers have alot of expertise in digital radio and we'd be foolish
not to make use of it," Culver noted. "The
bottom line is, we're going to challenge
all the systems to see how well they perform, without favoring any one system.
They're entitled to their objections, but it
isn't going to affect the tests."
EIA caucus
As it that weren't sticky enough. the
EIA raised even more question among
broadcasters when it announced the formation of a caucus consisting of its
largest members, to consider economic,
legal. regulatory and technical issues pertaining to DAB. Among those larger
members is European electronics giant
Thomson, which has adefinite stake in
the Eureka system.
The caucus is in the early stages, with
no agenda yet and the next meeting slated for the January Consumer Electronics
Show. The EIA noted that many members had not kept apace of recent DAB
developments, and the caucus was
formed as members were briefed at the
NASA Lewis test center in Cleveland,
where DAB lab tests are being done.
Can a trade organization representing
one faction of those who will decide the
fate of DAB in the U.S. purport to perform objective tests on the one hand and
support acaucus of its large members on
the other hand?
"Our number one priority is maintaining

Radio World

objectivity, - Culver said. " EIA has no
axe to grind. Its members want objective
data." Then why the rush to caucus?
"We want to be ready when all the test
results are in. The caucus will be set up
to evaluate those results," Justus added.
And what happens if all systems perform well, but not exactly in away that's
comparable? Would the EIA ignore
broadcasters' stated position to support
only IBOC?
"Obviously if broadcasters have asystem that they have developed, it would
speed DAB implementation considerably
if we were all in agreement," Justus said.
DO D
Judith Gross runs her own writing/public relations agency, JG Communications, specializing in broadcast and
pro- audio technology. She can be
reached at 718-392-328k

Digital Spot Delivery
continued from page 9

commercials provides. " Does it get any better than digital?" he asked.
adding that he doesn't
hear any noise in the
Figure 1.
digital reproduction.
It's an incredibly simple connection
Howard noted that the
to connect with the world.
phone
digitally- received comjack
f'"N
mercials are played back
digitally at both stations.
modem
.1 \
Ç codec
"We use the Arrakis
9
DigiLink automation sysIt all connects together
just like your computer modem.
tem on our AM to actually run the automation,
(and) on our FM simply as avery sophisticated cart machine," he said. "So
we're totally digital from the time we get the commercial until our listeners
hear it."

Why would anybody
put 50 compact discs
into something
like this?
So broadcasters would never
have to so much as touch a
CD again. No matter what.

If you don't want to use acomputer, no problem.
We have astand-alone controller that's fully pro.
grammable and has its own back-up CD player.

No matter what size their CD
library, 100 or 1000. No matter
what they want to program for
when. No matter what kind of
computer equipment they
have. No matter what goes
wrong with aCD, aplayer, the
changer.

Not only won't you touch your CD's
again, our 3101 won't either.
Each CD is cradled in its own tray. And our
mechanism grips the trays to remove ad
replace CD's, never the CD's themselves.
The sealed changer also protects your CD's
against dust, dirt, and other airborne
contaminants.

We've told you alot. Make us
prove it.

No matter what.

Call, write or FAX for detailed Itterature
and acopy of our 2-year limited
warranty, the best in the business.
Then try a "you heard it with you own
ears" test of our 3101's superb sound
quality. Your CD Changer search will
be over.

High capacity CD players are all but amust
these days, no question of that. How high a
capacity, that's aquestion. Which one's the
easiest to load, that's another good question.
And what brand is the most reliable, that's
probably the best question.

Introducing the 100- CD " Instant Library
Change" CD Player/Changer from NSM
of Germany.
It's the answer to all those questions. And a
lot more.
Put simply, our Model 3101 is the most efficient,
totally flexible, all-but-infallibly reliable CD
Player/Changer ever made for broadcasters.

The snap-in/snap-out 50-CD magazines
are the key.
Once CD's are loaded in the magazine's numbered slots, you never have to touch them again.
You simply snap-in two magazines, 100 CD's
worth, into our 3101 Player/Changer. Then any
of its 100 CD's are all but instantly accessible.
It takes an average of less than five seconds for
our 3101 to find and begin playing any one of
them.

Program any selections, in any order, for any
start time ... cue up, blend, whatever you like.
Store any number of loaded 50-CD magazines
you need nearby.

And you'll know exactly why
we put 50 CD's into alittle
magazine.

tests are experiencing
well over 400,000. What's
more, our reliability is street-tested
every day in coin-operated jukeboxes
throughout the country — we're the largest
manufacturer of commercial jukeboxes in the
world.
But when the inevitable happens — when
something does go wrong — just snap-out the
magazines and put them•in another 3101.
You're back in business. Try that with any other
CD Player/Changer.

Link about as many 100-CD capacity
3101's together as you like.
In fact, up to 16 can be controlled through a
single RS 232 interface by asingle PC ... most
likely, the very equipment you have right now.

So you'd never
have to do dagain.

You can change the entire library in just about
the same time ... just by snapping out the two
magazines, snapping in another pre-loaded set.

NSM

What happens if our 3101 breaks down?

Consumer Electronics

We won't say it could never happen. We will say
that it'll be rare. Our 3101 has the highest reliability rating in the industry, way above all the others. Its MSBF (Mean Swaps Between Failures)
is over 200,000 and our current units in laboratory

40 Cain Drive • Brentwood, NY 11717
Phone: (516) 273-4200 FAX: (516) 273-4240
Genre!. 1994. NSM 'Inge, Germany. Bensenene. 1 Bon,...non NY
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Border Agreement Affects AM Band
continued from page 1

contour distances are specified. and these
must be used to determine the required

dBu field strength: for Class B stations.
the protected contour is based on 54 dBu.
Therefore, since the F(50.50) curves are

Figure 1.
Old Agreement

FCC Rules

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

A, AA, B1 ( 03),

A, B, C, D

New Agreement

Item
Subcarrier
Communication
Services
Assignments
based on contour
protection

Power reductions and/or directional
antennas can now be used to afford equivalent interference protection to existing
facilities or allotments, in much the same
way as Section 73.215 of the FCC rules.
The rate- of- change limitations contained in the old agreement and in the
rules are absent in the new agreement:
the 15 dB maximum- to- minimum ratio.
however, is preserved. This provision
should allow many stations in the border
area to increase their coverage. In determining the required contour protection.
field strength values are calculated in a
manner similar to FCC rules. Protected
and interfering contours are projected at

standard radials adjacent to the actual
azimuth. Azimuths and distances shall be
determined to the nearest degree and kilometer. respectively. Rules for rounding are
not given. F(50.10) values resulting in distances of less than 15 km default to
F(50.50) values. Values of HAAT less
than 30 meters are replaced with 30
meters.
The new agreement was signed by representatives of the U.S. and Mexico in
Queretaro. Mexico. on August II. 1992. It
does not legally enter into force until both
the U.S. and Mexico have exchanged
diplomatic notes that they have complied
with the requirements of their respective
national legislations. Apparently. the
Mexican Senate has not yet ratified the
agreement. so it is supposedly not yet in
force. This is the reason that copies of it

Station
Classes

B ( 02), 01.

A, B1 (C3),

Class A
definition

3kVV/100 m

3kW/90 m

6kW/100 m

Spherical Earth

Lookup table

Flat Earth

Distance
calculation
Azimuth
calculation
No

Yes

defined

No

D.A. Rate
of Change limit

No

ERP reduction, if any. For station Classes
BI and B. the class contour and protected
contour distances are different, since class
contours are always based on 60 dBu
field strength. For Class BI stations, the
protected contour distance is based on 57

Figure 2.

B (C2), C1, C

Yes

Yes

not linear, this may lead to slightly different permitted ERP values.
Perhaps the most significant change
associated with the new agreement is the
provision for restricted allotments, which
do not meet the spacing requirements.

Class

Co- Channel

Relation

(0 kHz)

200 kHz

400/600 kHz

10.6/10.8 MHz

A- A

100 km'

61 km*

25 km

8km

A - AA

111

68

31

9

A - B1

138

88

48

11

A - B

163'

105

65

14'

A - C1

196

129

74

21

A-C

210

161'

94'

28'

AA - AA

115t

72t

31t

10

AA- B1

96f
125t

481-

12

AA - B

143t
178t

69t

15

AA - Cl

200t

133t

22

AA - C

226f

1651-

75f
951-

B1 - B1

175t

114t

211t

145t

50t
71t

14

BI - B
Bi

2331"

1611-

77t

24

B1 - C

259t

193t

96t

31
20'

Adjacent Channels

I.F.

29

17

B- B

237t

164t*

651-

B- Cl

270t

195f

791-

B- C

270

215f

Cl - Cl

245

177

82

34

Cl - C

270

209

102

41

C- C

290t

228t

105

27
35'

98t*

•Separation distance less than required in old Agreement.
tSeparation distance greater than required in Part 73.

field strength levels appropriate for the
classes of stations involved. The protected contour is based on an F(50.50) value:
interfering contours are based on
F(50.10) values.
The protected and interfering contour
field strength values to be used are the
same as those specified in Section 73.215.
Only the eight standard radials may be
used for determining HAAT.
When it is necessary to protect an assignment that is not along one of those radials.
one must interpolate between the two

9.5" x 2.5" x 1"

are extremely difficult to come by; our
repeated requests for a copy from the
Commission were denied.
However. several FCC staff engineers
have indicated that applications for new
facilities pursuant to the new agreement
are being accepted and. conversely, applications not complying with the new agreement may be restored.
CI D

Robert Weller is an engineer with
Hammett & Edison Inc. Consulting
Engineers, based in San Francisco.
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More stations play their music on the
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studio paI
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Tel: (800) 522-CART or (703)667-8125
n Fax: (703) 667-6379
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Book Outlines Oklahoma Radio History
by Harry Heath
STILLVVATER, Okla. [very state
should be so lucky.
With the book " Voices on the Wind:
Early Radio in Oklahoma," broadcasting
veteran Gene Allen has crafted aprofusely illustrated history that is likely to be
the envy of broadcasters and scholars
throughout most of the nation.
There are several adequate histories of
national and international broadcasting,
but few state radio histories exist. This is
one of the best.

good read
Published by the Oklahoma Heritage
Association, the 110-page hardback book
is well- researched, readable, fast- paced
and authoritative. Fifteen chapters supported by 44 well-chosen photographs
plus an epilogue make this adelight for
radio buffs.
Allen. who currently is a free-lance
writer based at Oklahoma State
University. began his professional radio
career by accident. He ran out of money
at Oklahoma State University and took a
job writing copy for KWHW(AM) in
Altus. With his bankroll replenished. he
returned to college, paying his tuition by
writing for KSPI(AM) Stillwater.
Following graduation, he joined
WKY(AM) Radio and later WKY-TV in
Oklahoma City, where he won anumber
of awards for his documentaries. He
closed out his radio career as abroadcasting specialist for his alma mater,
Oklahoma State.
In the book, Allen relates for the first
time the stories of Oklahoma's pioneer
broadcasters, their hopes and aspirations
and the stations they built.
Here, too, are the legends, among them
the young violin player who found his
bride by radio, and the millionaire who
dreamed of agiant Oklahoma station that
would put the young state in the forefront
of the exciting new radio industry.
Allen traces radio's history from
Reginald Fessenden's Christmas Eve
broadcast of 1906 to the present, with
major emphasis upon Oklahoma.

other components. was located in Hull's
garage at 1101 W. Ash. Towering over it
were two wooden poles with afive-element " flat top" antenna strung between
them. The living room was converted
into astudio, including an upright piano,
aphonograph, adivan and two chairs.
Enter the giant
While the enterprising partners had first
used their station to build sales for
receiving sets they manufactured, that
venture slowed down considerably when
Westinghouse factories began turning
receivers out by the thousands every day.

But by then, 5XT was getting letters
from listeners in all parts of the country,
and Hull and Richards were having so
much fun trying new program ideas that
they didn't mind.
By 1921, there were three commercial
stations west of the Mississippi. One was
owned by the Detroit News, one by the
Kansas City Star and the third by
Oklahoma's two inventive electricians.
1922 was the year radio arrived "with a
rush and aroar." From 1919 to 1921, the
Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature
listed no articles for radio broadcasting.
But the 1922-23 edition listed 10 pages

of titles devoted to radio.
Before 1922 had ended, the Department
of Commerce had licensed more than 5(X)
stations. A year earlier, the first year of
licensing, only 28 applications had been
approved.
Station 5XT's most distant listener was in
Grand Rapids, Mich. A boy in Wichita
Falls, Texas, reported excellent reception
using his bed springs as an indoor antenna.
The first major broadcast, with the cooperation of the state's largest newspaper, The
Daily Oklahoman, was aremote concert on
March 4, 1922. by the internationally
continued on page 15

A

Flying music

About the year 1919, U.S. Army fliers
at Post Field, Fort Still, Okla., operated a
5 kW AM transmitter. On one occasion.
they broadcast music from aplane flying
over Lawton, Okla., which attracted considerable attention in the press.
E.C. Hull. a radio instructor who had
served in France during World War I.
came to Oklahoma City looking for
adventure. He found it when he formed a
friendship with H.S. Richards and they
decided to build aradio station.
The radio enthusiasts at Post Field had
talked with other operators. including
Hull and Richards, and may have been
the catalyst that brought radio to
Oklahoma City, according to Allen.
Both Hull and Richards had asupply of
equipment, and Hull had the necessary
transmitter tubes. Allen writes that it
seems likely Oklahoma City's first radio
station went on the air with a major, if
unwitting, assist from the U.S Army.
In the spring of 1921. Richards and Hull
began broadcasting with the call letters
5XT. The homemade transmitter, acollection of bits and pieces of wire and
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The Basics of Ti in Radio Stations
by Dan Joffe
NEW YORK The world is going digital, and, in many ways, broadcasting is
leading the way. CDs, digital tape
recorders, DSP-based mixers, effects
generators and audio codecs are changing
the broadcasting business daily.
All these digital devices generate large
amounts of data. While some people are
still dropping tapes in mail pouches, others are using digital telecommunications
to move their data and keep astep ahead
of their competition. One very useful digital telecommunications tool is the T1 or
fractional T1 line.
This article hits the high points from
"The Inside Guide to T1 and Fractional
TI Services." published by the Integrated
Network Corp. The guide describes, in
Figure 1.

User
Applications

use every day are just one-lane dirt roads.
A T1 line from point A to point B is
composed of two distinct portions, access
and long haul.
The access portion of the TI line begins
with the two pairs of wires which the
telephone company brings to your
premises. It ends with a connection
somewhere in your local telephone company's central office.
Connect to access
The long haul portion of the TI line
connects to the access portion at the long
distance company's ( LDC) central office.
The LDC central office is usually
referred to as its POP, or point of presence. An LDC will have a number of
POPs located throughout the country.
Although there are many applications
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Co

User
Applications

..:130P"

Atlanta

Chicago

Point-to-point Ti Application
plain language, what T1 digital services
are, what they can do for you and how
you can lower your costs by using T1
lines. It provides enough information for
you to deal knowledgeably with T1 service providers. making it easy to establish service quickly and economically.
What is Ti?
A T1 line is adigital telecommunications facility that functions as a24- lane.
pothole free superhighway for data or
voice. Using this metaphor. the POTS
(plain old telephone service) lines you

for T1 lines, they all rest on four fundamental characteristics:
•T1 saves money by letting you buy
bandwidth in bulk.
•T1 allows you to move quantities of
data faster than POTS with fewer errors.
•T1 can save money by allowing you to
bypass local telephone company charges
for long distance dialed calls.
•T1 is the preferred access method for
new high-speed data services like Frame
Relay, SMDS and ATM.
Each "lane" of the highway is capable
of transmitting and receiving 64.000 bits

per second ( bps). In telephone tech talk,
the lane is referred to as aDS-0time slot.
A standard voice telephone call occupies
asingle DS0time slot.

A T1 line is a digital
telecommunications facility that
functions as a 24-lane, pothole-free
superhighway for data or voice.
There are 24 " lanes, - or DS0 ( 64,000
bps) time slots in aTI line, for a total
bandwidth of 24 x 64,000=1.536 Mbps.
Another 8,000 bps, known as framing
bits, are used as the equivalent of lane
markers to allow traffic to remain in its
assigned line.
Bandwidth organization
Each time slot can carry a different
phone call or data circuit. In this case,
each phone call or data circuit is allotted
64 Kbps. However, some applications
require higher speed channels. In that
case, time slots are grouped to provide
connections at multiples of the 64-Kbps
data rate. For example, a384 Kpbs channel ( popular for video conferencing) is
made by grouping together six 64-Kbps
DS 0time slots.
A T1 line can have its time slots allocated in different ways. The first 12 time
slots ( 1-12) might carry 12 voice circuits.
The next six ( 13-18) time slots might
carry six individual 64-Kbps data circuits, and the final six time slots might be
aggregated to provide asingle 384-Kbps
data circuit. Multiplexers are used to connect different applications to different
time slots.
Every T1 line terminates in aT1 channel service unit ( CSU). The TI CSU may
stand alone or be built in as the front end
of other multiplexing equipment, but it

PERFORM
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provides these two functions:
•Demarcation point between the telephone company and the customer
•Diagnostic loop-backs for testing the
service integrity.
The CSU converts awidely varying signal from the telephone company into a
stable one for the customer equipment.

The customer side signals of aT1 CSU
are in an electrical format known as
DSX-I, a DS- Isignal suitable for cross
connection.
Data service unit
The simplest form of multiplexing
equipment connected to the T1 CSU is
the data service unit ( DSU). It converts
customer data signals ( e.g.. RS-449 or
V.35) to a DSX- Iformat, compatible
with the input to aCSU. Very often, the
CSU and DSU are combined into one
unit known as aTI CSU/DSU.
A multiplexer combines multiple
sources of data on aT1 line. The multiplexer assigns each source to distinct DSO time slots ( lanes) within the T1. Wide
bandwidth signals take more than one
time slot; normal voice traffic or 56/64Kbps data channels take one time slot.
The multiplexer may come with abuiltin T1 CSU or use an external T1 CSU.
INC's CM- ET Iis an example of aT1
multiplexer which combines the T1 CSU,
DSU and multiplexing functions in one
unit. Another multiplexing device,
known as achannel bank, typically uses
an external T1 CSU.
Fractional Ti
A fractional T1line may be purchased
in any 64-Kbps bandwidth increment
from 64 Kbps through 768 Kbps. You
pay aslight premium ( that is. buying half
of the Ti bandwidth costs slightly more
than half the price of afull T1 circuit) for
buying bandwidth in lower quantity but
still save overall. Some local exchange
carriers offer fractional T1 access tariffs.
Ask about their availability before your
service is installed. Even if only available
at one end of the T1 line, your savings
will be significant.
Ti application examples
The most common application of TI
lines is for point-to-point circuits. Figure
1shows a full bandwidth point-to-point
connection. In broadcasting, the user
applications shown might be digital
audio codecs for remote broadcasts, studio- transmitter links or distribution of
network programs to affiliate stations.
In Figure 2 the TI line is being shared
among a PBX. an IBM SNA circuit, a
LAN internetworking line, video conferencing equipment and a high-fidelity
audio codec for broadcast audio. All
these applications are guided through
multiplexing CSU/DSUs in the example,
INC's CMET!.
Figure 3 uses only half aT1 line ( 768
Kbps) share between two applications,
PBX tie bunks and a384 kbps circuit for
video. Significant savings are available
on fractional T1 long haul and local
continued on page 21
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worth $2500
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Pricing
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Whether you neec digital cartridge machines
or modular audio consoles, Fidelipac and
Harris Allied have tne best of the best available
now at great prices, in stock and ready to
ship Federal Express at no charge to you.
Now, that's adeal.
ft gets even betel-.You can reduce your
operating costs br using the DCR1000 Series.
Thanks to its durabie, maintenance- free design
and

Jse

of standard 3-1/2" floppy disks to store

high quality digital audio. And, over five
minutes of 15kHz stereo audio on each
13 MB floppy dis'(.

M-JI

The DCR's simple cartlike operation
requires little or no training. The player has only
three front panel buttons — START, STOP and
CUE. START and CUE are literally instantaneous.
There is nothing to clean or align and no
adjustments to make. The disk drive provides
over 30,000 hours of service, can be replaced
in 15 minutes, and costs less than aset of tape
heads.
The MX Series Console offers the quality .
you cemand, all the features you need, and a
price you can afford.

of the active circuitry necessary for its
operation. Its motherboard has no active

Make no compromises. The MX Series k
truly modular. Each input module includes all

Fax 317-966-0623
Southern CA 1-800-690-2828

electronic components, so you'll never have
to disassemble the entire console to replace a
single component. Other consoles claim to be
modular. The MX Series truly is.
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6to 18 channels.
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Oklahoma's Early Radio History
continued from page 13
known soprano Alma Gluck and her husband, Efram Zimbalist, one of the day's
best-known violinists.
A remote in those days meant dismantling the entire station, transmitter tower
and all, and moving it to the site of the
broadcast.
Complications arose
Then complications arose, Allen wrote.
Madame Gluck said she would not think
of "singing into atin horn." She had confused a microphone with the sort of
reversed megaphone used in early phonograph recording.
To get around the problem, Hull con-

cealed the microphone in acurtain at the
side of the stage.
That same March, the touring LaSalle
Jazz Orchestra came to town, and Hull,
Richards and the Oklahoman crowded
them into the living room studio at 1911
Ash. Their broadcast had dance groups
and listener parties applauding across the
state.
In the spring of 1922, the Department of
Commerce assigned Oklahoma's first
two licenses. One went to 5XT, which
would now be known as WKY, and the
other to WEH, a part of the Midland
Refining Co., owned by W.G. Skelly of
Tulsa.
By 1928, Hull's financial problems

Manage
Your Audio.
The Fast Trac II Voice-over Audio
Workstation is an incredibly
versatile audio management
system ideal for TV audio
production tasks.
For acomplete compact
studio just add amic, apair of
headphones, aCD player, VTR
audio, and some tape or cart
decks. It's perfect for edit suites
and remote trucks-- wherever
you need lots of audio control in
very little space.
Fast Trac Il is ideal for
routine audio production. The
AUTOMATIC DUCKING makes
voice-over recording quick
and easy. Use it to mix amic
over music, to record voice
tracks or dub from any source to
arecorder in stereo.
Fast Trac II is a6- input stereo
'micro-console' that provides all
the functions of atypical console: input selection, level and

balance control, mic-over-line
mixing, and monitoring. Plus, its
automatic Machine Control
System compensates for the rollup time of any source, for
perfectly-cued dubs with one
button ease.
Select from five stereo line
sources. Set levels, ride gain
and balance, switch in outboard
processing gear, mix in amic,
check mono compatibility,
monitor tape playback, make
dubs with automatic pre-roll
timing...and do it all from Fast
Trac's comprehensive control
panel. It saves time...saves
space...saves money.
Fast Trac Il studio-in-a-box
available from the broadcast pros
at Harris Allied. Call us toll-free.
8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. EST

ence at the state capital, where he laid
out plans for a 5,000- watt station that
would cost $ 100,000 to build and
$10,000 a month to operate. A statewide campaign to raise construction
money for Rollestone's dream soon followed. In aletter to all chambers of commerce in the state, campaign manager
Roy Griffin suggested that the citizens
give the station to themselves as a New
Year's gift.

were so severe that his only course was
to sell. He contacted E.K. Gaylord, publisher of The Daily Oklahoman, vacationing in Europe. Gaylord cabled his acceptance and bought WKY for $5,000.
Skelly's station would later become
KVOO, the clear channel 50,000 watt
"Voice of Oklahoma." Both KV00 and
Fame and despair
WKY became dominant signals in the
state's radio history.
The campaign was to take place during
By the end of 1929, the Federal Radio
"Voice of Oklahoma Week." It brought
Commission had managed to bring order
in only $25,000, and Rollestone appealed
to a number of rich friends to donate
to the radio spectrum. The number of stations had stabilized
$15,000 each so
construction could
at 608.
begin.
For this reviewer,
In the book,
With studios in
"Radio Rollestone"
Allen relates
both Bristow and
is the most fascinatTulsa, the new staing chapter in the
for the first time
tion went on the air
book.
24 hours aday, and
It tells the story of
the stories of
ownership
was
ayoung oil milliontransferred to the
aire, E.H. RolleOklahoma's pioneer Southwestern Sales
stone, whose dream
Corp. But even
in the early 1920s
broadcasters.
after the operation
was to bring to a
was transferred
small Oklahoma
solely to Tulsa,
town, Bristow, a
there was red ink on the balance sheets.
super-powered station that would make
On June 28, 1928, William G. Skelly
Bristow ahousehold world from coast to
bought the entire stock of the parent
coast.
company. KV00 later would be a
By mid- 1924, his dream seemed about
springboard to fame for Gene Autry,
to come true. The station would draw
Patti Page, Paul Harvey and others.
talent from both Oklahoma City and
Two years later, in severe financial
Tulsa and would have studios in both
trouble and deserted by his wife,
cities. Its call letters became KFRU,
Rollestone locked the door to his hotel
which stood for " Kind Friends,
room in Tulsa, put a pistol to his head
Remember Us."
and pulled the trigger.
Rollestone's station was one of the first
The handsome and effervescent promotto realize there was an audience for couner, who had spent his fortune pursuing a
try music. Among the most colorful
country and western stars to open their
dream, was only 36.
These and other accounts of radio in
careers on KFRU was Jimmie Wilson,
Oklahoma make " Voices on the Wind:
whose Cat Fish String Band quickly
Early Radio in Oklahoma" a must- read
developed ahuge following.
But interference from WOAI in San
for anyone interested in the growth of the
medium.
CIE10
Antonio, plus financial problems, led to
the sale of KFRU to Stephens College,
Harry Heath is aprofessor emeritus at
Columbia, Mo.
Rollestone then called a radio conferOklahoma State University.

Walkaway Specialist:
•EBS Compliance Tools
•Remote Transmitter
Control & Monitoring
•Dial- up Remote Broadcast
•Program Automation
Accessories & Studio Aids

1-800-622-0022
Fax 317-966-0623
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Data Base Streamlines Arbitron
by Thomas Pear
LAUREL, Md. Zip! With the push of a
button stations can now sort through
Arbitron rating tabulations, eliminating
hours of fumbling through unwieldy diary
books.
The Arbitron Company added acomputer
imaging-based storage system—the radio
ratings industry's first electronic storageand- review system—to its library in
Laurel, Md., last month. The system
allows stations to collate and calculate different bits of diary information with the
touch of afinger.
"It will eliminate the unproductive task of
sorting through the diaries and let the
clients spend their time looking through
information," Arbitron Vice President of
Communications Thom Mocarsky said.

Actually, thirty clients from the same
market can scan the Arbitrons at one time.
"We're capable of doing it," Mocarsky
said. But doing that, he added, may not
be feasible. After all, clients rarely enjoy
researching the Arbitron diary library
while their competitors are present.
Concerns unfounded
When Arbitron began developing the system there was some concern that it would
use artificial intelligence, which sometimes
lacks accuracy, to examine station nicknames and determine the appropriate call
letters, giving ratings credit to the wrong
station.
But Arbitron officials noted this would

not be the case. Human
diary specialists will
continue to read the
diaries, with the help of
the new system of
course, ensuring that
credit is given where
credit is due.
"We're taking the
tedium out of our diary
processing
system,
while keeping the
expertise of our diary
specialists," Arbitron
Operations and Research
Vice President David
Lapovsky said.

Client Services Manager, Pat Duggan, helps
a reviewer access his data at one of the Electronic
Diary Storage and Review Workstations.

Computer imaging
With the new system, Arbitron uses an
electronic device to scan each diary onto
a high-capacity optical disk, which then
provides ahigh-resolution picture of each
diary page-essentially an electronic photograph—preserving every entry exactly
as the respondent wrote it in the original
diary.
Within a matter of minutes Arbitron
clients can have the computer cut through
thousands of electronically stored diary
pages and do multiple demographic rating
searches.
Stations can see how they fared in the ratings with women ages 18 to 24. They can
learn if their listeners identify them by call
letters or nicknames like "Power Pig"—a
famous, and sometimes notorious, station
based in Tampa, Fla. They can read
recorded comments about their station
from Arbitron respondents. And stations
can tabulate the latest Arbitron information
about competitors.
Currently, Arbitron only has the system,
which it jointly developed with IBM, in 20
of its 172 markets. But the ratings company expects to have the system phased into
all of its markets by early 1995.
Speeds the process
Before the new system, clients had to
wait for Arbitron archivists to retrieve rating diaries from a shelf and then the
clients had to comb through, in some
cases, a thousand different diaries by
hand to get ratings information, Mocarsky
said.
The new computer- video system will
allow clients to devote more time to compiling their ratings information and alleviate long waits and time consuming information searches.
An Arbitron client in a market like
Chicago can now review an "extra 1,000
diaries within the same eight- hour time
period," Arbitron Vice President Jay
Guyther said.
The computer will tabulate running totals
for clients and give them aprintout to take
home, either as atabular report or afull
color graphic.
Under the old system, Arbitron had to
book client visits from aparticular market
aday apart, so that its archivists would
have time to refile the clumsy diaries.
In an area with 14 different stations, it
could take a 30- day wait for any one
station to review Arbitron diaries. Now
"more than one station can look at
diaries at the same time," Mocarsky
said.

Excellent, Smedley.
Now that we know how
they do it, alll we need
to do is get ho!d or one
oF these " ratings
machines!" Get me
Frank Foti on the line...
. 92%

th. unity 2000i the world's best sounding FM processor.
Better sound, more listeners, bigger profits. That's what it's all about.
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Everyone loves Eventide digital audio-

earlier segment ( or if the tape runs out).

loggers. They've thoroughly obsoleted

When the tape resumes recording, the

old-fashioned reel-to-reel logging recorders. But for

content of the hard disk is transferred to tape,

some stations, our 24- channel model VR240 is more

maintaining the completeness of the taped log.

than the budget can handle. And many stations will

Two-way compatibility

never need to record up to 24 channels.

There's also a play- only model, the VP204, which is

500 hours, half the price

ideal for the GM's or PD's desk or for the group's main

The Eventide VR204 4- channel digital logger is the

office. And both the VR204 and VP204 can playback

perfect answer. It costs less than half the price of afully

any of the 24 channels recorded on an Eventide VR240.

optioned Eventide VR240! The high density DDS2 drive
of the VR204 can actually record more than 500 hours,

Keep an accurate audio record of everything that

divided among up to 4- channels, on a single DAT tape.

goes out on your air. Keep

That's twice the record time of our original models.

track of the competition as
well. Contact your broadcast

Built-in hard disk

dealer or Eventide for the full

The VR204 is a single drive machine, yet it can play

story on the economical VR204.

and record simultaneously. That's because it features

Because without an Eventide

Now record

an ingenious built-in hard disk memory module that

digital logger, you really don't

500+ hours on

keeps recording even if the tape is playing back an

krow what you're missing.

one tiny DAT tape
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Rebuild Studios Using Modular Construction
by Tom Vernon

•

heavy work gloves, caulking guns and a
pop rivet tool.
Because most modular enclosures are held
together with No. 10 pop rivets, you may
want to rent acompressor and air-driven rivet
gun. Doing over 100 of these large rivets by
hand could be tiresome and time consuming.
Assembly itself is pretty straightforward.
Once you have the floor isolation rails and
floor panels down, channels for the wall
panels are installed. Joining most sections
of these enclosures together entails laying
down a I/2- inch bead of caulking on the
felt backing of the channels, putting them
in place and securing the sections every
two feet with pop rivets.
Wall sections are butt-

mount on top of the completed wall in a
manner similar to the floor channels.
Roof channels mount on top of the completed wall in a manner similar to floor
channels. These are topped off by roof
sections on abead of caulking.
Next. AC wiring between the roof and
wall sections is completed. This is just a
manner of securing wires in junction
boxes with wire nuts. Conduit openings
should be packed with duct seal before
covering boxes. Any gaps between roof
channels and sections should be caulked
prior to installing fiberglass and roof
aprons.
Mounting doors to completed wall sections can be very difficult. These units
must be handled by three people and
maneuvered onto the two large hinge pins
simultaneously.

HARRISBURG, Pa.
Building new
studios on alimited budget can be ahellish experience. It's difficult to find experienced architects, and even tougher to
find contractors willing to follow detailed
plans necessary to insure that there are no
sound leaks.
All too often the end result of this scenario are studios where sounds from one
studio are plainly audible in the next, and
it's always too hot or too cold to work
comfortably for more than afew minutes.
Prefabricated rooms are usually custom
designed to the user's specifications
and include lighting, electrical outlets and ventilation as part of the
package. Assembly time for a modest- sized room should be no longer
than three days.
Planning for modular enclosures is
similar to that for conventional construction. A rough drawing is prepared by the user indicating inside
ar.d outside dimensions, locations of
windows, doors and ventilation ducts.
As space allotment is planned,
Phases of...
remember to allow at least four inches
modular...
joined together
of space between existing walls and the
new enclosure.
with wall joiners. Recesses in the top.
studio...
Additional clearance must be planned
bottom and sides of the wall joints are
construction.
for air silencer panels. This added spacpacked with fiberglass, and the inside
Mishandling them
ing is necessary to insure the acoustical
corners of the wall joiners are beaded
can result in damintegrity of the modular enclosure and to
with caulking prior to assembly in the
age to their rubber gaskets, not to mention
facilitate construction. The only point of
floor channels. Doing this process caremangled fingers and toes.
fully and exactly to the manufacturer's
contact between the existing building and
One solution Idiscovered was to place
modular construction should be the
specifications will insure compliance
the door on a pallet mule and jack it up
sound isolating rails on the floor.
with sound isolation specs. Doors must
until the hinges are about an inch above
Speaking of floors, you may want to conbe removed from wall sections prior to
the pins. Then your helpers can line it up
sult with an architect to be sure that
their installation.
with the pins as you slowly lower the lift.
yours can safely withstand the added
The several pairs of vice grips you used
With the construction completed, all that
weight of these steel enclosures.
to move the walls will be useful in securremains is pulling your own cable, coning the tops and drawing them up tight
An option worth considering is more
necting AC and tying into the building's
space for cable than normally supplied.
until the caulking sets. If everything has
HVAC system. Remember to pack your
Oneinch conduit is standard and probabeen set up properly, tolerances should
ducts with duct seal and fiberglass before
bly adequate for other uses of these enclobe a quarter inch or less. Roof channels
installing cover plates. This will insure
sures. This runs from ajunction box on
top of the roof to ajunction box which is
usually close to the floor. You may want
AUDIO BROADCAST GROUP
to specify two-inch or larger conduit if
WELCOMES
you need to pull alot of audio cable.
After your plans are submitted to the
CUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGIES
manufacturer. they will supply you with
blueprints which must be initialed and
CUTTING EDGE
returned before construction begins. It's a
good idea to talk with the manufacturer's
representatives about any questionable
items you notice before "signing off' on
the blueprint. After this point, changes
may be impossible or very expensive.
After the blueprints are sent in. plans
need to be made to unload and store the
large crates containing the disassembled
walls and doors. Most motor freight companies will only deliver items to the end of
the truck. You may need to rent aforklift
to take it from there. Plan on having ahalf
Featuring the Unity 2000 FM and Unity AM Processors and
dozen of your largest friends to help with
Dividend Composite filter. The systematic processing
the unloading, and later with the assembly.
Not only will it take longer with fewer
package for the 90's.
people, but there's a real danger of personal injury. Some of the larger wall panPlease call today for full color brochure and ABC pricing.
els can weigh over 500 pounds and have
sharp metal edges. Extreme caution must
be exercised when setting these walls
broadcast group Inc.
broadcast group Inc.
broadcast group Inc.
upright during construction.
MAIN SALES OFFICE
WESTERN SALES OFFICE
SOUTHEASTERN SALES OFFICE
2342 S. Division Avenue
P.O. Box 1638
200 Fareway Drive, Suite 2
Proper tools are also necessary. In addiGrand Rapids, Michigan 49507
Palmdale, California 93550
Smithfield. North Carolina 27577
tion to the usual collection of hand tools,
Phone: 800-999-9281
Phone: 800-858-9008
Phone: 800-369-7623
Fax: 616-452-1652
Fax: 805-273-3321
Fax: 919-934-8120
you'll need several sets of vice grips to
use as handles when carrying wall panels,
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the soundproof integrity of the enclosure.
The photos in this article illustrate most
of the steps involved in modular construction. Both the client and Iwere quite
pleased with the outcome. Within five
days we went from empty space to two
professional and fully functional recording
booths.
ODD,

Hard to believe, but Tom Vernon has
been writing for RW for ten years! He is
occasionally sighted around WXPN in
Philadelphia. Call him at 717-367-5595.
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S.C.M.S„ Inc.
Charlotte, N.C.
Low Prices - Experienced Staff
New and Re-built R.F. and Audio
THIS M ONTH'S SPECIAL
TRADE YOUR USED
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT FOR
NEW PC COMPUTERS
Call for trade-in value and pricing. All
computers are made to your custom
specifications by the SCMS computer division.
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FAX 704-889-4540
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Model CD Decoder Only

crown

(REQUIRED FOR LPTV)
$320
Receiver can be supplied to drive Decoder $100

FM1.9

oroadcat

•

• Encoder FCC Type Accepted •
• Decoder FCC Certified •
• Exceeds FCC Specifications •

•

Crown's Complete Solutions For:
Stand alone transmitter package
Community and campus radio

FM

C
icrown

translator service

Back up transmitters

Rodi- leerld

FM

Cool Stuff

broadcast

exciters

ADivision of Crown International, Inc.
219-294-8000 Fax: 219-294-8329

,itwata'

Call for other solutions

Broadcast Sales: 219-294-8050

All interconnections to the EBS equipment are
made through abarrier terminal block. No special
connectors necessary. In stock—available for
immediate delivery.

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO.
257 W. Union St.
Athens, Ohio 45701
Phone 614-593-3150 •

FAX 614-592-3898
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EQUIPMENT FINANCING
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LEASING

FIXED RATE
LONG TERMS
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Credit Application
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CO.
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TRANSMITTERS
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DIGITAL EQ.
AUTOMATION
STUDIO EQ.

• $ 5,000-$2,500,000
• 100% Financing—No Down Payment
• Conserves Bank Lines
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•Other Equipment, Too!
QUICK RESPONSE 24-48 HOURS
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Basics of Ti Service
continued from page 14

access facilities.
Although beyond the scope of this article, TI lines can be arranged in multipoint configurations, using central
office equipment known as DCS or digital cross- connect system. The guide
gives an overview of multipoint networks.

basics, consider how TI could benefit
your situation. Think about each application's bandwidth requirements, then draw
Figure 2.
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Circulation, RW,
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PO Box 1214
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Video
Teleconferencing
System

Audio
Codec

Zephyrus 700 SCPC
We Repair
& Rebuild all
Popular Receivers
Quick Service!
24 Hour Tech Support

22041
—

or —

FAX 703- 99e- 296e.
Address changeL,

a map of your network, connecting the
applications with lines, just as they will be
connected with TI and fractional TI lines.
Label those lines with the required bandwidths. Aggregate bandwidth where possible to get the most out of your facilities.
Remember that the
cost of terminating
hardware ( CSUs,
DSUs, multiplexers, etc.) is asmall
part of the total
cost equation.
You can contact
the local or long
distance carriers
yourself. You may
prefer to use a
value-added reseller
(VAR). The VAR
can recommend
equipment appropriate to your application, as well as make arrangements with
the telcos. Whichever way you go, get
quotes from afew different long distance
carriers to get the best possible deal.

Why take achance with a
less expandable receiver?

Satellite Sustem
(719) 634-6319
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Nautel AM transmitters keep \iou
on the air with an unmatched
combination of value, performance and reliability
Low cost of ownership - with typical
efficiency ratings up to 80 percent, a
totally solid state Nautel transmitter pays
for itself in tube replacement and utility
Superior audio transparency - Nautel
AM transmitters utilize inherently linear
digital Pulse Duration Modulation for the
cleanest sound you can broadcast. Audio
is ruler-flat throughout the range and
distortion is typically less than 0.5%
Field-proven reliability - Nautel
transmitters give you multiple protection
systems for both power line and lighting
transients, VSWR protection, soft failure
design, reserve cooling and safe on-air
servicing

Removable AM Power Module

Totally solid state AMPFET ND 10 10kW AM

Make a strong transmitter choice. Call us today for all the facts
on our totally solid state AM and FM transmitters.

Visa\ MODiscover
Leasing W.AC.

of receipt.

For the world's strongest
AM transmitters,
look to Nautel

Hie I1private line market is quite competitive. As such, the following discounts
may be offered:
•Installation charges waived for atwo-

More and more networks

within four weeks

Summary
Ihave given a brief overview of TI
lines, what they are, their configuration,
applications, costs, installation and quotation. For more complete information, call
Integrated Network Corp. at 800- 241EASY and ask for acopy of "The Inside
Guide to T1 and Fractional T1 Services."
Normally $ 5.95, it's available free to
readers of RW who mention this article.

The costs

are moving to Satcom C-5.

will be processed

promotions. Major metro areas are subject to intense competition, which is good
news for your bottom line.

The world's most capable,
expandable, digital
satellite receiver. riel

ZephyrusforJSA

us i2ehirld!

(with effective date) to:

IBM FEPf

A complete list of charges on the

Proven in
more than
150 installations.
The best
tech support
in the business.
Affordable.

Don't leave

Mail or tax
your current label
and new address

DSX 1

into their POP.
Access coordination—$ 85 per month
fee charged by LDC for arranging local
access and long distance service: provides asingle point of contact for trouble- shooting and ordering.
M24 multiplexing chargers—Assessed
for multipoint circuits and for fractional
TI circuits, covers the cost of DCS.
Now that you've had aquick tour of the

MOVING?...

PBX

The cost?

monthly bill is broken out below:
Local channel—The access portion of the
circuit from your premises to the LDC's
POP. The range is typically between
$350 and $700 per month per end. $575
per month is apretty good stalling point
for rough guesses.
Interoffice channel—The long haul portion of the circuit, from POP to POP.
This charge depends upon the distance
between POPs and the bandwidth. A full
TI line costs $ 2,800 per month plus
$3.95 per mile between POPs. Fractional
T1 lines cost proportionately less.
Access connection—$260 per month fee
charged by LDC for connecting aT1 line

year service commitment
•Discounts for multi-year contracts
•Discounts based on acombination of
switched calling minutes and private line
charges
Compare and contrast quotes from two
or more sources. Ask about any special

Nautel
Nautel Maine Inc.
201 Target Industrial Circle
Bangor, Maine 04401 USA
Phone: (902) 823-2233

(Nautel Electronic Laboratories Limited)
R.R. # 1, Tantallon, Halifax County,
Nova Scotia, Canada BOJ 3J0
Fax: (902) 823-3183
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DJs Go On-the-Road to Find New Jobs
by Dee McVicker
PHOENIX, Ariz. In the old days, they
called them gypsies. nomads, vagabonds.
These days, they call them radio people,
that migrant group of people who roam
across the countryside from one market
to the next in search of radio.
Their stories are similar: get hired by a
small to no-market radio station, move into
medium, perhaps even large market radio
and then spend alengthy career zigzagging
across the frequency band and the United
States in search of some good tunes, alittle
security and maybe even adecent living.
Some make it big. But the vast majority
are like Pete McRae and Bob Pagani,
both of whom found themselves in places
even the Arbitrons never heard of.
New way to ride
These two, however, found anew way
to ride the radio circuit. This February,
McRae and Pagani headed out on the
open road as ateam of door-to-door Dis
for hire. They called themselves Jocks
For Hire, and McRae and " Uncle Bob"
Pagani arrive cold-call at various radio
stations around the country looking for
work or perhaps afew minutes on the air
as amorning or afternoon team.
During their month- long excursion, they
experienced a few triumphs, more than
their share of slammed doors and even
national notoriety, including amention in

Billboard magazine and television coverage by "Entertainment Tonight."
The idea, according to Pagani, was to
"just walk in cold," which the two did in
adozen or so states and some 27 stations.
The team finally broke up near the New
Mexico border. traveling all the way
from Pennsylvania down 1-95 to gain
some valuable insight into radio.
"We went to Jacksonville, West Palm,
New Orleans, Houston, Dallas, Austin,
Albuquerque, just a bunch of cities—it
was ablur," McRae said.
Part of their journey was recorded by
"Entertainment Tonight," which extended
an invitation to videotape the Dis' excursion after reading about the upcoming
adventure in Billboard. "We made arrangements to meet ( Entertainment Tonight) in
Baltimore and Charlotte, N.C., so they
could roll some tape on us," McRae said.
Unfortunately, McRae. Pagani and the
"Entertainment Tonight" camera crew were
not warmly received by most stations,
according to the Dis. "We got a lot of
slammed doors in our face," McRae said.
Said Pagani, "Iwas really surprised at
the reaction. Ialways liked it when something like that happens, that's what made
(radio) fun. They were so uptight, everybody would go into corporate mode."
"They can't handle people coming out
of left field like that," McRae added.
Of the some 27 stations visited by the
team in a month's time, only one radio
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combo let the two on the air. Pagani and
McRae took calls and interacted with the
audience at WBT(AM) of Charlotte, N.C.,
for 45 minutes in the afternoon and were
on the air for approximately 10 minutes at
WBT's sister FM, also in Charlotte.
After agrueling month on the road, the

I

In search of
good tunes, a little
security and a
decent living.

two split up. McRae headed out to
Tallahassee, Ha., where he now works as
talent for a station, and Pagani returned
to Maryland, where he's looking for his
next radio gig. But they both thought the
trip was worth the hassle.
The beginning
The origin of the excursion was asmallmarket station on the East Coast, at
which Pagani had just been hired as
morning DJ and McRae had just left as
morning DJ. According to Pagani, " It
was another one of those wacky radio
things" where living conditions and the
station weren't all that much to write
home about.
Pagani was living in half a trailer ( the
other half doubled as an office), where,
according to Pagani, "the toilet was leaning 10 degrees to the left and was ready
to fall through the floor."

McRae, having just left the station,
wasn't living much better. He was staying
in the house of the station's ex-program
director, who had also recently left the station along with several others. Afternoons,
after Pagani would finish his morning
shift at the station, he and McRae would
watch soap operas and talk over their
string of good luck and bad luck in radio.
Both had started out in radio in small markets, gaining notoriety and market in their
first several years as on-air personalities for
afternoon and later morning drive. Pagani
and McRae had worked together as a
morning team at one point in their careers.
But both had also experienced just about
every radio misfortune in the book. During
their more than 10 years in the radio business, each had lost radio jobs more often
than they cared to admit. The job losses
were due to the usual: cutbacks, format
changes, management changes and the
growing popularity of syndicated talent.
While working for one radio station,
Pagani had lived in a train for four
months.
McRae's experiences in radio paralleled
Pagani's: he has been known to sack out
on the beach when times really got tough.
"Somebody once said at a radio station
(that) Iworked at. and it was the most
perceptive thing Iever heard. Isaid something about being temporary and he said
'we're all temps, they just don't tell you
that when they hire you, — Pagani said.
Still, the two admitted they had ahard
time imagining doing anything else.
D OD

To reach Bob Pagani, call 301-44/3531. Dee McVicker is a.free-lance
writer and regular contributor to RW.
She can be reached at 602-545-7363.
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The automated System One —
the industry standard for bench and factory.
•Graphic results on PC screen with hard copy to printers
•Automated proof procedures & limits testing
•State-of-the-art performance and speed
The self-contained Portable One Pius & Portable One —
for service bench and field.
•Compact and affordable stereo test sets for applications
not requiring automation
•Both offer comprehensive capability & high performance in a
rugged package
•Portable One Plus adds sweeps. graphs and printer port
The System One and Portable One.., two families of test sets designed
for different jobs, each with the quality and performance that you
have come to expect
from Audio Precision.
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Now at more than 90% of the leading
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Pacific Recorders & Engineering Corporation
2070 Las Palmas Drive, Carlsbad, CA 92009
Tel: 619-438-3911 Fax: 619-438-9277 GSA: GS-03F-4064B
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LIKE FORT KNOX
Wim ANATM.
Imagine atowering stack of cartridges, open reels and DAT tapes —avast
wealth of audio cuts—representing hours of costly, painstaking production.
Now imagine that treasury of sounds (like commercials, IDs, SFX,
and stingers) securely stored, intelligently organized and instantaneously
accessible. And all within the confines of one very impressive machine.
The digital audio hard disk recorder, DigiCart/n.
----1
Smart operating controls and
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an easy-to-read display makes
scanning through DigiCart/irs
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removable media
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selected cut, its production-oriented software
allows you to program the next series of cuts at the same time.
All performed with reassuring reliability No dead air,
no missed cues, no scrambling around.
It's easy to see why
DigiCartin is fast becoming
the industry standard for hard
disk recording.
From a distance.
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Country's Legacy Honored in Chicago
by Bruce Ingram
CHICAGO On his death bed two years
aeo, country music legend Roy Acuff,
the greatest star of the " Grand Ole
Opry," reportedly made apoint of listening to the radio broadcast of the "Opry's"
induction into the Radio Hall of Fame
from Chicago's Museum of Broadcast
Communications.
When he heard that story, Bruce
DuMont, founder and president of the
MBC, said he started thinking about how
close the relationship between country
music and broadcasting has been over the
seven decades.
"That really struck me," DuMont said.
"It made me think about the integral role
radio has played in the evolution of counhy music.
"Country may have begun on the
bumpy back roads of small-town radio
stations, but it's now on the mainstream
superhighway. On radio
and TV,

"The Road") and " Music to Look At:
Country Music Videos."
The seminars served as more than a
self-congratulatory pat on the back for
the country music industry, which is currently enjoying popularity undreamed of
30 years ago when it was almost wiped
out by rock ' n' roll.
The current boom in country radio
(2,400 stations nationwide make it the
number one format) combined with the
phenomenal growth of cable TV broadcasting on The Nashville Network ( 64million subscribers in the United States
and Canada) and Country Music
Television ( 25 million subscribers in
North America and 8-million in Europe)
have put country music in the unfamiliar
position where it might possibly be overexposed.

Which direction?
Dr. John W. Rumble, chief historian for
the CMF and curator for the MBC show,
said some observers are concerned that
many modern country acts, tailored for
mass consumption, sound alike and
burn out quickly.
gr
Likewise, some observers wonder if
country music's increasing dependence
on glitzy music videos as amarketing
tool, a la MTV, might be leading it
away from its traditional roots.
"Could this be acase of the tail
wagging the dog?" Rumble asked.
"What will a country video look
and sound like five years from
now? Madonna?"
On the other hand, Rumble
pointed out, traditionalists grumbled when many country artists in the
country music
1950s donned rhinestone suits and tuxedos on TV and sang in a smoother pop
has gone downtown, up scale,
style, trying to overcome "the hayseed
big town, in abig way."
and wagon wheels image of the country
The result of DuMont's reflections was
this summer's "Country Music: On the
hillbilly" and reach a more mainstream
audience. He added that country performAir" exhibition, which was on display at
ers were once criticized for composing
the MBC from June 25 through Sept. 30.
their songs so they would be radio friendly and therefore marketable.
Country history
"I tend to think in terms of continuity,"
ln association with Nashville's Country
Music Foundation, the MBC acquired
Rumble said. While it's obvious that
more than 100 programs, constituting a much has changed in country music ("It
used to be if you were too good-looking
historical cross-section of country broadit was adisadvantage"), he says much
casting for its permanent archives.
has remained the same.
The museum and the CMF also sponsored a series of seminars designed to
Acoustic traditions
take a step back and see where country
Traditional acoustic instruments are
music has been, where it is today and
back in fashion, songwriting still draws
where it's going in the future.
Chicago's WUSN-FM, voted the 1993
on arealistic storytelling tradition rooted
deeply in folklore, country music still
major market station of the year by the
retains its sense of humor and country
Country Music Association, provided
artists still tend to remain down-to-earth
moderators for seminars, including ahiscompared to their rock ' n' roll countertorical perspective (" Cowboys and
Crooners"), "The Nashville Network:
parts.
"In fact, they've traded on that,"
Then ' N' Now," " Grand Ole Opry:
Rumble said. "They like to say, ' Hey,
Mother Church of Country Music," "The
I'm just one of the gang. —
Future of Country Music" ( featuring
Indeed, Tribune Entertainment's "The
Tribune Entertainment's recently
Road," the freshest example of country
launched syndicated TV/Radio package

imedueue4bg»e-""'
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music broadcasting, which premiered at a
gala Sept. 8at the MBC before launching
Sept. 19 nationwide, combines concert
footage with documentary footage
designed to let viewers get to know the
stars as regular folks. The weekly syndicated TV show has been cleared in more
than 175 markets and a weekly, twohour, companion radio show has been
cleared on roughly 150, including
Chicago's WUSN.
The new breed
Performers who will be profiled on
"The Road," such as Clint Black, Reba
McEntire and Clint Black, are a direct
through- line to country music's past,
according to WUSN Program Director
Dean McNeil.
"All of those people—in fact, just about
everybody on the charts today—have
heroes from the days gone by: Merle
Haggard, Patsy Cline, George Jones," he
said. "That's where their roots are, and

that's one of the things today's country
music has in common with the old days."
Country music's ability to change with
the changing times while keeping its traditions intact was one of the most dramatic features of the MBC exhibition.
Ralph Emery, a prominent country
music TV interviewer for the past 30
years, claims that the first music ever
played on a radio station—in 1920 on
Pittsburgh's KDKA—was country.
Country programs were featured on local
radio stations around the country, notably
on WBAP in Dallas and WSB in Atlanta.
But country music got its first big marketing push in 1924 with the debut of the
"WLS Barn Dance" ( soon to be known
as the "National Barn Dance") sponsored
by Sears- Roebuck on Chicago's 50 kW
WLS. The "Grand Ole Opry" got into the
act the following year on Nashville's
clear-channel WSM.
The " Opry" lagged behind the
"National Barn Dance" in popularity for
adecade or so thanks to Chicago stars
like Gene Autry ( who went on to greater
fame and fortune in Hollywood) and
continued on page 41
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Slow But Steady Format Can Thrive
by Jeff W. Shepherd
ROANOKE, Va. Whether you can
call it easy listening, beautiful music or
even elevator music, make no mistake,
the format is along-time radio staple that
still reaps dollars and ratings for stations.
The key to easy listening success is loyalty. Programmers will tell you that the
easy listening audience is among the
most loyal. Proof of this audience loyalty
and the ability of the format to stand the
test of time is evident in BMI.
In 1993, BMI celebrated the 3-millionth
performance of "My Way." " My Way"
was written by Paul Anka 25 years ago

and became Frank Sinatra's signature
song. If audiences did not want to hear
"My Way" or thousands of other easy listening selections, they simply would not
listen. But they do.
Longevity
Further proof of the format's audience
loyalty can be found in the longevity of
the format. Most stations doing well with
easy listening have been doing so for 15
years or more—many for 25 years.
And it isn't that station managers and
program directors programming beautiful
music are not creative, but rather, they
continue to enjoy the revenue generated

by their chosen format "All the Way" to
the bank; month to month, year after year
with success.

Whether you call it beautiful music,
easy listening, or elevator music, the
format still reaps dollars and ratings
for stations.
It's true that country and adult contemporary are hot formats across America, but
not every station in agiven market can
butt heads or dials by trying to compete.

five playing adult contemporary and six
playing top 40. There is not enough
choice on the dial.
Station programmers are overlooking
the fact that not only can they escape the
rat race, the rut and the headache of trying to keep up or ahead of W--, they
can benefit from the loyalty inherent in
an easy listening audience.
Programming ease
Easy listening can be easy to program.
Audience research reveals that with the
right broadbased-program library, listeners in the 25-54 demographic can be targeted by your station. Research and census data shows that the 35-44 and the 4555 age groups are increasing.
But the big kicker for stations is that
this group of people is quite well off and

SEND YOUR AUDIO
ACROSS THE STREET OR
Meld min

The whole issue of competition— stealing
each other's listeners and advertisers—is a
rat race and ahuge headache.
Furthermore, in all of this competition
you can hardly find any distinction
between stations in a market. What you
do find are three stations playing country,
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»en you think digital audio, think California
Digital. We provide satellite/digital technology
to make all these options available at low cost

ISyndicate your top personality or format

California Digital
offers expertise in:

IAdd affiliates - gain revenue sources
IShare programming, talent and costs
IOff-site announcer feeds

IDigital Satellite Networks - Cor Ku

ICreate events with remotes
ICD-quality live coverage of news,

IRegional, National, International Nets

sports, and concerts

IRemote Broadcasts
IRugged Fly-away Systems
ICustom Ku Power Control Software
ISystem Design & Engineering
IFCC Licensing; Installation and Training
IEquipment sales, leasing and financing
ISwitch 56 & ISDN program distribution
Ask Us About the daXTM
A Revolutionary Network
Delivery System

CALL:
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West Coast Office (805) 523-2310

Fax ( 805) 523-0480

Midwest Office (612) 631-5064

Fax (612) 631-5010
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has disposable income.
Your advertisers
want to reach those
people. They would like
for them to buy cars, furniture, houses, appliances and
other big ticket items that these
people have the money to buy.
These people are ahot item with your
advertisers. As agroup, the older demographic tends to be brand royal. Likewise,
this group is on the rise and easy listening
will not only survive, it will thrive.
Ihave made the study of this format nearly alifetime endeavor. Ibegan gathering
the music for production of the format of
today more than 18 years ago. The actual
production took three years to complete. It
is abig library that is big on variety.
The original easy listening audience
was brought up on instrumentals, and
yesterday's young adults were brought
up on vocals. Now the adults of yesterday are older and can enjoy the best of
both worlds—the vocals mixed with the
instrumentals—not canned instrumentals
either. I'm talking the originals put
together in agood 50/50 mix. That 50/50
mix is fresh and makes listeners eager to
stay tuned longer.
And there, my friend, is when they are
ready for commercial messages. Think
about it—do something about it—your
competition may be reading and thinking
the same thing. It's EASY.
O

MAKE MONEY BY CREATING A
MUSIC PROGRAMMING NETWORK!
Cede (104) On Reeder Servke Card

Jeff W. Shepherd owns Globe Music
Productions in Roanoke, Va. He can be
reached at 703-344-3283.
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Radio's Fastest Network...

IndyCar racing is
hotter than ever.

4- MINUTE PROGRAM.
• ADD A NATIONAL PROGRAM TO YOUR LINE-UP

• SINCE 1986, WE HAVE TRAVELED THE COUNTRY
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COVERING OUTDOOR TOPICS THAT LISTENERS
WANT TO HEAR, INCLUDING CAMPING, HOW-TO

CD just caIIr name!
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TIPS, COOKING, FISHING, THE ENVIRONMENT,
CELEBRITY INTERVIEWS AND MORE, 312 NEW
SHOWS A YEAR!
•CALL (800) 248-9687 FOR A FREE DEMO TAPE OR
TO SIGN UP NOW.
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tel: ( 818) 963-6300

"An excellent program that speaks to the outdoor
enthusiast. Great tips, insightful and extremely

fdx: ( 818) 963-2070

informative. We like it!"
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For information on the services shown below, circle the Reader Service
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A Supermarket of Radio Station Services

— Ken Byers. Operations Manager
KCKY-AM 1150. Coolidge, A/ ( Phoenix market)
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CHANGING FORMATS

The Teams
The Cars
The Championship
To fmd out how your station
can be a part of the excitementCall Ruth at ( 317) 846-5004
Presented by PPG. The !Mart IndyCar Radio Network
is produced by Page Productions

Reader Service No. 159
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THIS TIME DO IT

RIGHT!
TURN ON

Expose yourself with a minimum of risk.
Today's level of fierce
competition demands that
you prominently display
your name every chance
you get. Theft, vandalism
and loss are an expensive
reality.
Roll-ASign' offers abetter
way. Up to four vibrant
odors printed on durable,

high quality 4or 6mil
plastic film display your
logo and message brilliantly. Now you can afford to
display abright new sign
at every public event. They
even make great cost-effective promotional giveaways. Just roll off what
youneedarkicut.

the LYTE!
Refreshing, Sophisticated NAC & Smooth Jazz hits
LocaLized & digitally satellite delivered 24 hrs/day. The
Fresh, New FRANCHISE FORMAT that will position
your station in front of all of the others on the crowded
radio dial. Intelligent New Adult Contemporary sounds
that Captivate and Deliver the up-scale professional audience of consumers that advertisers find difficult to reach.

800/231-2417
Reel Industries, In,. • P.O. ho». 7,02-1', •I1
ouston, TX 77275-0245
713/484-6892 • 713/947-205.3 FAX
01994 Reef lyclustries. Inc

THE NASHVILLE RECORD REVIEW.
HOSTED BY LORIANNE CROOK AND
CHARLIE CHASE OF TNN'S MUSIC
CITY TONIGHT, IS ONE OF RADIO'S
FASTEST GROWING COUNTRY
COUNTDOWN SHOWS.
A FOUR-HOUR WEEKIN SYNDICATED
RADIO PROGRAM PRODUCED ON
COMPACT DISC.

REDUCE EXPENSES & INCREASE
PROFITS WITH theLYTE'S WINNING

Call today
and get exposed.

COUNTS DOWN COUNTRY'S TOP 40

NAC SMOOTH JAZZ SOUND
ACT NOW! CALL 1-800-843-5983

1-800-theLYTE

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT
EAST: FRANK 1ACONA.
(203) 965-6217
WEST: CRAIG CHAMBERS.
(303) 771-9800

YOUR FIRST CHOICE FOR YOUR LAST FORMAT
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Reader Service No. 202
"I have long recommended Rules Service
Company... to client stations. It bas proved to
be reliable and reasonably priced."
Barry Mishkind Radio World Magazine
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FCC

CUSTOM COUNTRY MUSK
CD LIBRARIES

TIME, TEMPERATURE &.
WEATHER COMPUTER

NO MORE BUYING EXPENSIVE ' GENERIC'
MUSIC UBFIARIES.
PICK THE SONGS YOU WANT

A REAL REVENUE BOOSTER
FOR YOUR STATION

THESE ARE ACTUAL
SYSTEMS MAKING
$990 EACH PER MONTH'

912-872-8111 OR
912-245-1100
Reader Service No. 156

0 Acclaimed Pick Hit at 94 NAB by
Broadcast Engineering
0 Uses Folio VIEWS 3.01
CI Redlining indicates new & obsolete material
0 Effective dates indicated in "Pop-Up" notes
CI "Jumps" link different Sections & Parts of rules
Convenient search & backtracking capabilities

•
Dtprocluctions
1.800 •739. S72
FOR DEMO CALL

Rules on Disc

CI Featured in & endorsed by Radio World

0 Bimonthly revisions for atear included in
subscription price
0 Parts sold individually
C/ Available in windows & DOS versions

Rules Service Co.
Legal Publishers Since 1950
301 -4.2-i 9402 (
Tel), 301- 7O2-7853 ( Fax )
7615 Standish Place, Rockville, MI) 20855 8:00-0 FS1

STATION SERVICES
News and Services for Business, Programming and Sales
Find a New Home
For Outdated Equipment

PROVIDENCE, R.I. The Student
Electronic Media ( SEM) Equipment Pool
is a non-profit means of transferring outdated or underutilized equipment to radio,
television, film and video students.
Administered by the National Association of College Broadcasters ( NACB),
the SEM Equipment Pool lets broadcasters pass on what they consider "trailing
edge" technology to students, for whom

Make
dreams
happen!
Join US
for the...

such gear may be "cutting edge. NACB offers potential donors acharitable destination for their excess equipment.
For information, contact NACB in
Rhode Island at 401-863-2225; fax: 401863-2221; or circle Reader Service 69.
Collectible
Talk Show

NEW YORK Starting in January 1995,
listeners will he able to call in to talk
about collectibles. Hosted by Harry
Rinker and produced by Dick Brescia
Associates ( DBA), "Whatcha Got" is a
two-hour program airing live on Saturdays
from 10 a.m. to noon ( ET).
Rinker discusses, in alively manner with
listeners, items they find at garage sales
and flea markets or things listeners have
grown up with that may be worth alot of
money. Rinker is editor of the Warman's
series of books on collectibles.
For information, contact David West in
New York at 201-385-6566; or circle
Reader Service 171.
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SEATTLE

"
l'he Children's Media Network
will bring KidStar, its multimedia radio network, to more than 12 million children by
April 1995. By spring of next year, the

company plans to add stations in New
York, Los Angeles, Chicago, San
Francisco, Philadelphia, Detroit, the District
of Columbia, Dallas, Boston and Houston.
KidStar integrates a radio station, quarterly magazines, an interactive phone system and computer access for children, providing a full-service menu of interactive
media that is fun and develops imagination and self-image.
For information contact Bill Koenig or
Jodell Seagrave in Washington state at
206-382-1250, ext. 210; fax: 206-6247956; or circle Reader Service 63.
Talk America
Turns Three

WOBURN,

Mass. Talk America
Radio Neti‘ork is entering its third year.
The Network provides 24- hour talk
programming seven days a week with
unduplicated programming at no cost.
Talk America hosts range from former
California Governor Jerry Brown to Green
Beret Bo Gritz to columnists and writers
like Judy Jarvis, Jack Anderson and
Armstrong Williams.
The Network currently has 35 talk
show hosts. On weekends, it offers a
variety of special programs geared to
mass audiences along with sports highlights.
For information, contact John Crohan in

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES
427 SOUND EFFECTS
$89.00
For a5-CD set with a30-day
money- hack guarantee.
Take an extra 5310 off if Ncm mentitm this ad!

Send $79 to Ghostwriters
2412 Unity Ave. N., Dept. RW
Minneapolis, MN 55422
For credit card orders call

(612) 522-6256
READER SERVICE

151

Station Services are
agreat, economical way
to get your company's
message to Radio
Station and Recording
Studio owners/managers
and engineers. Call
Simone now and your ad
could be in the next issue
of Radio World.

Custom Radio Jingles!
Retail Client Jingles!
Complete Packages Start At

$795

F/ / J 7.11¡>-, 1
<_1 r1/
rrral1/2
Zuvreick9

1-305-743-4248
READER SERVICE 207

BUY-OUT MUSIC — $99
Sixty W- second music beds tor . .
19,3:30 & :60 music beds for ....$19b
2200 Hama- Barbera (C)
Sound Effects for
$
4 9.,
110 Lasers & Sweepers for
$95

For FREE DETAILS on
production music, sound
effects, call

Ghostwriters (612) 522-6256
READER SERVICE 151

For information, contact:
Kit Hunter Franke
P.O. Box 221070

Promote your services to Radio Worlds 22,000+ readers. Reach

Carmel, CA 93922

Radio Station and Recording Studio owners/managers and

624-1536

Expanded
Production Library

DALLAS FirstCom Broadcast Services
released six new CD titles for its Sound
Designer Il production and scoring library.
New to the library are "Foreign Volume linter-Urban Volume 3," "Novelty/Comedy
Volume 2," "Promo/ Commercials Volume
3," "Promo/ Commercials Volume 4" and
"Underscores Volume 13."
The collection with ultimately consist
of 60 CDs, 36 of which are currently
available and 24 more are to be released
semi-annually to supplement the collection. Sound Designer 11 uses 10 quickreference categories, ranging from rock
and specialty to holiday/seasonal and
dramatic.
For information, contact Andrea Bergeron
in Texas at 800-858-8880; fax: 214-4049656; or circle Reader Service 55.
24- Hour Sports Talk
Makes Debut

DALLAS On September 12, the Prime
Sports Radio ( PSR) network made its debut.
The 24- hour sports talk network offers
scores, highlights, interviews and analysis,
making use of an established worldwide
network of experienced correspondents.
On- air talent at PSR includes Rich
Lerner, Shireen Saski, Bryan Stanley,
Tom Sauvlet, Jerry Overton, Chet
Coppock and Bob Dahlgenr.
For information, contact Bob Wheeler in
Texas at 214-401-0069; fax: 214-8692999; or circle Reader Service 200.
Spanish- Language
Weather Updates

LOS ANGELES Cadena Radio Centra
(CRC) now of
a Spanish- language
weather report, "ClimaCentro." Hosted
by John Morales. ClimaCentro provides a
locally customized service for each of
CRC's 69 affiliates. Five to 30 weather
reports are offered daily. with each segment running 10 to 60 seconds.
For information, contact Richard
Santiago in California at 213-463-3800;
fax: 213-463-5724; or circle Reader
Service 84.
Musical Images
In the Midwest

KANSAS CITY, Mo. The music production company American Music Works
is now offering production services to
broadcasters in key markets throughout
the Midwest.
American Music Works offers more than
6,0(X) musical images and jingles for local,
national are regional radio advertisers.
For information, contact Neal James in
Missouri at 800-865-4645 or Andy Mark
at 800-368-0033; or circle Reader
Service 134.

ATTENTION PROVIDERS!

The John Bayliss Broadcast Foundation

or phone: (
408)

Massachusetts at 617-937-9390; fax: 617938-3740; or circle Reader Service 193.

engineers with your message. For information on affordable
advertising call

Simone at 1-800-336-3045.

Jingles and
Laser Effects

SEATTLE GMI Media Group recently
released a new production library and
continued on page 41

Orban DSE 7000

We Took The Work
Out Of Workstation.
The Orban DSE 7000 is the fastest

tell you there's no comparison. We

digital workstation for radio production.

invite you to call or fax us for a

your DSE 7000. Simply make one free

Of course it's friendly. There's no

complete user's list.

call.

setup. No confusion. No trouble. In

With the DSE you'll produce the

fact, you can literally plug it in and play

best sounding spots in one-third the

in thirty minutes or less. No training.

ime. It's the easiest way to increase

No computer wizards needed.

your production and your profits.

The DSE is everything you need.
Ask anyone who has aDSE and they'll

Harris Allied makes it easy to get

After all, nobody wants to work
harder than they have to.

1-800-622-0022

Plus, boost your creativity to awhole

Fax 317-966-0623

new level.

Southern CA 1-800-690-2828

ta, H.6.Ftms
,ALLIED
!WI-111.1Fri.

Circle ( 11) On Reader Service Card
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Why is DIGILINK th
Hard Disk System f
Because ...
•Over 1,000 Workstations have been sold
Customers come back again and again !
•Digilink replaces ALL tape equipment- carts, reels, etc.
use it for Live On Air, Production, and Automation !
•Digilink saves money every day
No carts to lose, jam, or destroy
No routine maintenance, no heads to adjust, no cleaning
No carts to replace when ahard disk lasts an average 15 years
No reel tape to replace because you cut & splice electronically
•Digilink costs less than tape equipment.
The average Digilink with 10 hours of stereo storage is under $8,000
The $8,000 list price includes 600 one minute carts worth of storage
That means aDigilink is a $5,500 machine with $2,500 in media
•Our Gemini Live On Air pushbutton control puts carts at your fingertips
for fast On Air operation, every jock can even have his own set of carts
•Digilink performs 8channel multitrack editing for under $2,000!
-or- use our stand alone Trak*Star multitrak Editor for under $6,000 !
The only multitrack radio editor that can provide 100% On Air backup !
•Network News, Production, Air, and even Traffic... over 15 studios!
to transfer audio, text, & schedules in perfect digital on our network

,

DIGILINK
Hard Disk Digital Audio Workstations

#1 Selling
rRadio ?
We are # 1, because we are leading the way...
With over 1,000 workstations sold, Digilink is by far the # 1digital audio system for live On Air radio, Production,
and Automation. Digilink has achieved this unique success because it is easier to use, does much more, and
costs less than any other digital product on the market today.
Digiiink does more than other systems because of its abilities in On Air with live, CD, & satellite; in production
with its multitrack editor; and in news with text. This makes it so that a Digilink workstation can be placed in
eac ,
L1 studio of your station to replace cart machines, reel machines, CD players, and often even consoles.
At an average price of under $8,000 per studio, Digilink is actually less expensive than the tape equipment
that it replaces while giving you CD quality audio performance, an average media life of over 15 years, and
equipment that requires no routine maintenance. You can even create adigital highway around your station
by connecting all of your Digilink workstations and scheduling computers on our digital network to transfer
audio, text, and schedules in perfect digital between studios.
Witr,it's ability to simultaneously record, play, crossfade, and network transfer, asingle Digilink workstation
can do all that is required for recording and playback for an entire studio. It is literally astudio in abox. It can
be crossfading out of aCD into ahard disk song, dropping ahard disk jingle over the middle of the crossfade,
recording anetwork audio feed for later playback, and receiving anew spot over the network from the
production workstation. Digilink is the complete digital solution to your radio station's studio needs.
To create aprofessional digital broadcast solution you can't simply buy adigital audio board and IBM PC
computer. Therefore,Arrakis builds our own DSP board; SCSI board; I-0 board; audio routing switchers; video
swdchers; and modular, broadcast quality cabinets. This makes Digilink remarkably powerful with radio specific
features such as digital crossfade and Trak*Star multitrack editing. This also reduces cost so that we are able
to sell Digilink for as little as 1/2 the price of other products which have to buy less powerful cards and mark
them up. Perhaps most importantly, building Digilink ourselves assures you of long term customer support
from asingle broadcast source. With Digilink, you don't have to be acomputer expert, because we are.
Whatever your studio needs- to replace acart machine, add anew production studio, or add some level of
automation, Digilink can do the job. Put aDigilink in one studio today, another next year, add ascheduling
computer and network, and you will eventually discover that you have painlessly gone digital one step at a
time. There is no question that Digital audio is here TODAY it improves your sound, speeds your production,
increases your reliability, and reduces your costs. Call and find out why Digilink is # 1and why customers
come back again and again: customers like the United States Air Force who have selected Arrakis Digilink,
consoles, and furniture for all of their radio stations worldwide.

for more information call...

(
303) 224-2248
rrczu
E

2619 Midpoint Drive, Fort Collins, CO. 80525
Voice- 303-224-2248, Fax- 303-493-1076
Circle ( 196) On Reader Service Card
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Gerry House Pioneers Personality Radio
by Alan Haber
WASHINGTON Down in Music City,
or Nashville, if you prefer, the crow flies
high on pedal steel fury, loyal subjects profess their respect for the kings and queens
of country music, and the line between
pure genre and crossover is becoming
harder to peg with every turn of phrase and
head.
Twang Town, the land of tight jeans and
sweet songbirds, has its share of media
champions: The Nashville Network.
Country Music Television. Plenty of radio
stations, certainly. And plenty of jocks.

THE

But, personalities. Ah... Ralph Emery
and others laid the foundation; today it's
the era of folks like Gerry House, threetime Billboard Magazine Air Personality
of the Year and proud winner of ahost of
other awards. He is presiding over the syndicated five-day-a-week broadcasts of his
House Foundation show, and he's hot: for
example, how's a21 share at Nashville's
WSIX-FM, his home base, sound?
Consumed by radio
House grew up in Northern Kentucky,
"which was really the Cincinnati market," he said. He was consumed by radio.

BETTER

DIGITAL

"I was your typical radio geek," he
admitted. His radio persona was shaped,
was formed by some of the personalities
he listened to, like James Francis Patrick
O'Neill, Richard King, and Jerry
Thomas. "They were personalities," he
said. "They did bits and did characters,
and Ithought, that's how you did radio. I
didn't know any different; that's what I
started doing." He added that another
influence was Jack Benny, from whom
he learned how to wait, take his time-to
leave abig, long pause for effect. House
said he's "living proof' that some of the
worst material in the world can be made

STL

SYSTEM

MORE PERFORMANCE

really good by agood pause.
House spent his college years at Eastern
Kentucky University, and worked at the
school's FM station, WEKU, hosting aprogram called "The World of Music" ("Boy,
did Isuck," he noted). He said he knew he
"was going to take ashot at" radio professionally. "If Ihad only known how hard it
was," he theorized, "Iwould never have
attempted it in a million years, but, you
know, the ignorance of youth, huh?"
In the beginning
The first professional House gig was in
1972: he worked mornings for about ayear
at WCVR(AM) in Richmond, Ky. The station was situated above aWestern Auto
store; to get to the station, House said he
had to "turn right at the tractors and come
up the steps." He laughed. "Iwould play
Led Zeppelin and then Iwould play a

Some of country
music's biggest stars
have been integral
parts of House's onair shenanigans.

FOR LESS EXPENSE
Digital technology is
revolutionizing and
improving our lives
daily, and Studio-toTransmitter Links are
no different. If superior
audio quality is
important to your
listeners, TFT's
DMM92 Digital STL is
your choice.

Superior Audio
The STL doesn't have to
be the weakest link in
your programming chain.
With the TFT DMM92,
digital quaky of 0.05%
THD, 85 dB SNR and
stereo separation is
transmitted faithfully from
studio to transmitter. As
more digital studio and
transmitter equipment
becomes available, the
TFT DMM92 is ready
thanks to built-in
AES/EBU inputs/outputs.

Six Channel
Capacity

Choice of Audio
Compression

Better Price
Value

Now two or more
stations can operate
from the same studio,
using the DMM92/ TFT
9100 STL. The system
can deliver four 15 kHz
program channels and
two voice/data channels
to multiple sites. Plus,
its spectral efficiency
permits operation of
analog FM subcarriers
well within the FCC legal
limits.

With adecision on an
audio compression
standard in flux, the TEl
DMM92 doesn't force
an irrevocable choice. It
accommodates changes
when new encoding
algorithms are available.

DMM92 audio quality,
spectral efficiency and
flexibility make life
easier for programmers,
engineers and for
owners is the most
economical digital STL
solution today.

DMM92E, 9100Tx, 9107Rx,
DMM92D and Digital STL Primer (available upon request)

TF T ic Sound Quality for over 20 years
3090 OAKMEAD VILLAGE DR. SANTA CLARA, CA 95051 • 800/347-3383 • 408/727-7272 • FAX 408/727-5942
Circle (208) On
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show called "Back to the Bible," he said,
admitting he was pretty happy at the station until he found out how far his $ 115aweek salary went toward feeding him and
his wife. "The station was owned by a
minister, and each week he would say, '
Do
you want your check or do you want to
give it to the Lord?T' said House. "I'd say
'Well, you know, I'll tell you what, the
Lord's got more money than Ido. Give
me the check. —
House made two more stops before first
,ettling in Twang Town in 1976: Ithaca,
New York at WTKO(AM) and Jacksonville, Fla., at WMVR(AM). A stint at
KZLA-FM in Los Angeles from 1983
through most of 1987 has been the only
interruption in his Nashville career ("Imade
amistake," he said, referring to his stint in
L.A. radio). While he was on "the coast," he
spent his free time writing for aRosanne
Barr ( remember when that was her name?)
HBO special, and an NBC television series
called "Our House." And, he hosted atrio
of syndicated radio shows: Countryline,
America's Number Ones, and The Saturday
Night House Party, alive show.
House has been dabbling in country
music songwriting; well, not adabbler,
exactly: his song "Little Rock" went to
number one for Reba McEntire in 1988.
He's had some other songs on McEntire's
albums, and written for Hank Williams, Jr.
("Diamond Mine") and the Oak Ridge
Boys ("Old Time Lovin'"), and Gary
Morris ("How Did IGet Here?"), among
other country artists. House even has his
own music publishing company, called
House Notes.
Syndicated
Gerry House and the House Foundation
is currently syndicated by Premiere Radio
Networks to more than 50 country music
radio stations, including about 30 that are
affiliated with Major Networks' Super Hit
Country music format. In addition, the
show is being offered to any other station,
including those currently taking 24 hour
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From Music City
formats, via Galaxy G-4 and Satcom C-5.
House's format is tried and true: play a
record, talk, and do a bit every break.
About 35 percent of the show is prepared;
the rest consists of House rifling on this
and that, and aton of phone calls from listeners. There's a solid cast of characters,
too: Paul Randall ("Greatest laugh in show
business"), Al Voecks ("The curmudgeon
news guy"), Duncan Stewart ( the sports
and party guy), and Devon O'Day, his
partner and on- air producer, who does
national news, "and is on the air alot."
Around six records are played during any
given hour of the show. "We come really
prepared," he said. "Icome in with about
30 prerecorded pieces." And, he records
every telephone conversation with listeners
and edits them while on the air. "We're
really doing a talk show during the
records...and then a radio/records show
when we're on the air," he noted.
Just real people in Nashville, "... being
funny, Ihope," said House.
Are any topics taboo for the Twang Town
funnyman? "Only in the last year have I
started to be a little more sensitive to
upsetting people...I don't do any dirty
stuff," he said. "Ithink that's so easy and
cheap. I'd hate myself if we did it."

But in the other cities—the ones that are
also sizzling with House's antics—the
localized flavor of the House Foundation
makes it seem as though the show is actually being broadcast from them. Plus:
"There has to be alocal guy ( in each city)

Localized
House counts himself lucky to be in
Nashville. "Iknow just about everybody
Gerry House
here, you know, they stop by." he said. "I
mean, Iknow them. Iknow Mary-Chapin
to help with the show." said House, who
Carpenter, Iknow Dolly Parton. Iknow
added that, because of the technology used
those people and they come in all the time.
to make the show sound local (
RW. May
4), "you can't tell when we're in and out."
Well, they're not going to do that in any
(The show is delivered digitally to affiliother city." Other House guests have
included Johnny Cash, Wynonna and
ate stations by satellite to adedicated satellite dish, live from Nashville; a digital
Naomi Judd, and Brooks & Dunn.

Running Rodio
Marketplace

E

audio delivery system stores the program
on ahard drive at each station. A computer
program, which was developed by
California Digital, integrates each station's
call letters and time checks, voiced by
House, during each break).
House records alot of material for use in
local markets that carry his show. "We do
an awful lot of stuff out of here, but there's
plenty of room for local stuff," he said.
He's recorded commercials, drops, promos
and bits for local use: " I
pre-record ' em and they
send them down the line
to use that morning."
Phone city
House's wacky sensibilities come into play every
time he picks up the
phone. When people call
thinking they've reached
an airline, he takes their
reservations. He's asked
people to call in to say
whether they've ever had
their teeth stolen by animals. "A woman called
up immediately and said
'I woke up the other day
and a chipmunk was
pulling
my
uppers
through a knothole, — he
remembered. He's also
asked listeners to give
him ajingle and tell him
if they've ever been hit
with a frozen food product. And if they've ever
been hit by lightning.
-There's an extraordinary amount of our listeners who have been struck by lightning,"
he said, laughing.
Some of country music's biggest stars
have been integral parts of House's on-air
shenanigans. He related that, one day, he
announced that singer Marty Stuart was

To advertise your services,
contact Skip Tash at

800-336-3045

Eye on the future
House would love to do aTV show "that
basically reflects what Ido on the radio,
kind of like Howard's trying to do"
(Stern's E! cable television program). He
and O'Day are looking to produce a
recording artist, but haven't found the right
one yet. He's writing a "comic tome" for
book publisher Rutledge Hill. And he'd
like to have another number one record. "I
want to do it all," he said. "before Icroak."
But surely there must be a long road to
travel before that happens. "What, before l
do it all or before Icroak'?", he wondered,
laughing. "Yeah, I'm doing okay."

on the enclosed card or contact the advertiser directly.

Ghosts in Your
Machine?
Don't be Haunted by Your Weather Problems!
Treat Your Listeners to a Digital Weatherman!

ess

Radio World's Running Radio
Marketplace reaches over
22,000 radio station owners,
managers, programmers and
consultants every month!

Censorship
House's on-air antics don't seem likely to
get him in trouble with the FCC. But, just
the same, he has afew words to say about
the personality who's become amagnet for
fines. "Ithink Howard ( Stern) has every
right in the world to do ( what he does),"
said House. "See, Ithink Howard's funny. I
think he's ahypocrite, but Ithink he's very
funny." A hypocrite? "When you pride
yourself on prying into other people's private lives, and yet he wants to keep his hidden, you know. Ijust don't get that."
House thinks Stern has done more for radio
than "alot of guys, because he's funny...he
legitimately is clever and he has awarm side
to him, even though it's, you know, kinda
twisted...He oughta be able to say whatever
he wants..." And as for the FCC? "Oh, I
think they ought to butt out," he said.

For nfomation on the services shown below, circle the Reader Service number
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quitting country music "to open a VCR
repair shop in town; ( he) said he was sick
of the business. And so he came in. and we
fielded phone calls from people who had
problems with their VCRs, and Marty
would answer. Of course, he didn't have a
clue what he was saying. Trisha Yearwood
called and said she was having problems.
Reba McEntire called and said she
couldn't get her clock to stop blinking."

A Supermarket of Radio Station Services

fficient &

Save Time & Money - 10 minute', to record 4wxcasts aday costs
up to 40hrs or $ 300/month Improve Air Sound - Over one million
possible cuts on every play, high quality audio Current Weather
Anytime - Bulletins, time, temp, wind, pressure, wind chill,
humidity, sky, & weather conditions air automatically Create a
New Revenue Source - One station earns $25K/year from
sponsored remote weather tags! Eliminate Staff Training Forecasts & bulletins air automatically, or at the press of one
button, so staff doesn't have to be trained to handle weather.

weal

Telephone audio. Missed weather bulletins. Bad forecasts
Staff expenses. BOO! Scary, isn't it! Just when you think
you've got the goblins out of your format, along comes abad
weather day to play tricks on you. A Digital Weatherman will
lay your problems six feet under - permanently. Now, your
little trick- or-treaters can hear up-to-the-minute weather
information in high-fidelity with no intervention from staff
zombies what-so-ever.Call us for air-checks, specifications,
and pricing plans, plus a free copy of the article " Florida
Weather Goes Digital" describing the evolution of one
station's system. So if robotic time & temp just isn't your thing,
stop listening to tales from the Crypt! Let Weatheradio scare
up asolution to all your Halloween weather nightmares!

Tom aurchilts .
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DIAL 14300.RA11NO.

Dial 1-800-728-4647. Press Extension 199 for aDemonstration, or 100 for
Affiliate Relations. A special " Hello" to all who visited us at the Radio Show!
Reader Service No. 70
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COMPOSITE
STEREO
DISTRIBUTION
AMPLIFIER

CART
REEL-TO-REEL

•HWRA cores: 3-5 times the life of
mumetal/hymu
•Balanced windings: for optimum S/N and
hum rejection properties.
•Filled epoxy: more stability and wear
resistance.
•Proprietary lamination design: exceptionally
smooth response curve, typically ± 1dB,
35-16,000 hz.
•SPC-based manufacturing: consistent products,
excellent yields, minimum variations.
•Design flexibility: specifications adjustable to
customer requirements.

• CUSTOM ANTENNA PHASING SYSTEMS
• ANTENNA CONTROL SYSTEMS

Distribute full composite baseband as
easily as audio! Our Model CLD-2504
gives you four independent outputs for
your stereo and subcarrier generators so
you can drive multiple exciters without
composite level changes and impedance
matching problems. Full 3year warranty.

MEC cart heads are always as good as the
originals., and often better.

1-800-433-8522

• AM/MF ANTENNA TUNING UNITS
• DIPLEXERS & MULTIPLEXERS
• TRANSMITTER COMBINERS
• DUMMYLOADS ( WITH MATCHING NETWORK)
• ASSOCIATED RF COMPONENTS
• CALL OR FAX FOR MORE INFORMATION

PHASETEKINC,

For details, call your authorized
Modulation Sciences Distributor, or the
Composite Audio Authority...

550 CALIFORNIA RD. UNIT 11
QUAKERTOWN, PA 18951

modulation sciences, inc.

Mag-Head Engineering Co.

12A World's Fair Drive • Somerset, NJ 08873 USA
Voice (908) 302-3090 • Fax (908) 302-0206
Toll Free in USA (800) 826-2603

686 Mendelssohn Avenue
Golden Valley, MN 55427
READER SERVICE NO. 192

FAX: 215-536-7180

READER SERVICE NO. 75

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A COST
EFFECTIVE ALTERNATIVE TO
MANUFACTURER SERVICE?

READER SERVICE NO. 215
AXS

AXS ( Ax'-sess)... Jocks Love It!
AXS is an entirely new approach to digital audio
controllers. It starts with superb audio using the premium quality apt-XTM system. AXS is easy to learn,
easy to use, and powerful beyond words.

SERVICE, REPAIR
& CALIBRATION

SPECIALIZING IN

•STL's • RPU's • TSL's

• Belar • Marti •

• Exciters • AM/FM

Moseley • McMartin

Broadcast Monitors •

•TEl • And others...

Remote Control Systems

PHONE: 215-536-6648

EQUIPMENT BY

AXS is a modular design that begins as a simple cart
replacement and grows to any combination of CD,
hard disk, satellite or specialty programming with
ease.

AXS has all the sophisticated feature options includ-

An authorized <
TFT service center

ing device independent multi- channel background
audio record and replay. Macro programming
makes tough to run event sequences easy. Software
drives a powerful programmable real time IOMAP.

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY
We can help get you back on the air with our
STL Loaner Program. We have STL's available that
will be set to your frequency prior to shipping. We also
provide over-the- phone technical assistance.

,1.111...
In •
1„1 •
0E:1
Gr

2198 Hubbard Lane. Grants Pass, OR 97527

AXS Systems...

(503) 471-2262
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r
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AXS

panel that can be time linked and remote wired is
standard.

Use a software driven four-channel stereo audio
switcher with on- screen control or the powerful
eight- channel dual- buss routing switcher. or include
both if you wish. AXS is controlled through a trackball,
touchscreen, keyboard, buttonbox, teTco or remote
modem.

:
•INIL

Baed Light 131. 1259
Nrieedial Reel

Jocks lore AXS: A fast 99 page, 28 button Jock F/X
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The Management
800-334-7823 • 817-625-9761
FAX 817-624-974

P.O. Box 1-36457 Fort Worth, TX 76 ; 36
1700+ Stations • Our 14th Year

From S6000.00 using .Imir 486 compulers and hard disks.
READER SERVICE NO. 52

READER SERVICE NO. 144

Why Compromise?
Get affordable

features for any
format!
Do you faint at the cost of afull featured
console but find that budget consoles

And our digitally controlled analog signal path has a full, clean sound that is
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Stem the Red-Ink Tide at Your AM Station
by Ken Hawk
TIFFIN, Ohio For the operators of
small- market AM radio stations, the past
few years have been rough. Profits are
decreasing. Competition with print and
cable TV is increasing, taking agreater
share of the revenue that was once yours.
To add insult to injury, the community's
largest employer may have closed, leaving
a substantial number of workers unemployed. Clients get hurt financially in the
process and soon realize that they can no
longer afford to advertise on radio.
General managers are left in the unenviable position of having to increase the bottom line without spending money that does
not exist.
It is frightening but true: As both markets

staff members with strong vocal abilities to
add variety to your production.
If you own an unlimited time operation:
Consider how long your current broadcast day is. Is it to your advantage to stay
on-air 24 hours per day? Are you saleable
after the evening drivetime? Can you
rotate part-timers overnight?
Consider format
Also consider your format. Do you have
an impressive number of national and
regional clients and alesser, albeit substantial, number of local clients?
If you are doing well financially between

6a.m. and 7p.m., your nighttime revenues
are either anemic or nonexistent, with
bonus spots and promos polluting the program log.
This situation can be rectified: Is there a
format missing in your market that you
have avoided out of fear of losing your
large national or regional accounts? Keep
in touch with members of your community
to see why local radio listeners tune (or do
not tune) into your station.
Once you find this out, experiment by
splitting your format into adaytime format
and anighttime format. Give your sales
people six months to sell it. The end result

is an increase in local sales. Do not be surprised if some big-ticket revenue items like
remotes and public appearances start to
occur at night.
If your station needs to be on-air 24 hours
a day, and you operate at a loss on
overnights, part-time board operators and
announcers might help minimize losses.
If you own either a daytime or full-time
entity:
Keep operating costs lean and mean.
Consolidate clerical functions. Refuse to
reimburse for uncontrollable expenses. Do
not reimburse for items they can write off
continued on page 37
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Ken Hawk
and radio revenues continue to shrink,
many small AM stations have become
simulcast repeaters of aco-owned flagship
station or, more commonly, have gone
dark. The number of the latter continues to
grow.
There is no way around it. General managers have to take aserious look at existing expenses and either decide what they
can learn to live without or make inexpensive substitutions.
Here are some ways to stanch the bleeding, depending on the type of operation
you run.
Know your limits
If you own a strict daytime (sunrise to
sunset) only station:
First off, know the limitations of your
broadcast hours and give your listeners the
most with the little operating time you
have. Forget about the younger demos.
Today's generation was weaned on musicintensive FM, which is usually there 24
hours aday. Choose aformat that appeals
to the other end of the listener spectrum.
Those are the demographics that have
money. If you do not think that is true,
why do you think so many media buyers
have jumped off the CHR ship?
Keep your sign-on/sign-off times as consistent as possible. During the month of
July, is any inventory between 6p.m. and
8:45 p.m. actually sold? If it isn't, why not
pull the plug at 6p.m.?
Do not wait for national and regional
accounts to come knocking at your door.
You will still get afew, but do not rely on
them for amajor portion of the station's
billing. Local clients make you money and
enhance your local image.
If you have alive airstaff, cap the number
of full-time announcers at two, each working half of the broadcast day. Use other
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Our ONE- x- Six Power Bundle includes the ONE- x- Six
talk show system with two Switch Console control surfaces
and Call Screen ManagerTM, the world's most popular call
screening software.
The ONE- x- Six has the famous Telas ONE digital hybrid
and asix line broadcast phone system. The Telos ONE
provides the most natural, full- duplex telephone audio.
Call Screen Manager allows the screener/director to provide the talent with information on each caller, send additional messages to the talent, and control the status of telephone
lines. Phone line and caller status are updated in real time.
The Power Bundle is only $ 2960. For those with more
basic needs, the ONE- x- Six packaged with asingle
Switch Console has alist price of just $ 2180.
2101 Superior Avenue • Cleveland, Ohio 44114
216.241.7225 • FAX 216.241.4103
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Exploit the Power of the Telephone
by Mark Lapidus
WASHINGTON Question: Which technical device is
used more than any other to touch your listeners in a
personal way? Answer: The telephone in your control
room!
When used properly, it's atool that binds you to your
listeners. When abused, it's...well...allow me to
demonstrate.
Iwas between PD gigs and was traveling on atrain
from South Florida to Washington checking out, courtesy of my Walkman, each radio city through which we
passed. The big surprise came from a medium- market
radio station, which shall remain nameless to protect the
guilty.
Caught in the act
As Ituned in. asports report was being delivered live
via telephone. The sportscaster finished and turned it
back over to the jock, who thanked him, went into a
Pink Floyd song and forgot to pot down the telephone
line. This meant, of course, that each call he answered
on this line now was broadcast without his realizing it.
On-air processing even lowered the music level so that
we listeners could hear each call clearly. The DJ proceeded to be cold, rude and indifferent to the next four
callers.
The fifth caller was a young woman. She asked him
what it was like to be aDJ. He bragged about the stars
he'd met and then arranged atime and place to meet her.
The next caller said, "Hey man, do you know you're
on the air?" The DJ replied, "Of course I'm on the air!
I'm on every day...."
Keep the calls coming
We all know that only our most active listeners bother
to phone the station. The younger the format, the more
calls you receive. Guess who is most likely to fill out a
dairy? Active listeners! Why is it that they pick up the
phone?
Lots of reasons: to make asong request; ask aquestion; give acompliment; complain about something; or
just to speak to afriendly voice.
The program director should set guidelines to deal with
each of these areas. Odds are that each DJ does things
differently. Let's pick up the phone and make some
changes that will have apositive impact on your station.
•Song Request—How does your talent respond? If they
can't say yes and give an approximate time of the
song's next play, the best approach is open ended. Have
them say they're not sure if they'll have time to play it,
but they'll try. This can generate another quarter hour of
listening and, because they haven't made apromise, no
hard feelings.

Frequently complaints are legitimate and if stations
receive enough about asingle issue, a noticeable trend
could be developing. Certain complaints need to be
sidetracked immediately. Contest complaints, complaints about station staff members and threats of lawsuits should all be referred directly to management.
• Lonely Callers/Friendly
Voice Scenario— Here's a
trap door that's easy to fall
The DJ forgot to pot down
through. Who among us
doesn't enjoy talking to somethe telephone line, meaning
one who clearly admires us?
that each call he answered was
However, when a DJ gets
more than afew calls from the
broadcast without his realizing it.
same person and this caller
proves to be anuisance, a "nowin" zone definitely has been entered. These types—and
worst tunes Uve ever heard."
every station has them—hinder ajock's ability to handle
•Questions Asked—Where does your talent find the
other calls, can disturb the on-air performance and even
answers when questioned by alistener? Begin by making certain that every liner and public service announcecan be dangerous.
ment read on-air has details on the bottom of the card. If
You've probably got 10 people calling your control
room and occupying alarge chunk of time. These calls
it's an event, include directions and aphone number for
further details.
must be stopped—and they can be. All DJs have to do is
There also should be anotebook in your control room
tell the caller that their time limits on the phone have
been shortened and that the call is now being monitored.
with up-to-date concert/ entertainment information,
including pricing and on-sale data; atelephone directory
Pick up the phone
of bars, venues and ticket outlets; schedules for all
loo bus) to sa) hello? We'd never allow our business
major sports teams and phone listings for crisis hotlines.
This book also should note current contest rules, staff
line to ring more than afew times before the receptionist
answered. Call your control room right now and see
numbers ( for emergency use only, never to be given out
to the public on the phone) and the previous day's music
how long it takes to get an answer.
log. The music log enables your talent to answer quesConsider these solutions: 1.) Interns/part-timers to
answer phones during your busiest times; have the lines
tions like, "Can you tell me the name of a song that
wired into more than one room. 2) After 10 rings, have
played yesterday morning at 10:00?" True, a bothersome request but one whose positive response could
the call go to your receptionist or an automated machine
influence the chance diary entry.
that tells them the DJ is on another call or is preparing to
•Compliments and Complaints—To the former, asimgo on-air. 3) Put most of your detailed information on a
ple, "Thanks, we appreciate your listening" will do just
digital multiline answering system. This is recommended
fine. If a listener calls with acompliment directed for
only for formats targeted to listeners under 40 years of
someone else, it's wonderful if staff members pass it
age. Older folks hate "press five for concert information."
along. Positive feedback goes along way.
And it's true, many stations are jumping into on-line
computer services so they can provide the latest to those
A sympathetic ear
now "wired."
Unfortunately, complaints can be difficult to handle
But before you leap into the next technology, look into
quickly in the control room. If upon answering the phone
mastering the one that most of your listeners already
the first sentence out of acaller's mouth is, "Iwant to
use: the phone. Gotta run now... So many calls to make,
complain about something," aDJ's best response is, "I'd
so little time.
be happy to listen, but it would be alot more effective if
DOD
you'd either call or write our program director...or if it's
Mark Lapidus is director of marketing for Liberty
more convenient, I'll have him call you."
Broadcasting. Liberty owns WXTR-FM and WHFS(FM)
Sometimes this works. However, many times the caller
in the Washington market; WGBB(AM)-WBAB-FM on
wishes to vent. Jocks should be instructed to listen but at
Long Island, N.Y.; WGNA-AM-FM Albany, N.Y., and
WMXB(FM) in Richmond, Va. Mark can be reached at
the end of the conversation to repeat the offer of having
301-899-3014; or write him care of RW.
the program director call.

If the request is off the wall, have the Ws say they
don't have it and ask if there's anything else the listener
would like to hear.
A few of the worst responses I've actually heard: "It's
not in our format," "Our music's all on computer," "We
don't take requests," and amazingly, "That's one of the
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Stemming the Red-Ink
continued from page 35

at the end of the tax year.
More and more AM stations are jumping
on to the satellite bandwagon. Unfortunately. many operators forget the
essence of AM radio and depend on the
bird to carry the entire broadcast day. If
you do this, you will lose. If you do satellite, do it right—do it for aportion, not all.
of the broadcast day.
You know where you sell the most inventory: Open that up to local programming
where you can cram in as many avails as
you like. Try adding some local and
national talk during your midday. Some
national talk shows may be available for
barter. Whatever you do locally reinforces
your "community commitment. For example. when Ifirst came to
WKPA(AM) New Kensington, Pa. ( now
WGBN), it simulcast a co- owned
Pittsburgh FM with local programming—
Pittsburgh-style oldies. Sunday ethnic and
church broadcasts—on the weekends.
Format launched
After several months of market research,
we launched anew weekday format with a
live news-intensive morning show that
included sports, weather, traffic updates.
features and four or five AC songs per
hour. We also aired a local buy-sell-trade
program and national talk shows, with
news and traffic in the evening drive. Due
to the station's strong market heritage, we
left the weekends alone. Within four
months, we saw a 20 percent revenue
growth. without increasing our salaried
staff or payroll.
A key to our success was how we maintained client relations. The number one
gripe among our clients who advertised
elsewhere was that once an account executive sold them advertising, he literally took
the money and ran. No contact was maintained with the client, until they got angry
because the account executive fouled up.
If aclient is unhappy with his or her ad,
such as when the wrong spot is aired, do

not charge him for it. Too many general
managers are too arrogant to admit that the
station made a mistake: They completely
forget that their role is similar to that of a
customer service clerk in the local department store. Remember the old business
adage "the customer is always right."
Alternative means
Look for alternative means of generating revenue. A per -inquiry spot has
more money- making potential than a
PSA or a show promo. It is agood way
to fill in avails on weekends and
overnights too.
Will aspecialty program you are interest in going to make money or just barely
pay for itself? Do not buy it if you can
barter.
If you use arip-and-read newswire system, see if it can be computerized so that
you only print what you need. With an oldfashioned printer, 90 percent of the paper
is thrown away unused. You might even
be able to print your local stories on the
system.
Examine employee benefits and perks.
Can you save money on health care benefits by giving your staff the option of what
they need most and would use least?
Enrolling in an HMO is another good idea.
Look for ways to save on the station
Christmas party without cutting it. Freebie
tickets and other gifts should be offered to
your staff before clients and listeners. Staff
members will probably never be happy
with their salaries, so what you cannot give
monetarily, make up for it this way.
Spend some time in the control room. Do
not be afraid to ask your jocks if somethitut is not working properly. If you are
considering outfitting the studio with a
consumer-grade CD player or replacing a
cassette deck on trade, consult your chief
engineer first. Find out if it is worth it to
spend the extra money for broadcast-quality or if you want to replace consumer
equipment every lèw years.
Whatever the ease may be. remember that

the audio quality of AM radio is far from
superior. Do not rub salt in the wounds by
having unreliable equipment in the control
room.
Keep track of long-distance calls and fax
transmissions. Make a log stating the
length and nature of each call, who placed
it and at what time. If your airstaff uses the
phone to get weather and temperature
readings, buy them a weatherband radio
and thermometer.
Ban smoking from the on-air and production studios. It not only damages equipment but is an annoyance to non-smoking
employees who have to share the same
space.
Instruct your airstaff to clean cart decks
before the end of their shifts. Wowing
carts sound bad; eaten carts sound worse
and feel worse when you have to replace

them. If you use vinyl, leave adust brush
and cleaning fluid for the airstaff to keep
the discs clean. Dirty records not only
sound bad but also shorten the life of an
expensive stylus.
If radio is to survive into the 21st century,
it will depend on owners and operators
spending their revenue wisely and decreasing their expenditures likewise. AM and
FM radio will both survive and prosper but
hinge upon how well-rounded future general mangers are. The effective general
manager will need to fully understand both
the programming and marketing departments of their station, not just one.
DD

Ken Hawk is an independent programming and economic consultant to the
broadcast industry. He can be reached at
419-447-0825.
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UPLINK

Make Value-Added Work for You
by Karl Baehr
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. Are you
creating value or headaches with regard
to the "value-added" campaigns at your
satellite station? Are your incentives really hitting the target? Has your "database
marketing" system been effective or a
waste of time and money? These are a
few of the topics we will take alook at
this week.
Value-added vs. free
The nice part about adding substantial
value to aclient's campaign at your sta-

tion is that, chances are your network has
already created the platforms providing
some of that additional value. Special
daily and weekly programs, promotions,
etc., are already there, all you really have
to do is package them for a local sponsor(s).
When creating the added value, make
sure you do not subtract the listener from
the equation. The fallacy is, "We don't
have numbers (yet) so we have to throw
in the store to get the buy from Hobie's
Hotdog Hut." The problem is your listeners may not want to hear news and "This
Week's Top 10" and " Entertainment

The TS612 puts an end to unwanted
talk show disconnections.

Right Now" and the " Z95 Bikini
Contest" and " The Morning Farm
Report" all sponsored by Hobie's. Every
hour of every day for the life of the
schedule. A negative of this type of
incentive is the clutter it can create.
Spots, liners, promotional announcements. Hobie's. Hobie's. Hobie's.
Rather than continually trying to create
value-added opportunities for clients, try
working the equation backwards. Create
(identify) those value-added opportunities at your station and then identify
those complimentary ideal sponsors for
each. This effort can cut down on dupli-

and keypad eliminate the need for aseparate phone. Plus, the
TS612 is so easy to use, your all-night weekend DJ can master
:4
it in minutes. Just imagine.., no more lost guests, no more
Your radio station has enough problems with- "Caller, hello caller? Are you there caller?"
out your talk show hosts disconnecting
Call your Gentner dealer, or call 1800 945 7730 and make
important guests and callers. Put a
your talk shows easier to handle with the TS612.
Gentner TS612 in your studio and put
Don't forget to ask about Gentner
an end to those problems.
Conference Call Services. We
The TS612 is asix-line (expandable to
promise we won't cut you off.
12) telephone system. It features
Gentner's Direct Connect Technology,
allowing you to hook it into aregular
phone line ;and its built-in handset
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cation of sponsors and scheduling problems as well as clutter.
Another consideration with regard to
minimizing potential clutter is to consider how much of the added value can be
done off your air. Print, television and
location support such as point-of- purchase can help to cut that clutter and add
impact to the whole campaign.
Here for the duration
The term value-added has been around
for awhile and will continue to be afact
of life. Advertisers are always looking
for something "extra," but don't forget
that they need to buy into the station
before they buy into the options. Sell
them on your station first and then on the
added value of a sponsorship or promotion. If you do not, your sales staff will
spend its time writing special valueadded stuff for everybody. Make sure
that the value-added has a purpose, the
purpose being to enhance.
Although there are many philosophies
and checklists regarding value-added, the
list Iuse has two items:
1) Do the station, the advertiser and the
listener benefit?
2) Is it worth it?
We are currently completing a valueadded promotion for our client, The
European Hit Survey. The show, aweekly two-hour trip through Europe's hottest
new music, is new to the U.S. What we
have done is structure atrip promotion
that enhances the show ( to a European
destination) tied in an airline with regular
service to Europe and provided additional prizes, ranging from European designer clothing and music product giveaways
to EHS t-shirts. The station and its listeners win, the advertisers win, the show's
syndicator wins. It all relates to the
show's content, audience and is fun for
everybody.
Incentives or traps?
Using incentives to market your radio
station can be agood thing for advertisers who can "win" everything from trips
and other goodies, to listener and sales
staff prizes. This can create a healthy
competitive environment in-house and a
stimulating shot at winning something on
the air. The trap is burying yourself with
buying these people off. If your listener
comes to expect money for listening and
the money goes away, so may the listener
(see Uplink, June 1).
As with value-added, do not sell the
product, i.e., your station, short. Sell your
station first. That way, CDs, t-shirts, free
pizzas, etc., become added incentive but
not the reason for listening.
Sales incentives are good, but make
sure they do not create an environment
that may be potentially damaging. If a
sales executive is scrambling to write up
orders for adollar/unit volume incentive
so he or she can win a trip to Cancun,
you may wind up with abunch of worthless paper, cheaply sold advertising and
ragged out sales people. Give them what
they want, but make it realistic.
For every approved annual contract sold
during a specified period of time,
increase the commission structure.
Provide cash incentives to the sales person who has the highest percentage of
paid up current accounts in. Give them
the tools they need to get the job done
effectively;do not just throw them on the
street with aquota.
Though very few advertisers will buy
your station just to get atrip, rewards for
continued on page 41
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MANAGER'S NOTEBOOK

How Effective aStation Manager Are You?
by Sue Jones
BURKE, Va. As a general manager,
you are always monitoring the station's
ratings, sales volume and expenses.
While you are monitoring those pulse
points of the station's business, make
sure that you assess your leadership abilities as well.
Your ability to communicate the station's goals and objectives and inspire
the staff to achieve those goals will
impact your station's position in the market and ratings.
Three of the most common qualities
found in successful managers include
charismatic leadership, individual consideration and intellectual stimulation.
How does your management style incorporate each of them?

frontations, gives negative feedback to
staff members, has confidence in his or
her own capability, desires to act independently and does the right thing for the
station or staff members in spite of personal hardship or sacrifice.
•Dependable. A dependable leader follows through. keeps commitments. meets
deadlines, takes and accepts responsibility for actions and admits mistakes, works
effectively with little or no contact with
the owner(s) and keeps the owner(s)
informed on the station's status.
•Flexible. A flexible leader functions
effectively in achanging environment, provides stability to the staff, remains objective when confronted with many responsibilities at once, handles several problems
simultaneously, focuses on critical items
and changes course when required.
• Integrity. A general manager with
integrity adheres to a code of business
ethics and moral values, behaves in a
manner that is consistent with the station
climate and professional responsibility,

sent decisions and makes objectixe evaluations.
• Respect for Others. A leader with
respect for others honors rather than
belittles the opinions or work of others,
regardless of their status or position at
the station, and demonstrates a belief in
each individual's value regardless of
each individual's background. This characteristic should be the foundation of
how you interact with all of your staff.

And then some
In addition to the above characteristics
and qualities, aleader must:
1) Develop and communicate a rallying
vision. Where do you want the station to
be a year from now? Two years? Five
years?
2) Be a strategic thinker. How will you
achieve those goals?
Charismatic leadership
3) Be arisk taker. Make sure that it is a
Charisma comes from an ability to see
researched and calculated risk, not aseatwhat is really important and to transmit a
of-the- pants guess.
sense of mission to others. It is found in
4) Have a proven track record implepeople throughout business orgamenting innovative ideas.
nizations and is one of the eleYour ability to communicate 5) Be a catalyst for change.
ments that separates an ordinary
Encourage ideas from everyone.
manager from atrue leader.
You do not have the only cregoals and objectives will
This is a double requirement.
ative mind in your station. Your
impact your station's
You may have the ability to
sales staff with daily contact
know what is the most important.
with your advertisers will have a
position in the market
but without the ability to effecbetter sense of what is on the
tively communicate that to the
and ratings.
clients' minds. The jocks who
staff and inspire them to work
take requests will have first-hand
toward that goal, you will not achieve
does not abuse management privilege.
information about what the listeners like
charismatic leadership.
gains trust/respect and serves as a role
and dislike.
hulividual Consideration. General manmodel in support of station policies and
6) Have earned the trust of the station
agers who practice the individualized
professional ethics.
personnel.
consideration concept of leadership treat
•Judgement. A leader with judgement
7) Be alistener and enabler. You will not
each staff member as an individual and
uses logical and intellectual insight rather
be able to use every idea that your staff
serve as coaches and teachers through
than gut feel to reach sound evaluations
has, but you might get some of your best
delegation and learning opportunities. It
and evaluate alternatives. Decisions are
ideas from them. If the idea will not
may take longer to coach someone
based on acollection of factual informawork, say that you will take it into conthrough alearning process than to simply
tion and consideration of human factors.
sideration instead of saying that it is
direct every activity.
He or she uses past experiences and
impossible and/or adumb idea.
However, if you coach/teach your
information to gain perspective on pre8) Develop good. strong subordinates for
department heads to think their way
through the task, they will be trained to
do it in the future. For example, your job
will become easier when your department heads can prepare an annual budget
for their department. Instead of your
doing it for the entire station, each
department head prepares it for his or her
department. Then you just have to compile the department budgets to create the
station's operating G&A budget.
Intellectual Stimulation. Leaders perceived as using intellectual stimulation
successfully are those who encourage
others to look at problems in new ways,
rethink ideas and use problem- solving
techniques. If your ratings are slipping, it
is time to take another approach to your
programming, customer service or performance. Teach all staff members ( not
just the department heads) to be alert to
new concepts, thinking and market
trends. Encourage everyone to contribute
their ideas, no matter how ridiculous they
may sound.
Crazy ideas
Group think tanks with crazy ideas
often spark creative thinking in other participants. One idea often feeds another.
Leadership requires the following characteristics:
•Courage. A courageous leader stands
for unpopular ideas, does not avoid conCircle ( 166) On Reader Service Cord

succession. This is one of the most frightening objectives. However, to be considered for other opportunities in a multiple
station/entertainment organization, make
sure that someone is at least halfway
trained to step into your position.
Otherwise, the owner(s) may determine
that you cannot be moved because the
learning curve for someone else to take
your position would be too long and costly.
9) Be an optimist and have a sense of
humor.
10) Be financially adept.
Open your mind
11) Understand and know how to deploy
technology.
12) Be able to deal with doublespeak.
13) Be skilled at interdepartmental management.
14) Manage by fact. If you think of the
station as acar, you have within view all
the gauges and indicators you need to
assess the condition of the station and to
decide what to do next.
15) Understand your listeners' needs and
expectations. Because quality is defined by
the listener, you need to spend time with
your listeners and compare what you learn
with what others at your station know about
them and about your market. Only then will
you know if your station is truly being driven by listener needs and expectations.
How would you rate with these guidelines? If you do not possess all of the
above qualities, take comfort in the fact
that management excellence is an art that
is developed over several years of experience and training. Striving to include all
of the above in your management style
will enhance your value to the station and
promote your own career objectives.
D0

Sue Jones is a senior manager fOr
Computer Data Systems Inc., in
Rockville, Md. She can be reached at
703-323-0491.
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rugged, pocket receivers.
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•100% duty cycle
•Wideband aLdio

Our Wired SU lets you locate your audio
processor and stereo generator in the studio. It transmits composite audio baseband
through 2500 feet of inexpensive twinax line,
so you can reach your STL on the roof or
your transmitter down the hall.

•Excellent operating range

Approximately One Half
the Cost of New

Get our full story- contact your authorized
Modulation Sciences Distributor, or the
Composite Audio Authority...

3,000 Hour Unconditional Guarantee
Call for Our Price List
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Toll Free in USA (800) 826-2603

Econco 1318 Commerce Ave. Woodland, CA 95695
Phone: 916-662-7553 Fax: 916-666-7760 Telex: 176756
Toll Free: 800-532-6626 From Canada: 800-848-8841

Comex Corp., 65 Nonset Path, Acton MA 01720
Tel: 1-800-237-1776 Fax: 508 635-0401
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READER SERVICE NO. 16

READER SERVICE NO. 154

modulation sciences, inc.
12A World's Fair Drive • Somerset, NJ 08873 USA
Voice ( 908) 302-3090 • Fax (908) 302-0206

ATI Audio DA's. The
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AUDIO BROADCAST GROUP, INC. introduces the dramatically redesigned for 1994/95
Data Stream Series of our exclusive "Digital Ready" Studio Furniture. Created specifically for the efficient housing and operation of today's digital hard drive storage/studio
automation systems and workstations. Our designers have combined the ultimate in functional work space and eye pleasing appearance.
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Supplying
broadcast equipment and studio systems with
integrity to the broadcasting community for over 33
years.
AUDIO BROADCAST GROUP, INC.

031381 1121129

AUDIO BROADCAST GROUP, INC. Your single
source supplier of AM/FM studio packages, AM/FM
transmitter installations, as well as all major lines of
on air and production studio equipment

H

For additional information on how we
can serve you, please call today

of performance.
AUDIO
TECHNOLOGIES

For over 33 years

SOUTHEASTERN SALES OFFICE WESTERN SALES OFFICE
MAIN SALES OFFICE
200 Fareway Drive, Suite 2
P.O. Box 1638
2342 S. Division Avenue
Palmdale, California 93550
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49507 Smithfield, North Carolina 27577

CALL OR WRITE NOW FOR FREE DETAILED BROCHURE.
328
Horsham,
W. Margo
PA 19044,
Ave. USA

Phone: 800-999-9281 Phone: 800-369-7623
Fax: 919-934-8120
Fax: 616-452-1652

INCORPORATED (
215) 443-033°
FAX:
(215) 443-0394
(800) 959-0307
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AUDIO
BROADCAST
GROUP

Phone: 800-858-9006
Fax: 800-273-3321
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The balanced inputs and electronic transformer outputs both have front
panel recessed gain controls. The nick mountable chassis includes LEDs to
indicate signal presence. the onset of peak overload, switch position, and power
presence.
Use it to mate R-DAr and analog recorders. to generate Mono from Stereo. or as abalanced line amplifier t c(miperNiie fin- level miquatches.
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RUNNING RADIO

Country's Legacy Honored in Chicago
continued from page 25
Patsy Montana, whose " IWant to be a
Cowboy's Sweetheart" was country's
first million- selling record by awoman.
Grand Ole Opry
E‘ eflua!ly , though, the " Opry -s"
doggedly traditional rural style won out.
By the 1940s. it was the leading show in
country music. Both programs inspired
numerous imitators across the country.
By 1946. roughly 600 country shows like
Fort Wayne, Indiana's " Hoosier Hop"
and Philadelphia's " Hayloft Hoedown -were broadcast every week.
Country music even made the transition
to television in the late 1940s to 1950s
with jamboree shows like Springfield.
Missouri's "Ozark Jubilee" and showcases for individual stars like Pee Wee King.
Eddy Arnold and Tennessee Ernie Ford.
Rock ' n' roll was adifferent story. however. Elvis ( who actually had country hits
during of his career) and those who followed wreaked havoc on the country
music industry infrastructure as radio stations hurriedly switched to rock. By
1961. only 81 stations in the U.S. played
country full-time.
The industry was saved from extinction
by the formation in 1958 of the Country
Music Association. By promoting country music to broadcasting and advertising

execs and making sure radio programmers got the music they needed. the
CMA was able to multiply the number of
country stations in the U.S. nearly tenfold by 1970.
Format revival
The revived country radio base gave
country performers the exposure they
needed to branch out into TV again.
with Jimmy Dean fronting an ABC
series from 1963-66 and " The Glen
Campbell Goodtime Hour." " The
Johnny Cash Show - and " Hee-Haw"
appearing in 1968 and 1969. All were
short-lived on network. but " Nee- Haw: of course, became a phenomenon in
syndication.
Country radio, meanwhile, profited by
the gradual splintering of pop music formats during the 1970s and 1980s. " Rap.
heavy metal. alternative rock, new age,
those formats all appeal to very specific
audiences." Rumble said. "And frankly.
they turn off a lot of people. Country
doesn't."
McNeil, WUSN -s program director
agreed.
When you listen to acountry station, it
doesn't matter if you're 5or 95." he said.
"We're a very wholesome, milk and
cookies format. There's nothing that's
going to turn anybody off."

STATION SERVICES
continued from page 28
jingle packages.
The "Lazer Impact Plus" CD product library
features atotal of 122 cuts including instrumental stingers, stager music beds, musical
accents. swooshes, Touch-Tone effects as
well as awide range of laser effects.
Also on offer are market-exclusive jingles
packages. The " Superstars" package is
aimed at hot AC stations and includes a
variety of talkover intro beds, shotgun and a
capella liners, atraffic bed and news stager.
The " Superhighway" contemporary
country jingle package features 10 primary cuts and avariety of additional versions
after mixing.
For information, contact Leslie Erak in
Washington state at 206-839-9414; fax:
206-839-5112; or circle Reader Service 92.
New Shadow
Bureau
SAN FRANCISCO In an effort to better serve the eighth most-affluent market
in the nation. Shadow Broadcast Services
opened aSouth Bay News Bureau.
Shadow offers traffic reporting services
as well as live, customized, format- specific news sports and weather.
For information, contact Don Bastida in
California at 415-777-2151; or circle
Reader Service 115.
The Real Dirt
NEW YORK The Gossip Editor for the
National Enquirer, Mike Walker, will
soon begin "dishing" on Westwood One.
Beginning October 24. "The Mike Walker
Show" will air weekdays from 10 a.m. to
noon ( ET).
Originating from studios in West Palm
Beach, Fla., and New York, the show will also

go on location with remotes from Los Angeles
to London and everywhere in between.
In addition to Walker's exclusive chat
about people and stories making headlines, celebrity guests will make in- studio appearances to tell their side of the
story.
For information, contact Laurie Peters
in California at 310-840-4383: fax: 310840-4068; or circle Reader Sery ice
181.

McNeil believes country has cultivated
anew generation of listeners with bettersounding music— in terms of more
sophisticated recording techniques. But
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the music's old-fashioned values remain
the same and account for its appeal.
"That's why we keep our family audience." he said. "Our station consistently
ranks in the top three among listeners 25
to 54. Those are moms and dads with
kids in school who don't want to hear
songs about killing cops."

Make Value-Added Work for
Your Station's Listeners
continued from page 38
referrals are agreat way to say thank you to astrong advocate. Again, do not
get roped into vacationing, wining and dining advertisers. Rather than rebate,
bonus their next schedule on your station. Add an appropriate sponsorship or
promotional tie-in that is coming up. Of course they will want to purchase a
supporting schedule.
Database or data-waste
If you are just mailing or calling to ZIP codes or census tracts or block groups
or even blocks, you may be wasting your time and money. Many things. including radio formats. audiences and consumer groups, are becoming more and more
fragmented. You should not just blanket a ZIP code that "fits the profile" of
your ideal listener with promotional material and feel you are doing all you can
do. The fact is, people who live on the same block are not homogenous. If they
live in you market area, can hear your station and are potential listeners, they
may well live outside of the profile area. So how do you get to these people?
There is aform of research called "uses and gratifications."—Effects Research.
How do people utilize media, what do they gain from this use and what do they
do with this information? Your target is not acollege educated professional with
a median income of $65,000, 2.3 kids and three cars unless this individual is
going to listen and respond. In order to get this person to respond you need to
know what they respond to. In order to get that information, you need to look
beyond demographics, median age income and education and acquire lifestyle
information. What are their interests? What products do they buy regularly?
Now do not throw out your database. Look at it differently and add to it. If you
have a major vacation promotion coming up where the prize is a Caribbean
cruise, do not target simply demographic and income by ZIP codes. Locate the
people whose interests are travel-related, whose hobbies are water sports, recreation and leisure activities.
If you have an in-house data base you regularly mail to, send out a short
response piece to fill in some of these blanks. If not, there are companies out
there that can provide either adatabase or research report of this nature to help
you further target your data base marketing and maximize the response rate.
013 ci
Karl Baehr is president of KBE "Broadcasting by Design," aradio consulting
firm providing support services for satellite radio stations and produces the
Actual Radio Measurement (ARM) electronic survey system. He can be reached
at 505-828-0488; or fax: 505-821-4226.

Need To Know How
To Sell More Advertising*:
The Griffin Reports is aproven sales tool that
provides qualitative research tailored for your
geographic market. Our research provides local
listener demographics plus information about how
much they spend, what they buy and where and
how often they shop. It's highly targeted, flexible
and affordable.

If you want to sell more to current accounts, or if you
need help convincing new clients that your station
should be on their buys, call Griffin. We know how to
help with the audience information that can give your
station acompetitive edge.
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Sales Office: 5910 Mt. Moriah Suite 113-257 Memphis, TN 38115 1-800-723-4743
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CONTRACTOR'S FORUM

Good Contractors Need Efficient Structure
by Mark Persons

What makes a successful contractor?
Mostly it is good sound business practices.
Here are afew examples:
•Be on time. If you have an appointment.
don't be late.
•Be clean and neat in your dress. Ido not
wear blue jeans on ajob anymore unless it
is going to be really dirty work and management knows it is not my normal dress.
•Have a neat haircut and bathe daily.
Scraggly beards are out. Neatly trimmed
beards are acceptable.
In essence, the preceding recommendations tell you to look and act like management. In a small market, it is very likely
that you, as acontractor, will be paid as
well as the management of the radio station you are working for during your brief
visit there. Dress clean, act humble and
work hard for the client.

better to me.
The most successful contractors Iknow
BRAINERD, Minn. It is my underare organized. My wife Paula is my business office manager, secretary, bookkeepstanding and direct observation that more
er and UPS shipper. She keeps the busithan half of the radio broadcast engineerness running, especially while Iam on the
ing work in this country is being done by
road. A large part of what she does is procontractors rather than staff engineers.
fessional- looking paperwork. Here is what
This certainly is amajor turnaround from
the paperwork chain looks like at our
the days when each and every station had
place:
afull-time chief engineer. When Istarted,
many stations had assistants to the chief.
Icarry astandard sheet of paper folded
into one-eighth size which fits into my
Change came, but Icontinue to do the
shirt pocket along with one pencil and one
radio engineering work because Ihave
permanent marker pen. There is no pocket
made a business of it. Fortunately. the
protector and the paper is not visible
work is mostly enjoyable to me.
because the pocket is deeper than the
1am not acontract engineer, but instead
paper is high. On that paper, Iwrite notes
bill myself as a "technical consultant." A
showing what time Istarted work, when I
contract engineer, in my view, is someone
who is paid by the month to oversee the
went for lunch, when Irestarted work, etc.
If Iam interrupted by a telephone call
maintenance of one or more radio stations.
from another client, the time involved is
As a "contractor," Ipersonally work with
Cards on the table
noted. That time is not billed to the job I
40 radio stations on a regular basis doing
Before Ido any work for anew client, I am working on. It is usually billed later to
repairs. updates and rebuilds as requested
put acopy of my rate card in the station
the client who called. Parts used and obserby each client. The clients are charged by
manager's or owner's hands and ask if he
vations are noted on this paper as well.
the hour with half time for travel plus
or she has any problems with the charges.
When back at amotel. Itype the report
mileage. Shop time is 10 percent less to
encourage clients to send equipment back
To date. Ihave not had clients sign writinto a notebook computer. If Iam at the
with me for repair rather than attempt a ten contracts that might cover nie personoffice, it is into acomputer on my desk.
The report is saved on floppy disk and
repair at the station. This is a situationally in case of any legal action. etc.
However. Iplan to do that kind of thing
included with ahand-written bill for time,
dependent call but usually results in shop
repairs at a lower cost to the client
soon. The Society of Broadcast Engineers
material and mileage.
because my shop is well equipped to do
recently released aten-page standard conPaula edits the floppy disk report and
this kind of work. In addition, it allows me
tract form that appears to be abit lengthy.
prints it along with the bill which she does
to be at the office while still billing time.
Something in the two-page range sounds
using the computer spreadsheet program
Excel.
Isign the field report and review the bill
before inserting it in an envelope which she
has also typed. Paula just about doubles the
AEV
office efficiency which means we are in
CELEBRATES AN
Radio SWIM trim all continents
essence adouble income family. We each
UNPRECEDENT
spend at least 40 hours aweek in the busienthusiastically praise EXCLUSIVE FM as an
OUTSTANDING
ness. It took awhile to get to this point.
extraordinary and absolutely exclusive event!
Paula takes care of most collections. If an
WORLDWIDE

invoice is more than thirty days old, she
sends a reminder and often follows up
with atelephone call to the client. Once an
invoice is more than 90 days old, it is
much more difficult to collect. The client
may not remember being off the air and
wanting the job done immediately. Paula
also takes care of posting all checks,
ordering many parts, pricing parts as they
come in and paying all invoices. She
meets with our accountant, insurance
agent, attorney and banker when necessary. The idea is to have me doing as little
paperwork as possible which allows me to
be paid for doing technical work rather
than office work.
Two-person shop
We aie a two- person company and work
out of our home which has alot of advantages. We rent office space to ourselves
and share the telephone lines. About ten
years ago we built anew home. Our business is not in the basement or garage. The
house is divided into clearly defined business and personal areas. The office even
has its own bathroom which visiting
clients can use. We had to get aconditional
use permit from the city before building a
home/business.
Check with your local zoning authorities
concerning this matter. Some areas are
much stricter than others. In our area, if
we did not have aconditional use permit
and a neighbor complained, we could be
forced to move our business. As it is, the
only walk-in traffic is from our regular
customers dropping off or picking up
equipment. We also have UPS delivery
and pick-up daily.
It is my understanding that in most states
Icannot be a contractor to a single

continued on page 49
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You
can measure...

SK FOR IT
the whole world is asking for it.

with the best monitor and the most accurate test set.
AEV
ITALY
Phone
39,51
950249
950350
Fax
950201

ELECTRONIC BROADCAST

EQUIPMENT

The FMM-2/FMS-2 series monitors provide an even greater degree of
precision measurement than ever before. You can measure S/N below
90 dB, You can measure crosstalk below 85 dB, You can measure separations
of better than 70dB, You can measure frequency response to better than
0.25 dB, You can measure distortions to lower than 0.01%, and much more...
Our uncluttered panels and autoranging voltmeters make these measurements adream.

ELR

(
610) 687-5550

ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET

DEVON

PENNSYLVANIA 19333

Call or write for more information on Belar AM, FM, Stereo, SCA and TV monitors.
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The Next Generation Digital Audio System
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The Philadelphia Phillies. fresh oft alosing streak on the road. rallied 10
heat the San Diego Padres 15-r in ahome- run slug lest at the Vet.
In the third rasa: at Aquaduct. Bs:Mich:turn finished 6 lenghts ahead of the
pack to heat 36 to Iodds.
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LPB SALSA - $8,995
386DX33 PC System with 1Gigabyte Hard Drive
Open-ended architecture, always upgradeable
Simultaneous Record and Play of audio
Stereo and Mono audio
User-controlled vaiiable audio overlap for live-sounding segues
Accepts downloads from all standard traffic and music scheduling systems
Provides a31- Day historical log of everything that aired and when
System support available 24 hours aday, 365 days a year
Live Studio Assist ( included)
Full color and easy graphics
Control completely by mouse
Play any hard drive audio immediately or via schedule
Search spots and music by up to 6 different categories
Identification of bad audio files - before they air

Satellite Automation ( included)
Up to 15 stereo satellite networks, unlimited events/hour
Record for delayed broadcast - automatically
21 Format clocks - changing automatically as you wish
Up to 8 control outputs for other sources or equipment
Walkaway operation with full confidence

You Can Rely On LPB.

Lease the LPB SALSA for $226.94 per month*
Contact us for complete details on walkaway operation!
World Media specializes in assisting stations in setting up
complete walkaway systems -- remote control -- FCC rules --- EBS compliance -- ATS sites -- logging -- traffic -- billing
You can sound live...while the SALSA pays for itself!
World Media, Inc. PO Box 552 Forest Va 24551
-Consulting Engineering-Studio and RF equipment sales and turnkey construction- over 70 stations constructed!

(804) 525 0900

Fax (804) 525 6716

*50 month lease - normal credit requirements apply
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SADiE 2.1
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here's alot more behind

aSADiETM than you might

think. Our job doesn't finish
when you purchase your
SADiEn" system.
For

a start
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can

telephone for advice, support
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sales and service into one
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you your SADIETM. And if your
system stops working ( don't
let

anyone

tell

you

"breakdowns never happen!" )
customer support will get you
up and running again as
rapidly as possible. As our

It's the little things that matter

support team often work with
clients on actual projects, we really understand SADIETM and the
pressures of audio production. Every SADIETM user has the latest
software - we know you are the best advertisement for SADIETM so free
software updates are asound investment for all of us.
Finally, we don't try to make money out of maintaining your SADIETM an extended 3year hardware maintenance contract will cost you less
than $ 1,500 and you don't have to purchase it until the end of

NEW IN VERSION 2.1
fader, pan and mute
automation
auto- conforming
machine control
CMX support

the 12 month free
maintenance
period. The price of
a SADiETM? - same

even faster editing
background networking

Studio Audio Digital Equipment Inc
1808 West End Avenue,
Suite 1119,Nashville, Tennessee 37203 USA

playlist overview

as ever - acomplete
system for $ 9,995

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

TEL: + 1615 327 1140
FAX: + 1615 327 1699

CD- R support

(plus the odd local
tax,

duty

delivery,
applicable)

and
where

all this in addition to SADiE's
phenomenal ed1ting and proven
audio processing capabilities.

SADiE' DISTRIBUTORS WORLDWIDE
Argentina Kappa T081 31 0818 F081 31 1493 • Asia Pacific VW Marketing T + 44 372 728481 F +44 372 724009 • Australia TVC 1092496688 F09 249 6858 • Canada JSGS Ltd. T416 751 7907 F416 751 7975.
Denmark SC Sound T43 99 88 77 F43 99 80 77 • Finland oy HedCom AB T90 682 866 F90 682 8489 • France Coach Audio T87 77 00 00 F87 77 01 21 • Germany Stefan Mayer Audio Engineering T06851 6519 F06851 6519 •
Israel Sontronics Electronic Equipment T03 5705223 F03 6199297 • Korea Avix Trading Co. Ltd. 1025653565 F02 565 3561 • New Zealand Videx T09 444 6085 F09 444 3837 • Philippines Tracks T2631 3277 F2631 3267 •
Poland Unico1 +44 223 63025 F +44 223 301488 • South Africa Tru-fi Electronics SA ( Pty) Ltd T011 462 4256 F011 462 3303 • Spain Lexon T93 203 48 04 F93 280 40 29 • Sweden Tranzicom T08 730 3710 F08 730 5125 •
Switzerland Media Solutions T064 41 57 22 F064 41 00 35 • Taiwan Acesonic T2716 8896 F2719 2065 • Thailand KDM Trading T2318 2724 F2318 6186 • USA SADiE Inc T615 327 1140 F615 327 1699.
•
Windows is aregistered trademark of Microsoft Inc. Studio Audio & Video Ltd reserve the right to change specifications without prior notice.
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Avoid Headaches by Labeling Cables
by John Bisset
S'RINGFIELD, Va. We recently
worked with a client who does remotes
nearly every day; talk about a revenue
generator (and an energy sapper for the
engineer). In any event, because the
remotes take place in a variety of locations, he's developed amic cable identification system that simplifies running
lines and sapping energy.
One of the biggest hassles in setting up
aremote is running acable, only to find
it's acouple of feet too short or extremely long. Too often the engineer spends
wasted time digging through acable box
trying to find the right length cable.

the
information
superhighway—
Compuserve's Broadcast Professional
Forum. Lynn says the folks at Comrex
have been impressed with the number of
participants and subject matter discussed
on BPF, so much so that they are establishing their own Comrex Section there.
Watch the pages of RW for more information—or tie into Compuserve.
Who knows, maybe some day in the

from Florida—we still get errant storms
in the fall, so this tip from Kevin
Clayborn at CRL should be considered.
Circuit Research Lab uses 13 volt
future, NAB will develop a BBS trade
Transorbs across the plus and minus of
show. Can you imagine seeing all the
the audio lines to ground. Transorbs are
greatest products and gadgets from the
manufactured by General Semiconductor
comfort of your computer terminal? I Industries, and their part number is
know, Iknow, what about Vegas? And
SA I
3CA.
you're right, maybe that's carrying the
The Transorb acts like two zener diodes
information superhighway abit too far.
connected cathode to cathode. The device
* * *
is rated at 500 watts for one millisecond
Although October may not be known
and has a peak pulse current of 23A.
for its lightning storms—unless you are
continued on page 47

Cable labeling
The soli, loll to this nonsense came in a
couple dollar rolls of white electrical
tape. Around the lower body of each
cable XLR, the length is written using a
Sharpie pen. Three-feet long cables have
a row of -3's" circling each XLR. Tenfeet long cables have the number " 10"
written several times around the shell.
Each cable is secured by aRip-Tie cable
wrap (circle Reader Service 58) which
is avelcro fastener that we featured some
months back in Workbench.

One of the
biggest hassles in
setting up a remote
is running a cable,
only to find it

a

couple of feet
too short or
extremely long.
The cables are rolled, fastened with the
velcro strap and dropped in an oversized
tool box for storage. When needed, you
consult the labeled XLR to find the
appropriate cable length. I'll grant you
that the cable marking takes alittle time,
but even if you can't borrow an intern
from the promotions department to do
the work, you'll appreciate the effort at
your next remote.
* * *
We've written a little about ISDN
remotes. I'd be interested in your comments on ways to jock-proof the ISDN
gear so an engineer isn't required to
babysit each setup. If you have some
ideals that work, fax them to me at 703764-0751.
* * *
Lynn Distler at Comrex faxed a note
saying Workbench readers have responded to Comrex's Fax-On-Demand application notes service that we described in
September ( Sept. 7, RW). Distler said
the marketing of broadcast products has
changed over the years.
It seems like only yesterday Iwas
answering product questions on the
phone at Delta. Now we have instant
answers via systems like Comrex's FaxOn- Demand and its latest venture onto

Here's another.
If you shop for equipment by the numbers, there's one
more you can't ignore: the new, competitive price of the
Dolby Digital Studio Transmitter Link. You already know
the DSTL can't be beat when it comes to performance.
But the latest developments in its RF design let us
lower prices without compromising its robust,
interference- free operation and high quality audio.
Call us today to find out more at

800- DOLBYRF (
365-2973).

Our numbers will make both you and your bottom line happy.
Suggested list price of the
digital stereo generator n $ 14,900.
you'll be glad to know that you can order
It's also available to retrofit to existing 2- channel

two channel system. Suggested lot price of the four channel system including the optional
Contact your local distributor for actual prices For those of you who read the fine print,
the two channel DSTL with our new AES/E8U digital input at no additional charge.
DSTL systems We're doing our part to make the all-digital signal path areality'

Dolby Laboratories Inc. • 100 Potrero Avenue. San Francisco, CA 94103-4813 • Telephone 415-558-0200 • Facsimile 415-863-1373
Dolby Laboratories Inc. • Wootton Basten • Wiltshire 184 8(21 • England • Telephone 0793-842100 • Facsimile 0793-842101 • Telex 44849
Dolby, DSTL and Me double-Dsymbol are trademarks of Dolby Laboratones Licensing Corporation © 1994 Dolby Laboratones Inc S94/1 0339
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"30 years of splice blocks
and tangled tape drove us to
create VoxPro.
VoxPro ... just possibly
the sharpest razor
blade you'll ever see.

Charlie Brown
Morning Show Host,
KUBE-FM and KJR-FM
Seattle, Washington

e
.
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m

VoxPro by Audion Laboratories is the first " digital
audio" product specifically designed to replace reelto-reel tape recorders that are used on the air. It
was created by amorning show veteran with more
than 30 years of on- air experience, and we guarantee it will make your radio show sound better: With
VoxPro you can record and edit phone bits, contests, actualities, sound effects, etc. on the fly with
speed and precision. It's so simple and easy to use, the average jock will pick it up in 30 minutes or
less. Looking to replace the reel-to-reel machine in your control room? ... VoxPro.
For more information or to arrange for apersonal demonstration, contact adigital
specialist at BSW today

Equipment Su/talons 7o Keep ¡ou Number One

B ROADCAST S UPPLY W ORLDWIDE

Phone 800 • 426 • 8434

7012 27th Street West Tacoma, WA 98466 USA
Circle ( 139) On Reader Service Card
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Whenever avoltage greater than
13 volts is felt, the Transorb will
then conduct, shorting that voltage to ground. Use of these
devices protects the input and
output circuits of CRL gear
from greater damage.
The Transorb can handle
small spikes, but larger spikes
will
normally
short
the
Transorb, requiring replacement. Granted, you've lost your
audio until the Transorb is
replaced, but the cost of the
Transorb is much less than a
new circuit board.
There is a way around the
replacement time, too. We took
Clayborn's suggestion and
wired the Transorbs into a barrel male to female XLR adapter.
To help other engineers that
may service a station after
we're gone, the barrel is plainly
marked, indicating that there
are Transorbs inside and that a
short between pins indicates
failure. The information was
typed onto alabel using asmall
font generated by a word
processor. One set of spare
XLR barrels were then kept on
the shelf for emergency replacement.
The male- to- female barrel
works well for CRL products
with XLR inputs and outputs.
For the barrier strip input/output
configuration. Isuppose you
could run an XLR pigtail to
spade lugs. though best performance may be found with the
Transorbs tied directly to the
barrier strip. Making up some
spares with the spade lugs
already fastened would make
the replacement job easier.
Clayborn advises using the
Transorbs not only on CRL
products, but on any audio gear
where protection is needed.
Unlike some transient protection
devices, the Transorb will not
degrade audio fidelity. As you
look around your site for possible uses, don't forget the STL
audio output or the telco equalizer. Figure I demonstrates
some typical connections. Keep
in mind there is no polarity on a
Transorb. Connect either end to
ground.
If you have difficulty finding
Transorbs. a kit can be ordered
from CRL. A mono kit, consisting of four Transorbs ( two for
the input, two for the output)
costs $5. The stereo kit doubles
the number of Transorbs and
costs $ 10. Kits can be obtained
by sending a check or money
order payable to CRL, mailed
to CRL, Attention: Transorbs,
2522 West Geneva Drive,
Tempe, AZ 85282. By pre-paying, CRL will ship the kits the
day the order and check are
received. If you•d like more
information,
give
Kevin
Clayborn a call. He's the
Customer Service Manager at

Figure 1.

CRL, and his numbers are 602438-0888 ( phone) and 602-4388227 ( fax). If you'd like more
information about Transorb's
use, circle Reader Service 201.

0

DOD

John Bisset is aprincipal with
Multiphase, a contract engineering and special projects
company based in Washington,
DC. He can be reached at 703323-7180. Fax submissions for
the Workbench column to 703764-0751. Printed submissions
qualify for SBE Certification
credit.
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Barrier Strip Terminals

Transorbs can be mounted either
inside or outside. On barrier strips,
the leads should be heat shrinked.

CM86
ta.

0

SUPERIOR

FLEXIBILITY

y

ou really only have to remember two things
about the CM 86 mixer

7,Lxilliurfy
SUPERIOR

/

Stil'ERIOR

PERFORMANCE

It's much simpler than trying to remember even
half the unique features that the CM 86 has, like:

Front-panel Aux assign switches

Separate Tape/CD levels to ,Master and Aux /
outputs (for flexible background music set-ups)

Super-low hum, noise, and distortion
Two Master output pairs: one
XLR, one terminal strip, with
independent level controls

VI. listing

Pre-output
overload indicators

Independent mono switches
on Master and Tape/CD
Flex bus
in and out

Individual phantom
power switches

Assignable meter/
headphone monitoring
Both terminal strip and
XLR mic input connectors
(with 1/4" line inputs)

—

•
srworcumma

plus awhole bunch of other functions
you'd expect from any well-designed mixer.
We would have added Rane's
well-earned reputation for lee'
reliability and factory support to „ us,
the list...but you already knew that.
.111110

•

RANE CORPORATION 10802-47th Ave. W., Mukilteo, WA 98275. (206) 355-6000
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Products Ea Services Showcase
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No. ( s)
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.

DIGITAL AUTOMATION SYSTEM

O

•The Best Integrated Play List Scheduler
(Music &

(excalibur Vettronia
cDA- 1

Breaks) & On-Air Playback

Composite Distribution Amplifier

Combination Available Today
•Music on Hard Disk and/or CD Jukeboxes
•Dolby AC2 Overlapping Hard Disk

Composite Audio DA
and Switcher!
\•.
•

Audio

zz.

fWedietçr,
•Feature Rich

• DC:- loo
• 90 ciB

By Increased Productivity

FEATURES

kHz frequency response

•

signal/noise ratio

• +6 dB to -20

Save $$$, or Buy/Lease From Us

•I
ndividual

• .• : .

dB gain range

•t

20- turn output trimmers

EAST

310/670-7500

803/370-2400

FAX 310/070 0133

FAX 803/370-2314

It Panel and Remote Control with Full

•, 1

Selectable for Balanced or Unbalanced Ope .

II
11

TEL! 71

data

port. Automated transmitter site

L
L

TEL171 is by BASIC statements and func-

"Well, your new design has certainly eclipsed the old. As soon as Isow
one, Ijust hod to put them everywhere! Not only is it better looking and
less obtrusive visually, but it installs much easier. And they still cut the

feature allows the control program to re-load
and run in the ment of apower failure. 2E

ork

CART READS MAPPED guaranteed to
perform like new

and precise digital/optical

for MCI. OMRI and more

of nonvolatile memory saves information

For peak performance from your recording equipment, call
The Audio Magnetic Professionils.

from power loss. Make the intelligent choice
today based on time tested tradition.

David I'. Heaves ill, (' hirf F'ngineer, Z IOU New N'ork

Single $ 120.00

o quiet flutter-free
resurfaced
Triple $ 140.00

=Mir=
performed for maximum
response 8 head life

tions built in to the 110177. An ' auto-boot -

'pops' without muffling the highs. Best of all for us, your new clip-in design
lets the leelays pop their ' Poplesss' screens in and out in oflush!"

perfection- shafts

REEL TO REEL SERVICES:

to the meter reading displayed on the

"Aesthetically Excellent, Sonically Satisfying."

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

CART MACHINE SERVICES:

control of the TRC-15 and access

Variable Acoustic Compression' s'

TOLL FREE ( 800) 252-1503

Fax: (914) 736-6916

Same day turnaround
Replacement heads and motors available

port of aCommodore-64 personal

computer and to the

RI.

10566

SOUND YOUR BEST ON THE AIR!

sion

PO Box 1014
New Paltz, NY 12561

Peekskill, NY

INTELLIGENT TRANSMITO OPERATION

The IT0177 plugs into the mown, apa/I-

VOICE SCREENS

n Crestview Avenus,

READER SERVICE NO. 108

of aMosehy TRC-15 remote « min)! equipped
711t aTEL171 Digital Telemetry Adaptor.

.

Broadcast Devices, Inc.

READER SERVICE NO. 85

CONTROL. The IT01;7 .
from Hallikainen
& Friends, allows fully automatic operation

$49

Mode

• P,inel Test Jack

Tel: (914) 737-5032

I
NTELLIGENT DIGITAL REMOTE

i
deiLESe r,

Bypass

Status

Fail Memory with

bdi

Please circle our binzo number for adata sheet and adealer list.

READER SERVICE NO. 133

ANNOUNCING FOR FALL '94
THE ONLY ADJUSTABLE POP FILTER FOR RADIO

Outputs

lual Level Control for Each Output

.Pnwer
.•

EXCALIBUR ELECTRONICS, INC., CHANTILLY, VIRGINIA

•Main/Alternate Processing Switching
•Feed Two Transmitters and an RDBS Encoder
•Feed one SCA Generator to Two Transmitters
•Distribute Composite with the Ease of Audio

Input Switcher

• • H -!.ated

• I 4" rack mount enclosure
\NEST/INTL

4:reads reduces popping and sibilance
sound clearer and need less equalization
-M'ashable and replaceable screens
-Easily adjusts for each DJ
-prolerlo your microphone
plug eupplm

••

APPLICATIONS
•
Swilcholg Between C... ,fity)site STL's

distribution amplifier
allows you to distribute stereo composite
and/or subcarrier signals as easily as audio.

•Provide Your Own Computers/Players and

Human " uns,.,,. /. 190 Neu

é

DA/Switcher

This 1in, 3 out

Digital Automation at an

Itself

e

The CDS- 200 Cornp•

Affordable Price & Updated Quarterly
• Complete On- Line Redundancy

•Pays For

t

*tie e

• •

• •

Geed —

IT0177
'kill

R\\ IVARI

I

1
,\I'A\11\i'd ¡ \ II () IMAM

HALLIKAINEN & FRIENDS
III Suburban LI, Han Iin,

224 Datura Street, Suite 614. West Palm Beach, FL 33401
Cali 1-800 -826 -0601 for "Same Day Service" in Florida ( 407)659-4805

q3-101-75`0

Authorized Parts Dealers for MCI • OTARI • TEAC/TASCAM

805-541-0200

Coll for FREE IIR(X'111URE

READER SERVICE NO. 22

READER SERVICE NO. 220

MADE
Is IN
U SA

SOLID STATE 2, 4 & 5kW FM BROADCAST
CD
POWER AMPLURIERS
CD

PANE TO DRIVE TO
TNE TRÀNSMITTER?
tbsCikaN ?/?/
Why drive when you can call? Using Monroe's
6000 Series Remote Controls and your telephone,
two-way radio, microwave link or other audio path
you can have complete control over a remote site.
For over 15 years Monroe Electronics has supplied
the broadcast industry with reliable and affordable
DTMF remote control systems.
Let us help reduce your driving time, call Monroe
Electronics today.
Distributor and Representative inquines invited.

ivE -

MONROE
ELECTRONICS

LYNDONVILLE, NY 14098

00

I
kW INTERCHANGEABLE MODULES

MODEL

POWER

2YEAR WARRANTY

B-2000
B-3000

1000
1500
2000
3000

B-4000

HARMONIC FILTER
5' RACK

B-5000

2200
3300
4400
5500

•
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R
p
AMPLIFIERS

The RF People

800 821 6001

800-986-9700

716 765 2254
FAX 716 765 933C

-

FAX 408-986-1438

529 FORMAN DRIVE. CAMPBELL. CA 95008
READER SERVICE NO. 205
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When to Use Electrically Short AM Antennas
by W.C. Alexander
It's no secret that many radio stations—
and real-estate hog AM stations in particular—are being squeezed out of their transmitter sites. In some cases the squeeze
cornes in the form of an offer too good to
refuse from adeveloper. It's tough to pass
up an offer from a homebuilder that
amounts to several times the annual
billing of the station.
Other times the squeeze comes in the form
of eminent domain. Another source of pressure may be from nearby residents, who can
become hostile when they can only get one
station—yours—on their radios.., and telephones. CD players. microwave ovens.
refrigerators.
A lot of stations have gone "dark" as a
result of transmitter site loss. Sometimes it
is just too expensive to find and purchase
or lease a new site and start over. It's a
shame, too. In light of the site squeeze. it
may be a good idea to examine some of
the alternatives to conventional series- fed
towers that are available to broadcasters.
The insulated-base series- fed radiator has
long been the antenna of choice for AM
stations. If the antenna is of the proper
height ( electrical length). this platform can
provide an efficient. stable radiator.
Sometimes, it may be preferable or even
necessary to use ashorter tower at anew
site. This is more often true on lower frequencies where aquarter-wave tower can
exceed 5(X) feet in height.
Real estate constraints plus FAA restrictions may dictate the use of an electrically
short tower along with an abbreviated
ground system. This goes against the grain
of conventional thinking, but such antennas
are possible—and even permissible—provided that the antenna is capable of producing an unattenuated field strength of at least
282 mV/In at Ikm.
Sometimes it may be necessary to use a
tower with agrounded base as an AM radiator. This would perhaps be the case where
an existing non- insulated tower were to he
adapted for use as an AM radiator. This is

certainly possible, with several configurations available.
With the base grounded. the impedance
at that point is essentially zero. The
impedance increases, however, as we
move the feed point height above ground.
The most common method of feeding a
grounded-base tower is using aslant wire.
This wire extends from the point at which
it leaves the transmitter building upward
at an angle ( thus the name) to a point on
the tower at which a desirable input
impedance is obtained.
The easiest method to determine the
proper feed point height is cut- and- try.
although modern moment- method computer modeling techniques may give a
good starting point for the trials.
Slant-wire feeds have acouple of drawbacks. First, the current in the slant wire is
usually significant, and thus there is arelatively high RF radiation level in the vicinity of the wire. It may be perfectly safe to
be very close to the tower hase itself while
the station is operating. but the area
around the slant wire can be quite "hot."
Another drawback is that the slant wire
feed tends to distort the omnidirectional
radiation pattern of the antenna, with radiation on the side where the slant wire is
attached being suppressed.
Another alternative for use with a
grounded base tower is the folded monopole. In this configuration, a skirt of six
wires is run up the outside of the tower.
This skirt is insulated from the tower at the
base and bonded to the tower at either the
90 degree point or at apoint that results in
adesirable feed point impedance.
Fed at the insulated skirt base, this
arrangement creates, in essence, aquarterwave open-circuit transmission line that
creates the equivalent of an insulator at the
tower base. Performance of this antenna
will resemble that of a base- insulated
tower.
By increasing the capacitance to ground
from the top of an electrically short tower, it
is possible to considerably improve the performance of such a radiator. This is

achieved through "top loading" which can
take the form of either aflat, circular disk
attached to the top of the tower ( called a
"top hat") or by bonding sections of the top
°fly wires to the tower.

A lot of stations
have gone "dark"
as a result of
transmitter site loss.
The latter method is much more popular
to the former, as top hats are mechanically
troublesome, difficult to maintain and less
effective than other methods of top loading.
Guy wire top loading is relatively easy to
achieve. Guy wires, which are endemic to
most towers anyway, are usually insulated
from the tower and then broken up into
non-resonant lengths by compression insulators. To achieve top loading, the top set
of guy wires is bonded to the tower at the
top. The top loading is then achieved by
the portion of the top guy wires between
the tower and the first set of guy insulators.
Sometimes, the lower ends of the top- loading guy sections are tied together. This
increases the capacitive affect to adegree,
but this increase comes at the expense of
construction and maintenance problems
(how do workers get to those connections.
anyway'?). Other times, several non-struc-

continued from page 45

employer. If Iget asingle check every month from just one company, then 1am
probably an employee of that company in the eyes of the IRS.
must also be careful if Isupervise any employees at aradio station. If 1have
the station owner hire an outside person to help me and that person takes direction from me as to when to arrive for work, what work to do, uses my tools, that
person may be considered my employee and not an employee of the station. If
that person would be injured on the job, Icould become liable.
Insurance is something that many contractors try to skimp on, especially
in the beginning. There are a few insurance companies out there who will
insure you. You may have to work to find them, but it will be worth it if
you are ever involved in litigation. The Society of Broadcast Engineers is
working on an insurance program. A good relationship with an accountant, insurance agent, banker and possibly an attorney may be time well
spent. We carry liability insurance in addition to regular accident and
theft insurance.
When you are working as acontractor, it is important to keep apositive attitude
on the industry. Be eager to discuss with management the many and varied engineering alternatives to the many new challenges that face the industry and the station. No one wants to work with anegative person. Be positive and your business
should follow suit.
See you further down the road. I'll leave the soldering iron on for you.
OD D
Mark Persons has 30 years of radio broadcast engineering experience. He has
run his own contract engineering company for the past 15 years with the help of
his wife Paula. Mark Persons can be reached at 402 Buffalo Hills Lane in
Brainerd, MN 56401; or by calling 218-829-1326.

tural guys are added to increase the capacitance. again resulting in greater maintenance and construction costs. The same
increase in capacitance can often be
achieved by simply lengthening the three
or four top- loading cables somewhat.
Top loading tends to increase the base
resistance of an electrically short tower
while decreasing the capacitive base reactance. This in turn lowers the Q and
improves bandwidth.
Another variation of top loading employs
an elevated, tuned counterpoise. A variable inductor is inserted between the
counterpoise and the ground system and
tuned to minimize the top loading field
through the counterpoise to ground.
Several options exist for AM stations that
must use limited height and/or grounded
base towers in order to stay on the air.
Shunt fed, folded monopoles, top mading
and counterpoise systems are just afew of
the many variations that are possible. As
long as the minimum efficiency specified
in 73.189 is met along with all co- and
adjacent-channel protection requirements.
any of these configurations and many
combinations should be acceptable. 1think
that if my hack were against the wall and
the only way to stay on the air after losing
asite was to use an antenna with less than
the minimum efficiency. Iwould petition
for awaiver of that rule and file it anyway.
If the public interest is truly served by
keeping the station on the air, there is a
good chance that the waiver would be
granted.
ODD

Alevander is director of engineering
.
ffir Craltli)rd Broadcasting in Dallas.
Cris

AA-51A AUDIO ANALYZER
NEW $3650; UPGRADE $ 1545
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HARMONIC DISTORTION
✓ VOLTS

V AUTO- NULL THD+N
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SHIELDED & BALANCED
STEREO INPUTS

FREQUENCY

V COMPATIBLE WITH NAB

WOW & FLUTTER

TEST DISKS

STEREO PHASING

V
V

e' SIGNAL + NOISE

FREQUENCY READOUT
SWITCHABLE HIGH-PASS
AND LOW-PASS FILTERS

NOISE

V VERNIER SET- LEVEL

• INTERMODULATION
DISTORTION

e DIFFERENTIAL GAIN
STEREO CHANNELS

CONTROL
OF

V

HEADPHONE INPUT
MONITOR PORT

PLEASE CONTACT US FOR COMPLETE DETAILS

Potomac Instruments, inc.
932 Philadelphia Ave., Silver Spring, MD 20910
Phone 1- 301 - RO -/ 662 • Fax 1-301-589-2665
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of 500 ohm, 5K ohm, 50K ohm and
500K ohms.
With the decade box connected at "C,"
when a null is obtained the unknown
resistance may be read directly from the
dial settings. This is true when the resistances at " B" and "D" are known to be
equal.
Notes: The digital voltmeter is an excellent null or balance indicator. These
devices are sensitive, accurate, can handle large variations in voltage without
damage and offer minimal circuit loading. When presented with polarity reversals ( which occur while defining the
exact balance point), the only effect is
that this change is indicated in the display—a desirable condition. Their only
small disadvantage is that each change in
the decade box requires a little settling
time for the new reading to be displayed.
The optional "null pot" terminal inserts
a0-1 ohm variable resistance in series
with the decades. This gives a vernier
control that permits seeing the exact bottom of the null when the measured resis-

Build Your Own Decade Box in the Shop
by A.W. Edwards
CORPUS CHRISTI, Texas In the
late ' 70s. Iwas employed as an applications engineer for TRW precision resistors. ( TRW Resistors is today IRC
Resistive.) During this employment
many special applications for precision
resistors were processed by the plant.
Although application engineers are typically more salesmen than engineers, an
overlap of disciplines was an interesting
and beneficial aspect of the work.
Because of the quality and high precision available in the manufactured resistors. the author decided to construct a
decade box using some of
the excellent products available in the plant. The unit
developed by the author was
built on his own time, at his
own expense, except for the
resistances, which were
readily available from manufacturing overruns.
A technique was employed
that used four discrete values
of resistance per decade to
obtain the nine desired values. By using properly wired
switches for each decade, the
four values could be used
singly, or in combinations, to give all nine
values. Instead of 54 ( 6 x 9) precision
resistors, only 24 were needed.
The resulting product was aprecision

decade box. It offered at its output terminals resistance values from one to
999,999 ohms in one-ohm increments.
Typical resistor accuracies of the units
were 0.5 percent for the lower values to
.01 percent or better for the higher
ranges. While this degree of accuracy is
not required in most everyday work, it
was there, and, in any event, accuracy in
measuring instruments is never amiss.
Before discussing applications of the
precision decade box, some information
about its construction is in order. There
are six separate decades, two binding
posts. A third, optional building post connects aone-ohm, non-precision variable

(one through nine) times the multiplier
for that decade. For example, the tens
decade presents 10 at the " 1" dial setting
(1 x 10), 50 at the "5" dial setting, etc.
The ranges offered are:
Units
Tens
Hundreds
Thousands
Ten thousands
Hundred thousands

1-9
10-90
100-900
1K-9K
10K-90K
100K-900K

ohms
ohms
ohms
ohms
ohms
ohms

The decades are in series, each end of
the assembly going to abinding post.
The 0 setting presents alow-resistance
bypass route through the
decade unit. The 10 setting
is open; these terminals connect to the wiper commons.
Position 11 is unused.
The circuitry which permits full-resistance ranges
from only four basic resistances per decade is show
in Figure 1. The objective
The switches of each decade are wired
in using this method was
as shown to achieve nine values from
to minimize the number of
the four basic resistance units. The
parts needed without sacoptional "null pot" feature connects as
shown, to athird binding post, and to
rificing accuracy or availthe bottom post of the decades
able resistance selections.
From resistor banks comresistance in series with the decades. All
posed of 1, 2, 3 and 6 ohmic units ( and
decade multipliers of these basic values),
switches are Centralab PA- 1005.
Each decade provides resistances
the 999,999 discrete values are available
according to the selected dial position
at the output terminals.
While this device could be a handy
source of trial resistances for prototypes
or other bench projects, a statement of
caution must be made. Care should be
exercised to avoid approaching or exceeding maximum power ratings. The precision elements could change permanently
in value, with aloss of accuracy. For such
uses it would be abetter idea to build a
resistor substitution box using this same
circuitry, with regular resistors of, say, 5
percent tolerance, and use 2watt units.
Figure 2illustrates the use of the decade
box as one of the known arms of a
Wheatstone bridge used to measure an
unknown resistance. Two other known
resistatice are required in this method.
The author keeps afew selected standard
resistance pairs for the purpose.
Typically these might he amatched pair

Figure 2.

Atypical measurement setup in aWheatstone
bridge circuit. The precision decade box is shown
connected as the adjustable resistance portion.

45,000 WATTS

tances are in the lower ranges and when
it might not be presented with the incremental selections only. Although the null
pot is not a precision resistance, it may
be calibrated and offers useful interpolative values in the tenths of ohms.

WITH NO COMBINER
ALL IN LESS THAN 21 SQ. FT.
IIROADCAST
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A. W. Edwards. K5CN, retired in 1992
as a ship radio operator. He holds First
Class Radiotelegraph. General Radio
telephone and Amateur Extra Class
licenses. First call ( 194(i) was W.5KZG.
He prefers operating CW but operates
phone on several bands. He was an intelligence officer/electronics engineer with
the CIA during the (.12 years.

TXL-110, TXL-210
Transmission Limiters

ENVIRONMENTALLY SAFE... NO EAR POLLUTION...
Just CLEAR, BIG DIMENSION SOUND.
Today's digital audio imposes anew requirement on broadcast transmission
systems, particularly audio processors.
•Single-ended PA.

CCA

CCA Electronics, Inc.
YEARS
•

P.O. Box 426 • 360 Bohannon Road
Fairbum, Georgia 30213 USA
(404) 964-3530 • FAX: (404) 964-2222
Circle ( 127) On Reader Service Card

•Conservatively rated.
•Driver may be
connected directly to
antenna in case of
emergency.

The TXL series Transmission Limiters are designed to preserve your
program resource and deliver it intact to the transmission system, without
the familiar processing residue that cost rating points.
The TXL series limiters are also safe to your FINANCIAL ENVIRONMENT...
(No slick, multicolor full page ads to pay for).

•DC grounded-grid
triode.

CALL TODAY...For more on the TXL-110 & TXL-210 capabilities.

•24-hour service, 365
days-a-year.

I
HNATIHINDES

i nc

42 ELAINE ST. , THOMPSON, CT 06277
203-935-9066 / 9242 FAX 203-935-9919

Circle ( 163) On Render Service Card

MARKETPLACE
Recently Introduced Products for the Radio Broadcast Professional
Patch Bay Monitor and Recall System

Economical Digital Delay
The Yamaha D5000 professional digital delay packs the sonic quality of 20-bit
A- DID-A conversion and powerful features like sampling capabilities, clean
delays and on-board effects into an economically priced unit.
It provides delay times of up to 5,200 milliseconds in stereo or 10,400 milliseconds mono. It also offers three independently programmable delays per
channel in the stereo mode, six in mono. Delay time, level and pan parameters
are included in each delay stage, and delay time can be displayed in seconds,
distance, musical tempo or SMPTE frames.
Feedback can be added to each delay for complex echoes and other delay
effects. High- and low-pass filters with programmable cutoff frequencies are
included in all feedback paths, and feedback can be directed to the same or to an
opposite channel to make full use of the stereo sound field.
Triggered tempo, Freeze programs and Selectable Gating and Ducking all add
precision and control to the D5000.
For information, contact Yamaha Corp. of America in California at 714-5229011: fax: 714-739-2680; or circle Reader Service 119.
Lens with
Less Wind Loading
Flash Technology Corp. of America offers a new 400mm Fresnel lens for use in
ad%anced medium intensity strobe L-864/L-865 lighting.
The new 400mm lens optimizes Fresnel optics by giving more light output with
less power consumption, less
wind loading, less ground
light and a 30 percent narrower beam than the 300mm
lens.
For information, contact
Ron Brown in Tennessee at
615-377-0600; fax: 800-4-AFLASH; or circle Reader
Service 51.

The BayWatcher patch bay monitor and
existing patch bays. Installation is simple
recall system from BayWatcher Inc. is a and does not involve any jack or wiring
complete standalone system for monitorchanges. It also includes a remotely
ing and recording patching in today's
located micro rack and power supply, as
complex patch bay systems.
BayWatcher monitors
each patch as the user
makes it and automatically stores the information for later recall.
It prompts the user
through arepatch with
LEDs located at each jack, as well as with
well as a 1U Display and Switch Panel
voice and visual displays. If patches are
that mounts atop the bay. Its software is
made incorrectly or "permanent patches"
Windows-based.
are disconnected, BayWatcher sounds an
For information, contact B. Morgan
audible alarm.
Martin in California at 213-256-4048;
The system consists of optical patch bay fax: 213-256-0673; or circle Reader
panels that replace the front panels of Service 38.
New Electronic
Crossovers
Three new models of
electronic crossovers are
available from Ashley
Audio. The XR-Series II
units feature 24 dB per
octave filters, an infinitely variable selection
of crossover points and
both 1/4- inch TRS
phone jacks and XLR
connectors on all I/0.
The XR-1001 is a
stereo two-way or mono
three-way crossover.
The XR-2001 can be set as astereo three-way, amono four- or five-way or even in a
four-channel two-way configuration for bi-ampli fying on-stage monitor systems.
Four-way stereo needs are filled by the XR-400I model.
All Ashley crossovers have aResponse Control feature allowing users to select the
best filter performance for aparticular application. A peak overload circuit monitors
all critical points in the circuit, ensuring low-distortion operation.
For information, contact Bob French in New York state at 716-544-5191; fax: 716266-4589; or circle Reader Service 110.

AXS (Ax'-sess)... Jocks Love It!
AA'S is an entirely new approach to digital audio controllers.

It starts with superb audio using the premium quality aptXTM system. AXS is easy to learn, easy to use, and powerful
beyond words.

RF-Resirtant Beacon Flasher
SSAC Inc. offers a new RFresistant.
totally solid state beacon flasher—the
FS155-30RF. Beacon flashers are used
to control the red flashing anti-collision
lighting required by the FAA on many
tall structures including radio antennas.
The FS155-30RF is designed to perform
well in the high RF energy regions found
around AM transmitter sites, including
AM "Hot" towers. It fully encapsulated
in asmall molded plastic package to protect against shock, vibration and humidity, and the FS155-30RF contains no
moving parts to freeze and fail.
For information, contact Dave
Eastwood in New York state at 315-6381300: fax: 315-638-0333; or circle
Reader Service 209.

AXS is amodular design that begins as asimple cart replacement and grows to any combination of CD, hard disk, satellite or specialty programming with ease.

Mansion On The Kill

4:36

Tippins
Wendy•s
Bud Light 8L 1259
Piudenlial Real Estate

1:00
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1:00

Come As You Are
APTI,
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AXS-Brass To Easy
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11.10
...Stinger

M1;1- SIloyers

It tit

Grape Commission

0:30

device independent multi-channel background audio
record and replay. Macro programming makes tough to run
event sequences easy. Software drives apowerful programmable real time IOMAP.
Jocks lore AXS: Afast 99 page, 28 button Jock FIX panel that
can be time linked and remote wired is standard.
Use asoftware driven four-channel stereo audio switcher
with on-screen control or the powerful eight-channel dualbuss routing switcher. or include both if you wish. AXS is
controlled through atrackball, touchscreen, keyboard, buttonbox, telco or remote modem.
US systems...
From S6000.00 using your 486 computers and hard disks.
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AXS has all the sophisticated feature options including
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Youn, Nei

AXS
The Management
800-334-7823 817-625-9761
FAX 817-624-9741
P.O. Box 1-36457 Fort Worth, TX 76136
1700+ Stations • Our 14th Year
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Weather Relieffor Satellite Stations
by Hal Kneller
PORT CHARLOTTE, Fla. Recently,
WKII(AM) and WEEJ-FM Radio in Port
Charlotte, Fla., installed a Digital
Weatherman II from Weatheradio to automate weather forecasts. This product is
unique because it always provides the latest forecasts at the press of abutton (or
trigger from an automation system) without personal attention.
With the aid of apersonal computer, digital audio card and a 28.8 Kbps modem
with 115.2 Kbps throughput, broadcast
quality audio is achieved from
Weatheradio, located nearly 1,000 miles

from the stations.
Tom Churchill, owner of Weatheradio in
Dubuque, Iowa, assembled the system
after we inspired him with the concept.
Our problem was trying to get up-to-date
weather (and weather watches and warnings) in asatellite-automated environment.
Tom wrote the special software for computer control and audio manipulation,
while using offthe-shelf computer products and communications programs.
In the rack
Our unit is in a sharp-looking 19inch
rack mount. It has a40MB hard-drive and
afloppy drive but no keyboard or monitor.

In addition, the system contains a
ProAudio Spectrum 16 sound card and
Boca V. fast class modem. Churchill tells
me he is happy to supply adesk-top or
mini-tower configuration if that works
better for your particular installation. With
just four connectors (including the power
cord), the system can be installed and onthe-air in under one hour.
User interface is provided by abi-directional parallel port. While Churchill has
certain "standards," he is able to program
specific functions to various pins. To play
our AM station's weather, we simply
ground pin five. A ground on pin six will
trigger the FM forecast. Other pins control

Its mother was an accountant.
Its father was aMaserati.
Harris DX Series AM transmitters are truly a
breed apart.
On the one hand, DX Series transmitters
are asolid investment. In fact, their ability to
quickly pay for themselves has been proven
in more than 500 installations worldwide.
Efficiency is the key. Typical overall
efficiency up to 86 percent dramatically
reduces energy costs and practically pays
for the transmitter itself.
Solid state design - including Harris'

patented Digital Amplitude Modulation
technology - eliminates costly, unpredictable tubes, dramatically reducing the
cost of upkeep and virtually eliminating
unscheduled off-air time.
On the other hand there is performance.
High quality, FMcomparable audio performance takes the Harris DX Series right to
the top of its class. And you can count on
performance that lasts. The MTBF rating for
Harris RF modules is 6million hours.

In short, the DX Series offers everything
you want in asolid state transmitter, in
power ratings from 10 kW to 1000 kW (and
beyond). Call us today to find out how to
put the performance and business sense of
the DX Series to work for you
U.S. and Canada: 217-222-8200
or fax 217-224-1439
International: 217-222-8290
or fax 217-224-2764

alarms for weather bulletins, print weather
products, synchronize the unit's clock and
provide play status so the customer may
connect lockouts.
Status lights may be connected, and text
forecasts and warnings or graphics maps
may be printed automatically or on user
command from asecond port. An additional interface is provided so that the customer may tailor when forecasts are
switched (such as morning to afternoon to
evening to overnight). The system will
rotate any sequence of cuts for any given
period. The unit is preloaded with tags
and current weather and temperature conditions that are assembled along with the
forecasts each time the play button is triggered to create anew audio cut every time.
Churchill said that for any current temperature and sky condition there are over
one million possible feed combinations to
keep our listeners from hearing the exact
same cut more than once. Optional
weather instruments are available that
allow the unit to read current conditions
right at the station.
Automated
Additional sensors may be installed at
any site in the listening area to set up an
automated spotters network— with all of
the information available instantly for onair use. We receive two new base forecast
cuts for each day ( one for overnight) plus
current weather conditions at certain times
of the day. We also receive three weather
teasers for the morning man that run about
I
0seconds each.
If the announcer listens to these cuts in cue,
he can engage Churchill in aconversation on
the air that sounds live. Because the teases
are different, the announcer can ask aquestion and Churchill answers it on the second
punch. The regular AM cuts are 30 seconds
long but 20 seconds in length for the FM.
The system looks like acartridge machine
to the announcer or automation system.
Exact timing of cuts is available for those
like us working in satellite windows.
One problem with out-of-town weather services is that they sound out-of-town when
they come in over aregular telephone. Not
so here. Tom will send the forecasts at whatever frequency and sampling size you desire
(from 8-bit mono, 8Hz to CD-quality standard 16-bit, stereo, 44.1 kHz). At 8-bit, 16.1
kHz sampling rate, it's not quite as good as
the studio microphone, but it has full low
end and about 8kHz top end. On the AM
station, that audio on my car radio is hard to
tell from the studio mic. On FM there is a
slight audible difference but still very
acceptable. It sounds similar to our Marti
remote pickup system, which was our original design goal. As an experiment, Churchill
sent us a32 kHz sample rate forecast. That
was very good and had afull high end.
The hitch? You pay for the phone calls.
Our entire load for AM and FM separate
weathers runs under 10 minutes per day,
with an additional four or five 35-second
calls daily to inform the machine of current weather conditions. When the weather forecast changes, just those cuts requiring revision are re- sent. The update
process is automatic, and the stations
never know that it happened. By the way,
our cuts are sent early in the morning
when the phone company is on overnight
rates. If they prove wrong, they can be resent and updated at any time.
D
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For more information, call Tom Churchill
at Weatheradio at 1-800-728-4647. When
his computer answers, input extension 100.
Hal Kneller is president of WKII-WEEJ
Radio. He can be reached at 813-639-1112.

Rod® Werld
Broadcast Equipment Exchange
"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

RADIO
RESOURCES
120 if S. SHARP ST.
BALTIMORE, MD 21230

ACOUSTICS

AMPLIFIERS

Want To Sell

Want To Sell
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items

currently available. The list will

4

15th of each month.
• NEED A COPY OF OUR
TECHNICAL NECESSITIES
CATALOG?
Cal 4-800-547-2346 to
re.ques: your free copy.

4
4
4

TEST EQUIPMENT
Cut

AVAILABLE TO RENT:
Potomac Field Strength Meters
Tektronbc S'aectrum Analyzer (for

4

Delta Receiver/Generator
• HAVE EXCESS EQUIPMENT YOU WANT TO SELL?

many other items.

1-800-54-RADIO

Want To Sell
Crown D-60 new condition, manuals,
$300; •Ciown IG 150 & DC300A preamp
& pw, anp, excellent condition, manuas, $400. D Bailey, Rock Shoppe Prod,
3422 Beecii St, Rowlett TX 75088. 214475-S796.
Illcirt:Osh MR 74 tuner C-28 preamp,
MC 2015 pwr amp, in walnut cases,
c.per & svc manuals, schematics, VGC.
D Adds, RD Fields & Assoc, POB 194,
Avoca AR 72711. 501-451-8803.

mE

UREI 527A _ octave graphic EQ ( 2)
w/tamper proof covers, $200/ea. Kevin,
Brown & Brown, PCB 224, Portage MI
49081. 616-327-8352.

FM - ANTENNAS

Want To Sell

Designed and built for your
frequency. Choose front 1 10
I2 hays and five power levels.
finalICIng aVailable.

dbx 157 type NR, mint, $350. EToline,
525 W Stratford PI, Chicago IL 60657.
312-975-6598.

AUDIO PRODUCTION

J & IAUDIO/VIDEO

temperature overloads
• Full remote control
capability, with outputs
for all main parameters
• FCC notified

Company

elor

PO Box 751
Lamar, Colorado 81052

Record Cutting Lathes, tube limiters,
amplifiers, microphones. 612-869-4963.

Want To Sell

WANTED:
Limiters.

Neumann,

Tele-

funken, AKG and RCA mies.
Macintosh or Marantz Gear;
Lang, Neve and API gear. Mise
old tubes and guitars.

DAN ALEXANDER
AUDIO
1340 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 252-7102
FAX: (415) 252-7524

Want To Buy
CIEI low power FM amplifiers &
exciters; AEL 150E exciters; CSI 20E
exciters; CSI EXG-20F exciters;
Versacount LA-150 amps & excitors.
Bob Brown, 609-232-1625.

4HALL

20899 Kelvin Pl.
Woodland Hills, CA 91367

Circle ( 118) On Render Service Card

ICE KRACKERS, INC.

Shively 6810 8 bay directional, 100.3
MHz, 10 kW power rating/bay, max 40
kW for 4or more bays. T Lewis, Inter
Urban Bdcting, 8701 S Kimbark,
Chicago IL 60619.

dbx 155 ( 2) 4 channel type I
encode/decode NR, $ 200/ea or
$350/both. P Cibley, Studio C Music,
ROB .197 Murray Hill Stn, New York NY
10156. 212-532-2980.

Phelps Dodge 4bay, lw pwr, 91 5MHz,
$500. T Toenjes, WREN, 201 NW Hwy
24, Topeka KS 66608. 913-437-6549.

MXR NR dbx Type II, 2 channel NR
unit. G Dunn, N CA News, 5383 Willow
Lake Cl, Byron CA 94514. 510-5160299.

Want To Buy

Orban 11B reverb, dual chnl, BO. J
Curtis, KFRO, POB 4299, Longview TX
75601. 903-663-3700.

High pwr on or near 94.7. J Davis,
SCB, POB 7762, Amarillo TX 79114.
806-355-1187.

317-962-8596
HARRIS
4111-1-RSCi=

Howe Tech 2300A Phase Chaser,
$1000, ESE 790 1000 event prog clock,
$500. M Ripley, KOZE, POB 936,
Lewiston ID 83501. 208-743-2502.
Sony PCM-501 ES digital DCM adapter,
14/16 bit quantization, 44.1 kHz, $450.
P Combs, Only Son Prods, 2170
Bataan Dr, Kettering OH 45420. 513253-1912.
Sony pulse code modulators for Beta or
VHS based red, 130. F Zeiler, WBJC,
2901 Liberty Hgts Ave, Baltimore MD
21215. 410-333-5100.
ADC 96 & 144 Pr TT patchbays, excellent condition, 1rack space, 3 rows of
48, top 2rows normalled, $ 149, 96 is 2
row normalled, $ 129 ( you remove old
wiring) or we totally refurbish w/new
front panel, ready to install, $ 199-229.
TT cords up to 10 per bay at $9ea, reg
$13 95, also 1/4" bays. Audio Village,
619-320-0728, or Fax 619-320-2454.
Demeter 4 channel rk mt tube direct
box NEW $ 795 W Gunn 619-320-0728.
Want To Buy
Howe Audio 2300 Phase Chaser,
must work, have does. C Layno,
WGHP-TV, 2005 Francis St, High Point
NC 27263. 910-841-8888.

AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT
Want To Sell
Schafer 903, $750. M Ripley, KOZE, POB
936, Lewiston ID 83501. 208-743-2502.

HENRY RADIO

Announcing New Crisp Voice

Electronics

We BUY*SELL*TRADE
QUALITY USED EQUIPMENT

1-800-942-1711
or write to: J&I AudioNideo

(ide ( 164) On Reader Service Card

Pultec EQ's; Fairchild, Teletronix, dhx, URE1, Sontcc

Henry Mix Minus amp for telephone
connection, $ 100. G Dunn, N CA News,
5383 Willow Lake CL Byron CA 94514.
510-516-0299.

call Kris Elliot at

Inexpensive permanent protection of guy wire
anchor hardware from guy wire ice slides.
Average cost $400 for 400- foot tower.
ICE KRACKEFIS sized by guy wire diameter.
All sizes available.
273 Circle Drive, Springfield, IL 62703
(800) 747-8921 or (217) 529-8921
Ask for Jim Newbanks

Want To Buy

AMPLIFIERS

For more information

Ft Worth, Unarco, Rohn, Pi-Bod, ( 6)
self support, starting at 120' up to 200',
must remove. M Egloff, Warner Cable,
6709 Van Kirk St, Cincinnati OH 45216.
513-761-2061.

brr

Reader Service Card

BASF CASSETTES-AMPEX R-Rs
AUDiOPAK,FIDELIPAC & ITC CARTS

ERI EMC-1roto-tilk
tenna, 1bay on
92.1, $600; 115 It
oaxial, BO. S
King, KGFL, POB . , Clinton AR
72031. 501-745-4474.

Broadcast Technology

4,1 46220

Awholesaler in the Radio
and Television market.
Now running SPECIALS on
audio and video:

Shively 3 bay, 92.1 with extra large
radomes, excellent condition, will deliver to factory for retuning, $ 3000. B
Williamson, WNHO, 28 Jones Rd,
Milford NH 03055. 603-672-9292.

• Power trim standard

Onf.

Looking for Audio Bargains?

CASSETTES • CARTS • REELS

• VSWR, current, &

Dynaco stereo 120 solid state, rack mt
$229, Dynaco stereo 70 tube amp all
new tubes! Dynaco PAT 4 preamps
$59. W Gunn 619-320-0728.

AMPLIFIERS

Scala TV0-11, chnl 9. G Kenny, KCL,
Neosho MO. 417-451-1440.

214 -335-3425

tel: 719-336-3902

Clyde (95) On

Phelps- Dodge 2 bay FM for 97.7
w/brackets and fittings. V Uecker,
KEWE, POB 1340, Oroville CA 95965
916-533-1340.

Call limniic .10vIll al

• Rugged power supply

1

(
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A

tt

Foam •Box 20384. malara
•

1-410-783-4635 FAX
Cirde

• No tuning required

Ming
Conveluld
Aciustic Fum

'E-. • 4:

Potomac Field Strength meters,

Call Steve or Chuck

FEATURES:
•100% solid state

4

transmitters Orban Optimods,
STL and RPLJ equipment plus

Lem

ro 0s ockseyatenderct
waste steep. 4's8' or
704' sheets, 2Inch tme.
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it home *ardent Beets ode,
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AM splatter measurements)
Delta Irrpedence Bridge

We reed late model AM/FM

1

guai

MOM Wain

be updated on the 1st and

FM AMPLIFIER

Sludlituai

Just call 1-800-832-2329
of many fine

B-300 BROADBAND

Our Foam Can Dramatically Improve
44 Your Station's On Mic Air Sound!

MENT UST VIA FAX:

Roland DM- 80-8 8 Irk, inc DM- 80R
remote and DM 8OF fader unit, mint
cond, in box, $ 11,000/B0. M Roberts,
WISZ, 3090 28th Street, Grand Rapids,
MI 47505. 616-949-8585.

Want To Sell

BAD SOUND SUCKS.

I, PRE-OWNED EQUIP-

Phelps Dodge FM CHP complete or
partial center fed FM CHP antenna
system. E Moody, KJEM, 216 N
Main, Bentonville AR 72712. 501-2739039.

ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES

The RFC- I / 1311V3 provides transmitter power control. has alarm dial
out for 6 numbers.

10f,Rose Hill Drive Charlottesville VA 22901

and provides up to 64 channels of control and
metering.

Here are just some of the
bargains we have in stock:
,tmpro AC-81)S 8 Pot 32 input stereo console -

Rebuilt

$ 1.295

The [) Al- Ieasily handles ERS require-

CRI. FM- 2 FM Processing Package -

Rebuilt

$

995

ments for " walk away" operations. It also

Or ban 62211 Stereo Parametric Et) -

Rebuilt

$

395

allows direct access to the air chain in addition to providing

Helar ..VMS1-2A AM Modulation Monitor -

Rebuilt

$

795

roulotte broadcasts. The hest & loss est cost 'dial- up' remote control

Valley 400 Mie Processor -

Rebuilt

$

349

available.

Urei I,A-3A Classic Leveling Amplifier -

Rebuilt

S

495

Gentner TC-I00 Hybrid/Coupler -

New

$

359

TIC Premium Mono RP Cart Machine -

Rebuilt

$

795

BE 3000 Stereo RI' Cart Machine w/ Fast Forward - Rebuilt

795

Audi- Cord A- 15R Stereo Cart Players ( 2 -

295

Factory Rebuilt

100W to 500W
Solid State

[1[1E' (`-ei'STEM
Soft ware

Audio

Workshop ( SAW Iis a

Up to 20KW tube

professional production tool for

manipulating and crafting audio on your PC computer under the Windows Operating System. Digital Audio Lab's CardD Plus is the prefect

Revox A-77 1/2 Track Stereo Reel -

Rebuilt

595

Taiwan) 22-2 1/2 Track Stereo Reel -

Rebuilt

495

companion sound card with sonic performance unmatched by any

Tiaseam 32-2 1/4 Track Stereo Reel -

Rebuilt

795

'multimedia' card.

Otan iMTR-10 Spare A. B. ('. 8‘1) Plug- In Cards -

New

395

HEIN 1x 10 Stereo Remote Audio Switcher (
21 -

Rebuilt $

West Penn 432 6 l'air Shielded Audio Cable - 800' -

Ness

195

ITC Omega Mono Cart Player -

Rebuilt $

395

Innovative Quality Software's SAW

75

Call us for the Best New & Completely Rebuilt Equipment!

519.(X1

Digital Audi() Labs Card- D Pius

$ 649.00

SAW + Card- D Plus

ti I
099.00

(804) 984- HALL ( 4255)

Cirde ( 187) On Render Service Card

drà

Call for new 2KW!

Fax: ( 804) 984-FAXX ( 3299)

BEE

54

AUDIO PRODUCTI0f4...cont'd
Arrakis DL CD-85C CD multi play controller, Digilink, $ 1000; Pioneer PD
M501 CD plyrs, $ 1000. E Moody,
KJEM, 216 N Main, Bentonville AR
72712. 501-273-9039,
Cot« 7000
automation cntrlr,
Carousels, Audiofiles and more, BO. E
Moody, KJEM, 216 N Main, Bentonville
AR 72712. 501-273-9039.
Revox A77 (
4), play only with rack
mount, BO; Otan ARS-100, good condition with book, BO. C Gennaro, WIMI,
222 S Lawrence, Ironwood MI 49938.
906-932-2411.
Schaefer 903E 3day mem, Audiofiles
(4), ITC ISO stereo play R- R, ITC delay
rcdr, ITC mono carts (4), BO. JCurtis,
KFRO, PO B4299, Longview TX 75601.
903-663-3700.
SMC 350 RSB (
3), 24 tray Carousels,
exc cond, $850/BO for all 4pieces. B
Christie, Grande Radio Group, PUB 907,
La Grande OR 97850. 503-963-4121.
Sono Meg Mini Pro, brain (3), Revox
PR- 99, R- R, Carousels ( 2), random
selections, 2 racks, $ 1500/130. S King,
KGFL, PUB 33, Clinton AR 72031. 501745-4474.
SMC 250 Carousels (
21), wking cond,
$100. D Morgan, KJYE, 1360 E
Sherwood Dr, Grand Jct CO 81501.
303-241-9230.
Smartcaster 8 kHz mono HD audio
computer, 4 hrs rec time, $ 3500. R
Miller, WTIM, PUB 169, Taylorsville IL
62568. 217-824-3395.

The advertising
deadline for
November 30
issue of

Rodio World:
November 4. 1994

DP 1, including 450 Carousels ( 3) and
250 Carousels ( 3), plus 2 for parts,
dual-plays, AS 16 switcher, AS-20 for
parts, remote cntri, encoder WSMI, Box

BE 2200 RP, mono, $200. D Green,
KNGT, 9555 Jesus Maria Rd, Mokelvase Hill CA 95245. 209-286-1166.

10, Utchfield IL 62056. 217-324-5921.
IGM cart encoder, inc video teminal,
IGM FSK encoder and cables, baredly
used, BO + shipping. T Anderson,
KXLY, 500 W Boone Ave, Spokane WA
99201. 509-324-4000.
SMC DP-1(
2), will part out, $ 1000/130.
DMorgan, KJYE, 1360 ESherwood Dr,
Grand Jct CO 81501. 303-241-9230.
Schafer 7000, 47 tray AudioFile cart
machines (2), Intl Tapetronics (6) R- R,
terminals ( 2), 4 tall system racks,
$7500. M Van Ouse, WTLR, 2020 Cato
Ave, State College PA 16801. 814-2379857
Sentry FS-12C, good/excellent condition, $2900; TS- 1also available. Call
806-372-5130

Want To Buy
Insta Cart, good, used. D Ball, (( REP
FM, 2307 W Frontage Rd, Belleville KS
66935. 913-527-2266.

CART MACHINES
Want To Sell
ITC cart RIP, mono, $350; ITC SP cart
player, mono, $250; Spotmaster 500B,
R/P deck $ 200, play only, $ 125. E
Moody, KJEM, 216 N Main, Bentonville
AR 72712. 501-273-9039.
ITC 99 R/P, $600; ITC RP-003 ( 2), R/P,
$150. C Peterson, IGM, 4041 Home
Rd, Bellinghame WA 98226. 206-7334567.
Sonomag mono ( 2), w/rec manual,
$200; Tapecaster 700P, exc cond,
$175; Collins Twin Tape, rec, PB, $250.
JVukelich, American Bdct, 4551 Flag
Ave, Minneapolis MN 55428. 612-5371431.
ITC stereo triple deck and R/P stereo,
200 slot cart rack, gd cond, $600/all. D
Rogers, KXAX, PUB 465, St James MN
56081. 507-375-3386.

rrc Delta stereo:
Playbacks and
Record/Playbacks BE
SCDG151032 Stereo five
high deck. Motivated
Wes 800-798-9127
SMC 521 dual play PB cart deck, $25. J
Coursolle, WPKR, 3891 Waukau Ave,
Oshkosh WI 54903. 414-236-4224.
IGM InstacarL $ 1000. M Ripley, KOZE,
PUB 936, Lewiston ID 83501. 208-7432502.

111
,
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Tapecester X-700 rec ( 1), PB ( 3), $ 100
all/$25 ea. S Sabot, WYBF, 610 King of
Prussia Rd, Radnor PA 19087. 215-9718360.
BE 5300C tripledeck, stereo, PB, mint
less than 50 hrs, BO. R Kaufman, Pains
Prods, PUB 462247, Garland TX 75046.
214-271-7625, after 3PM CDT.

Want To Buy
ITC R/P good, used; ITC triple deck. D
Ball, KREP FM, 2307 W Frontage Rd,
Belleville KS 66935. 913-527-2266.
ITC Delta stereo PB, must have all
tortes; IGM 60 24 tray cart in gd cond;
Ampro PB; Delta Irecord module. H
Zeve, WHYL, 717-249-1717.
ITC, BE, Fldtlipac cart machines: single, triple, mono, stereo, play &
record/play. Call M O'Drobinak 0 619758-0888.

equipment rape head', tor
ITC. lik Fnichp,. Ot.0 I

(804) 984-4255

HALL
Electronics
Tascam 1228(2), parts machine, BO +
shpg; Technics RS M85MKIF, fair cond;
BE 3200 RP, exc mono machine, BO. H
Widsten, KGNB, 1540 Loop 337 N, New
Braunfels TX 78130. 210-625-7311.
Cetec/Sparta Century series 4615; BE
Spotmaster 5000; SMC cart machines;
$50 ea + shp. D Morgan, KJYE, 1360 E
Sherwood Dr, Grand jct CO 81501.
303-241-9230.
ITC RP mono, vgc, $350. D Morgan,
KJYE, 1360 E Sherwood Dr, Grand Jct
CO 81501. 303-241-9230.
ITC 99B comp refurb, R/P, stereo, new
logic and audio, $2950. J Katowah,
WFGB, PUB 777, Lake Katrina NY
12445. 914-336-6199.
Tapecaster rec and P/B, gd cond. A
Ishkanian, 132 Arbor Oak Dr, Ashland
VA 23005. 804-752-6942.
AudiCord mono cart machine, mint
cond, $650.00. Call 806-372-5130.

CASSETTE 61 REEL-TOREEL RECORDERS

STUDER SERVICE
SPECIALIST
Thousands Serviced • I:rihealable Rates
Precision Capstan Resurfacing

Audio Advantage
Tel ( ii15)712 3034

PRICE-QUALITY-SERVICE
Let Us Prove

Want To Sell

Ampex 601 works, but needs work,
$100/130. EDawson, WNNS, PUB 7167,
Springfield IL 62791. 217-787-0800.
Ampex/Schafer AG440 reproducer (2),
2 Irk reproduce decks, rk ml, $200. D
Bailey, Rock Shoppe Prod, 3422 Beech
St, Rowlett TX 75088. 214-475-9796.
Crown Intl 800 series ( 3), heavy duty
units, R/P, $ 180/all. M Van Ouse,
WTLR, 2020 Cato Ave, State College
PA 16801. 814-237-9857.

To place ads in this section, use the ActionGram form. To respond to box numbers write
Radio World, PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041. Attn:

5yrs exp, 1yr TV weather anchor, versatile, in-depth reporting, Portugese and
Spanish, BA/Political Science. Ann,
801-377-5714.
B--. rd Op at semi-auto AM/FM seeks
same, DJ, Prod, eve pref, resume avail.
Andrew, 602-684-0265.
Call and hire Janet, FT announcing,
programming aspirations, computer literate, in radio since 1980, PT announcing, marketing exp, metros, bedroom
communities preferred. Janet, 502-8955888.
Combo Mgr, Sales, PD, CE, Annzr,
Prod, Tampa Bay area, coastal FL or
pwrfl sig in gd area, 30 yrs exp. Bill,
813-844-3823.
Energetic young, with 5 years experience, avail now for anncing/prod work,
glad to relocate. Christopher, 402-5514665.
If Generation Xis your audience, then I
should be your next air talent. Brandon,
618-344-1721,
Morning Sidekick, PD, MIDI, Roland
digital, voices, comedy, stellar record
with great stations, Win 3.1/DOS literate, desire position in NE. 717-5415154.
Multi-talented CE seeks FT position,
will ielocate. GB., 805-473-0871.
PT Volunteer, to learn all phases of
bdcting, Orange County NY. Mark, 914344-1118.
Let's fly ... the eagle here ready to soar
w/future in bdcting prod. Todd, 405-6778847.

Call and hire Janet, FT announcing,
programming aspirations, computer literate, in radio since 1980, PT announcing, marketing exp, metros, bedroom
communities preferred. Janet, 502-8955888.
Recent bdct grad with station experience, dependable, humorous, seeks
on-air pos, great news, copywriting and
production, will relocate. Mark, 405-7485905.
Combo Manager, sales, PD, CE,
Announcer, production, Tampa Bay,
coastal FL or powerful sig in good area,
30 years experience. Bill, 813-8443823.

HELP WANTED
Hey Omaha! Prod wizard, overnight
voice, 12 yrs exp, mgmt exp, computer
wiz, avail October 1. 502-753-7229.
Maw Albert, Oral Roberts, Peter
Jennings and Ted Koppel all have to
retire sometime, why wait until the last
minute for that replacement? Call Chris,
405-376-4280.
Pro personality, pipes, prod, writing in
AOR, CHA, Talk, BA/BS, 14 yrs exp.
704-372-8128.
CE/TD 25+ years domestic & id' experience, AM stereo to 150 kW, FM to 100
kW, digital audio and computer literate.
Bill, 915-833-7651.

REVOX PARTS/SERVICE
Cassette-CD-Open reel
Rebuilt A77s, $850.°0
Capstan resurfacing, ALL BRANDS.

JPA TECHNICAL ARTS
30 Music Sq. W. # 156
Nashville, IN 37203 (615) 244-6892
Negro 402L 3speed crystal sync, 2mic
preamps, auto level control, leather
case, VGC, $4200. D Shirk, Shirk Audio,
Box 357, Terre Hill PA 17581. 710-4457864.
Revox A77, _ Irk, good condition, $400.
C Niebauer, American Artist Studio,
PUB 131, Erie PA 16512. 814-4554796.
Otarl MIR10 2spd, 7.5, 15 ips, 2Irk,
mint cond, $ 2600 E Toline, 525 W
Stratford PI, Chicago IL 60657. 312975-6598.
Otan ARS 1000 fair, $350; Revox A-77
and Otari ARS-1000 parts. B Spitzer,
KKLS, Box 460, Rapid City SD 57709.
605-343-6161.

CLEAN PATCH BATS
NO DOWN TIME

Ampex 440B _ track stereo, 7 _/ 15 ips
in roll around, $ 575. Kevin, Brown &
Brown, PUB 224, Portage MI 49081.
616-327-8352.

EMPLOYMENT
POSITIONS WANTED

Fostex 250 capstan motor for porta studio, $50/BO; Crown BX-800, tube type,
2 Irk, 10_" reels, 7_ & 15 ips, BO or
trade. EO'Bhen, Imperial Sound, 383 N
Studio St, Terre Haute IN 47803. 812877-2663.

Chief Engineer. Group-owned 50 KW
clear channel AM and Class B FM need
qualified broadcast engineer. Please
send resume to Michael Whalen, WGYAM/WRVE-FM, One Washington
Square, Albany, NY 12205. EUE.
S.E. Florida - Chief Engineer
AM/FM/FM duopoly. Transmitter and
computer a must. RF, studio maintenance, digital audio. Mostly new equipment. Rush detailed resume and salary
requirements to: Radio World PUB
1214, Falls Church VA 22041. Attn: Box
#94-10-19-1RW.

ABOUT OUR EMPLOYMENT SECTION
HELP WANTED: Any company or station can run " Help Wanted" ads for
$1.50/word or buy adisplay box for $60/column inch. Payment must accompany
insert, use your MasterCard or VISA; there will be no invoicing. Blind box numbers will be provided at an extra charge of $ 10. Responses will be forwarded to listee, unopened, upon receipt. Call 800-336-3045 for details.
POSITIONS WANTED: Any individual can run a " Position Wanted" ad, FREE of
charge ( 25 words max), and it will appear in the following 2issues of Radio World.
Contact information will be provided, but if ablind box number is required, there is
a $ 10 fee which must be paid with the listing (
there will be no invoicing).
Responses will be forwarded to the listee, unopened.
Mail to: BROADCAST EQUIPMENT EXCHANGE
PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041
Attn: Simone Mullins

Sony/MCI JH-24 24 track recorder with
addi 16 track head stack, AL- Ill locator,
exc cond, new, all manuals, $ 15,500
FOB. JBlock, Prod Block Studios, 906
E 5th SI, Austin TX 78702. 512-4728975.
Telex Copyette 1 & 3, mono high spd
dup ( 3), $600. E Brouder, Man From
Mars, 159 Orange St, Manchester NH
03104. 603-668-0652.
16 track 2" $ 3450, MCI JH 110C-8
$2800, 110C-8 play only $ 500, ATR800
mono or Tascam 7300 or 2502 $600
ea, MCI '_ocator III $ 1195, Tascam 522
Irk $ 1200, Ampex AG350 electr $50/ch.
W Gunn 619-320-0728.
Marantz PMD221 cassette recorder,
$225/80, Sony TC-150 cassette
recorder, $ 25/130.
Satisfaction
Guaranteed. Troy 612-443-3637.
Otani Mark 11-IV 1/2' 4- track, multitrack, mint, less than 50 hours, Best
Offer. R Kaufman, Paras Productions,
POR 462247, Garland TX 75046. 214271-7625. after 3PM CDT.
Otan i5050 MK III-8Irk, heads excellent,
$2450 Wayne Gunn 619-320-0728.
Recordes 6cassette rewinder $ 100;
Tascam 40-4 4 track 10" in flight case
with free dbx $ 750; MAL new short test
tapes $ 39 for 1/4' to $ 199 for 2". W
Gunn 619-320-0728.
Scully ' 100' recorders, record/play
amplifiers, 8, 16, 24 track heads.
Sequoia
Electronics,
4646
Houndshaven Way, San Jose CA
95111. 408-363-1646.

Want To Buy

VERTIGO BURNISHERS AND INJECTORS
RESTORE ORIGINAL PERFORMANCE
TO YOUR PATCH BAYS

$34.95 Ea.
VERTIGO RECORDING SERVICES
12115 Magnolia Blvd c116
Noithlio/yenxe C4 91607

815-907-5161
818-76V-3763

Marl ARS 1000 DM ( 4), 2 track _"
stereo, PB, exc cond, $ 500 ea. R
O'Ouinn, PUB 967, Dublin GA 31040.
912-272-9270.

Superscope or Marantz prot mono
cassette recorders, C Or PMD-200
series, working repairable or for parts.
P Helm, Sonlight Recorders, 2109
Glenwood Rd, Vestal NY 13850. 607754-8507.
Otarl 505011 or equiv, pref recond
w/warranty; Sony IC 355 for parts. D
Schauer, RR 7 Box 16, Quincy IL
62301.
Ampex tube recorders and mixers. W
Gunn, 619-320-0728.

Revox A77 FVP stereo _ track with rack
mount, BO. C Gennaro, WIMI, 222 S
Lawrence, Ironwood MI 49938. 906-9322411.

Ampex ATR100 taperecorders for
parts Circuit cards, heads, motors,
machine pars, or electronic parts. Call
818-907-5161

Studer A80 16 track, mint condition,
BO A Polhemus, Excalibur Sound,
750 8th Ave, NY NY 10036. 212-3029010.

Discern

Tascam 234 Syncast 4track RJR 33/4
ips, less than 10 hours use, $600. D
Veldsma, 2292 S Thrush CI, Grand
Rapids MI 49506. 616-940-0156.

58 1/2" 8trk wanted to buy or
trade for Uteri 5050 MK III- 8 or...?
Wayne Gunn 619-320-0728.

COMPUTERS
Want To Sell

Tascam 38, _" 8Irk open reel rcdr, BO.
P Cibley, Studio C Music, PUB 787
Murray Hill Stn, New York NY 10156.
212-532-2980.

Acer 710 8088 IBM compat, DOS 6.0,
WP, PC File, ORCAD, games, 0
Modem, incl monitor, keyboard and
CPU, $ 175/B0. B Cunningham, S & B
Comm, 24 Jr Ave, Buffalo NY 14210.
716-823-4524.

METROTECH
DICTAPHONE
LOGGERS

IBM 5362 System 36 with 4terminals
and 4234 dot band printer, BO. G
Foldessy, WAKR, 1735 S Hawkins Ave,
Akron OH 44320. 216-869-9800.

1

PARTS AND SERVICE

SEQUOIA
ELECTRONICS
(408) 363-1646
FAX ( 408) 363-0957

OtanlMX50508112 comp refurb, exc
cond, $2600. JKatowah, WFGB, PUB
777, Lake Katrine NY 12445. 914-3366199.
Otan ARS1000DC ( 10) 25 Hz decoder,
$250 each including shippimg. E
Monskie, Hall Communications, 717653-0800.
Otari MK III 8Irk, mint, $2750. EHand,
Studio 70, 904-224-9570.
Revox A77 R/P ( 10), wood boxes and
rack rats, $ 100 ea. D Morgan, KJYE,
1360 E Sherwood Dr , Grand Jct CO
81501. 303-241-9230.
Scully 280B, 2hack R- R, servo, $600;
ITC RP stereo cart R/P, $ 750. T
Toenjes, WREN, 201 NW Hwy 24,
Topeka KS 66608. 913-437-6549.

Wang CS-D, 2terminals, one not operational, BO. C Loughry, WFRB, RI 2
Box 373, Frostburg MD 21532. 301689-9971.
BigMouth voice mail card for PC with
DOS software and developers kit, $ 100;
Cybex 50' keyboard and monitor extender for mono+CGA/EGA, $ 100. G
Wachter, KFYI, 631 N 1st Ave, Phoenix
AZ 65003. 602-258-6161.
NEC Ultralite, 640k, 2Meg disk, external, 3.5", all manuals, internal modem,
MS Works, Best Offer. E Monskie, Hall
Communications, 717-653-0800.

Want To Buy
Tandy 6000HD w/at least 1floppy
drive. Mel Crosby, 408-363-1646, FAX
408-363-0957.

CONSOLES
Want To Sell
Gates 4chnl mono, $ 125. M Van Ouse,
WTLR, 2020 Cato Ave, State College
PA 16801. 814-237-9857.

BEE
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Want To Buy

CON SOLES.
Amekfrac Matchless recording console, 26/24/8/2 with patch bay, excellent
condition, $ 13500: Soundcraft Spirit
Live 243, 24 channel with flight case,
$2100. Sloyer Snd Studio, 1400
Moravia St, Bethlehem PA 18015. 610691-5056.
Cet« 5chnl mono in portable/remote
cabinet w/shelf and TT, $ 500. EMoody,
KJEM, 216 N Main, Bentonville AR
72712. 501-273-9039.
Gates Stereo Yard 8input w/solid state
elec, completely rebuilt, $600i- shipping;
Arrakii Copy Bridge for Gates Yard
boards, $ 100. G Dunn, N CA News,
5383 Willow Lake Ct, Byron CA 94514.
510-516-0299.
LPB Signature It S-20 stereo P&G
pots, $ 2750 + shipping. Ft Joslyn,
Doubfe Exposure Studio, 24273 Park
Granada, Calabasas CA 91302. 818222-5188.
MCI JH 416 18x4x2 recording console
with patch bays and producers desk,
updated with 5534 chips, clean with
spare faders, parts, manuals. $3000. D
Bailey, Rock Shoppe Productions,
3422 Beech St, Rowlett TX 75088.
214-475-9796.
McMartin B802 stereo ( 2), 8channels,
stereo output, $350/both. M Van Ouse,
WTLR, 2020 Cato Ave, State College
PA 16801. 814-237-9857.

Gates Yard, schematic for mono tube,
original or photocopy. E Lightman,
WEDL, 550 Merchant St, Ambridge PA
15003. 412-266-2802.

FINANCING
LOANS BY PHONE

(800) 699- FLEX
We finance all types of
Broadcasting Equipment
Flexible Credit Criteria
Flexible Payment Plans
No Down Payment, No Payments
For 90-Days Available

Sony MXP-21 12V DC powered stereo
mixers, good condition. C Quinn,
WMMS, 1660 W 2nd St, Cleveland OH
44113.216-781-1420.
Sparta or any brand 8chnl stereo. S
Davis, WWKG, POB 1951, Dunn NC
28335. 910-891-4673.

DISCO-PRO SOUND
EQUIPMENT

1:7
,
,1

Lim

FIL,12,X LEASE, Inc.
LIMITERS

Want To Sell
BTX Shadow 4700 2 synchronizers
and cntrlr, BO or trade. A Polhemus,
Excalibur Sound, 750 8th Ave, NY NY
10036.212-302-9010.

To apply or request
additional information
call Jett Wetter.

Want To Sell
CAL SMP850 stereo processor w/manual. V Uecker, KEWE, POB 1340,
Oroville CA 95965. 916-533-1340.

Phase Linear Auto Corrolator, single
ended NR/expander, excellent condition, $200. D Bailey, Rock Shoppe
Production, 3422 Beech St, Rowlett TX
75088. 214-475-9796.

dbx 165 comp/limiter, mint cond, $600.
EToline, 525 W Stratford PI, Chicago IL
60657. 312-975-6598.

Want To Buy

Orban Optimod 8000 excellent cond,
$1200. Wxer, Plymouth WI. 414-8931045.

360 Systems pro MIDI bass sound
chip. A Polhemus, Excalibur Sound,
750 8th Ave, NY NY 10036. 212-3029010.

Rueosco 505S, 5 channel, stereo,
rack/table mount, good condition,
$500/B0. R Velez, KNBR, 55
Hawthorne St, San Francisco CA
94'50. 415-995-6974.

FINANCIAL SERVICES

CCA Ultimate II 10 channel, stereo,
$51i0 cash. P Lotsof, KAVV Box 18899,
Tucson AZ 85731. 602-290-9797.

ON All
RADIO EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT
FINANCING
•

Harris Gatesway 80, 8chnl mono, good
cond, $250. S Sabot, VVYBF, 610 King
of Prussia Rd, Radnor PA 19087. 215271-8360.

Easy to qualify

Orban 424 stereo compressor/
limiter/de-esser, gd cond, one bad
meter, $ 250; Harris MSP-90 Stereo
AGC amp, $200. M Holderfield, WOOF,
2518 Columbia Hwy, Dothan AL 36303.
205-792-1149.
CBS 4110 Volumax FM, $ 50 + shp. D
Morgan, KJYE, 1360 E Sherwood Dr,
Grand Jct CO 81501. 303-241-9230.
Inovonics MAP It Mod 23, 10 band
AM, $ 500; CRL System 4, APP300A
(2), SEP4COA (2), SMC-600 FM, $700.
T Toenjes, WREN, 201 NW Hwy 24,
Topeka KS 66608. 913-437-6549.

• Fixed-rate, long-term
leases
• Any new or used
equipment

Ramko DC5AR 5channel mixers, very
god cond, $ 175 each. 916-725-2434.

• 100% financing, no
down payment
• No financials required
under S50,000

Yamaha MC802 8 channel mixer,
$515/80. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Troy
612-443-3637.

• Refinancing existing

Want To Buy
Gates Stalavel. E Lightman, WEDL,
550 Merchant St, Ambridge PA 15003.
412-266-2802.
Opt'mod 8100 JDavis, SCB Inc, POB
7762, Amarillo TX 79114. 806-3551187.

equipment

Advertising deadline

am

for November 30 issue

Radio World:
November 4, 1994
of

EXCHANGE
NATIONAL
FUNDING

Call Mark Wilson
(800) 275-0185

Orban XT2 chasis for Optimod 8001A.
JCurtis, KFRO, POB 4299, Longview
TX 75601. 903-663-3700.
Fairchild
670
or
660
tube
compressor/limiter, Teletronics LA-2A
tube compressor/limiter or UREI LA- 3A
solid state compressor/limiter, call after
3PM CST. 214-271-7625.

55

Russco DA2418 new rack/table mount,
individually trimable DA, 2x4 $ 100; DA
2816, 2 x8, $ 150; DA 4428 4 x4,
$200. R Velez, KNBR, 55 Hawthorne
St, San Francisco CA 94150. 415-9956974.

Sonnholsor HMD 224X headset mic,
$225; Beyerdynamic DT109 headset
mic, $ 100/80; Electro Voice RE11
microphones, $ 100/B0 ea; Sony
MDR- V6 headphones, $ 50/80.
Satisfaction Guaranteed. Troy 612443-3637.
44BX, nice cond, will trade for 77A - DX
w/orig network id plate or LA-2A compressor. JHarding, SSI Audio Sys, 550
Crain Hwy, Glen Burnie MD 21061.
410-766-1072.

RcicJi® Werld

77-DX's, 44-BX's, WE KU-3A's On-Air
lights, recording lights & audition lights.
Top price paid. Fast response. Bill
Bryant Mgmt, 2601 Hillsboro Rd, G12,
Nashville TN 37212. 615-269-6131,
FAX: 615-292-3434.
Neumann U87s, KM84s, AKG 451s,
EV RE20s, Sennheiser 421s. W Gunn
619-320-0728.

Audio Production ( Other)
Brokers
Business Opportunities
Cart Machines
Cassette 8 R- R Recorders
CD Players
Computers

Software
Stations
Stereo Generators
Tapes, Carts & Reels
Tax Deductable Equipment
Test Equipment
Transmitter/Exciters
Tubes
Turntables
Positions Wanted
Help Wanted

MISCELLANEOUS
Want To Sell
Circuit brkrs, remote resetable, 30 A,
60 A, 135 A, 220 A, all adjustable. B
Wolf, 2212 NW 119 St, Oklahoma City
OK. 405-755-6603.
AUDIO TRANSFORMERS
•

ow Ditiloa'0 ,1
e
• BROAD FREOUENCY
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• , AHIOUS MECHANICAL
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FAX ORDERS ( 800 551 - 2749
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$1.50 per word
$10 additional
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To compute ad costs: Multiply the number of ad inches (columns xinches) by the desired
rate schedule for your per unit cost. Example: a3" ad at the lx rate is $ 180, at the 3x rate
$174, at the 6x rate $ 162, at the 12x rate $ 147, etc.

Only used once.

ALL

Mir)

HENDERSON. NV R9015

(
210) On Reader Service Card

FOR $ 500!

Gene Schultz
HARRIS ALLIED
317-962-8596
or Fax
317-962-8961

GB HARRIS
ALLIED

ERI M- 1105-2A 2boy CP, 97.7, $ 1000:
ERI 5bay FM horizontal only, 102.5,
$1000; 43' of 15/8' coax w/1 5/8" EIA
flanrd connectors, $500; 45 ft of 15/8"
coax ss i5/8" EIA cnctr, $350; Scala
CL- 713 ( 2), 10 element w/pwr combiner/divider, like new, $ 500. G Kenny,
KCL, Neosho MO. 417-451-1440.
Audio cable over 150, 12 ft shielded
cable w/RCA connector on one end,
$30/all + shipping. G Dunn, NCA News,
5383 Willow Lake Ct, Byron CA 94514.
510-516-0299.

Want To

Army Signal Corp surplus terminal
blocks w/20 silver plated, spring loaded
terminals, $ 4.25 ea. G Finney, WPWB,
7137 Heather Lane, Macon GA 31206.
912-788-2124.
75 kW diesel pwd engine/gen set, 3
phase, 4wire, 1575 hrs, toad tested and
serviced, $ 910C). K Mahek, WYMG,
1030 Durkin Dr, Springfield IL 62704.
217-546-9000.

Buy

78 RPM record collection, big band. R
DeMars, 222 Lakeview Ave, W Palm
Beach FL 33401. 407-832-4607.
Jazz record collections, 10 LP/12" LP
be-bop, swing, dixie, highest prices
paid. B Rose, Program Recdgs, 228
East 10th, NYNY 10003. 212-674-3060.

MONITORS
Want To Sell

„ E pm ,

restes

'
95

CUBICAL PANELS
Conference area
material:
7ea. Curved 6'x47"
5ea. Flat ( Lg) 6'x31"
5ea. Flat ( Sm) 6'x25"
4 ea. Glass 6'x31"
2ea. Glass 6'x25"
Glass is smoked in
black frame. Curved &
flats are wood trimmed
each side adifferent
shade of gray.

For details call:

1-1ArieWIIS
AL - L - 1ED"

CBS Audiomax and Volumax, mono,
manual. V Uecker, KEWE, POB 1340,
Oroville CA 95965. 916-533-1340.
McMartin TBM 10050 fAl rebroadcast recelver.
new, I
of rebmadcastmg, smulrastrog, translators
or murdering of PF, roodulahort. or Injectron.
ALSO: (
used) AM/FM modulation mondors, Buy or
Sell. Repae 8, Callbrate McMartin. Bela,. Call
Goodrich EM Inc.. 11435 Manderson Sr., Omaha.
Nf 65164

402493-1886 far 402493-6821

DISTRIBUTOR DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the broadcast industry would be glad
to help you with any of your requirements.

... Blaine to Key Largo,
Imperial Beach to Madawaska,

Classified Advertising Rates Effective January 1, 1994
1-9 col inch ( per inch)
10-19 col inch ( per inch)
Distributor Directory
Professional Card
Classified Line Ad
Blind Box Ad

For details call:
Gene Schultz
Harris Allied
317-962-8596
or Fax
317-962-8961

RCA 77DXs/44BXs ribbon, chrome/TV
grey, good condition, BO. R Kaufman,
Pams Productions, POB 462247,
Garland TX 75046. 214-271-7625, after
3PM CDT.

arcie
Consoles
Disco-Pro Sound Equip.
Financial Services
Leasing
Limiters
Microphones
Miscellaneous
Monitors
Receivers & Transceivers
Remote & Microwave Equip.
Satellite Equipment

Overhead Section:
46"x46"xl 8"
Center Section:
33"x33"x84"
19" Rails on 2sides
Plywood with Formica
covering
Blue bottom & gray
top, red stripe.
Includes shipping
containers.
ONLY$500 each!!!

Sennhelser 224 Sportcaster mic/headset, working or not. B Clain, POB
51978, Indian Orchard MA 01151. 413783-4626.

Falls Church, VA 22041

Ampl-fiers
Antennas & Towers & Cables

NAB

RCA 90-A floor stand. M Harrington,
POB 7619, Little Rock AR 72217. 501223-9056.

HtINI

Acoustics

206-454-2040
Ampex 351 org amnual dated 1962,
Ampex 300 ong manual, $25 EBrouder,
Man From Mars, 159 Orange St,
Manchester NH 03104 603-668-0652

Want To Buy

5827 Columbia Pike, 3rd Floor

Select from these categories for best ad positioning:

PO Box 1561 Bellevue WA 98009

Manley Labs CR3A, new, $ 795
w/shockmount, windscreen & case, no
risk trial in your studio. Also have used
mics & everything else. Get our catalog!
Liberal trade policy too. Audio Village,
619-320-0728,

PHONE: 703-998-7600 FAX: 703-998-2966
to pay, we now accept VISA and MASTERCARD.

FOR SALE

Want To Sell

,LSPONSE : 113.2020YR,
• MAGNETIC S>IIELDING 10 33

reserve space in the next issue. Use your credit card

NAB '95 9
2 ea. KIOSKs

MICROPHONES

MI,

Call Simone Mullins, Classified Ad Manager, to

Russco T112 telephone line recvr, rk
mnt, Ea, 2 inputs, $ 100. R Velez,
KNBR, 55 Hawthorne St, San Francisco
CA 94150. 415-995-6974.

READY FOR

Walhalla to Brownsville...
RADIO! The beat goes on!

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS
tops in broadcast equipment

1-800-955-6800
ask for Kathleen

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
2215 Faraday Ave.. Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(619) 438-4420 Fax: ( 619) 438-4759

BEE

56

RENT IT HERE!

MONITORS...VM
NEC/Pioneer Surround Sound sys, 350
W, 5chnl Dolby Pro- Logic, incl 5small
spkrs, + dual 12" subwoofers, $400 +
shipping. G Dunn, N CA News, 5383
Willow Lake Ct, Byron CA 94514. 510516-0299.
McMartin TG-2generator, $50; EBS-2
monitor ( AM), $ 50. SSabot, WYBF, 610
King of Prussia Rd, Radnor PA 19087.
215-971-8360.
Want To Buy
Mitron AM mod mon. E Lightman,
WEDL, 550 Merchant St, Ambridge PA
15003 412-266-2802.
RECEIVERS 6/
TRANSCEIVERS
Want To Sell
AM STEREO RECEIVERS
TOM $34.95 Portable . Home, Auto
i

RRADCO
Intone/FAX 708-51 3 - 1386

Eico MX-99 tube type, stereo multiplex
adapter, $ 50/B0 or trade. E O'Brien,
Imperial Sound, 383 N Studio St, Terre
Haute IN 47803
GE Superadio III. custom
modified w/noise free SCA
w/improved selectivity 8c sensitivity, $95. Other modifications avail. Performance guaranteed.

800-944-0630.

Delta TMCS-1 DAMM-1 VGC and running w/extra studio unite 5Mir mon, lots
of cards and parts, BO. G Foldessy,
WAKR, 1735 S Hawkins Ave, Akron OH
44320. 216-869-9800.
Intreplex TDM-163 complete T-1 system, like new, used 6 mos. R Earnst,
Grapevine Prod, 1105 N Front St, Ndes
MI 49120 616-684-8433.

360 Systems 16x16 audio router
expansion unit, $395; Shure ST- 3000
telephone interface/teleconference system w/mics, spkrs, control unit and keypad, $245; AT&T orig speakerphone &
mic, $50. G Wachter, KFYI, 631 N 1st
Ave, Phoenix AZ 65003. 602-258-6161.
RENTALS
RENTALS
RENTALS
C2EI OUIIC-LiNK

Frank Gamdstein
610-642-0978
AudioNideo Consultants

Reading Service / Ethnic / Data
Professional / Table
Will work to meet your receiver needs
DAYTON INDUSTRIAL CORP
(Manufacturer)
2237 Industrial Boulevard
Sarasota. FL 34234

Tel: 813 351 44545 FAX 6081

REMOTE

&

MICROWAVE EQUIP

Antenna Specialists (
2) 450 MHz vert
ant, 9dB gain, w/1eg mnting brackets,
used to rec remote, $ 150 ea. R Miller,
WTIM, POB 169, Taylorsville IL 62568.
217-824-3395.
Burk TC-B set up for phone line, incl
RP-8 relay panel, $ 1200. J Katowah,
WFGB, POB 777, Lake Katrine NY
12445. 914-336-6199.
Marti STL-8 xmtr only (2), $400/ea. T
Toenjes, WREN, 201 NW Hwy 24,
Topeka KS 66608. 913-437-6549.

Want To Sell
Gentner SPH-3 (
2) hybrids in new
cond, $395/ea. J Travis, WCIK, POB
506, Bath NY 14810. 607-776-4151.

Want To Buy
Moseley PCL 505C at 947.500 MHz,
must meet new FCC tolerance, xmtr
only. HZeve, WHYL, 717-249-1717.

Talk-a-phone intercom, comm 5- stn,
set of 2, $20. G Finney, WPWB, 7137
Heather Lane, Macon GA 31206. 912788-2124.

COMREX and GENTNER
1, 28 3Line Extender Systems
Now With The New TELOS ZEPHYR
MARTI VHF/UHF RPU Systems
ISDN & Switched56 Systems
Call or FAX Dwight Weller
WELLER AUDIO-VISUAL ENGINEERING
Baltimore, Maryland
Phone: (410 or 800) 252-8351
FAX: ( 410) 252-4261

> Propagation
Services
> FM Studies
> Population
Studies
> FCC/FAA
Databases
> PC Software

317-962-8596

Want To Sell

2 18
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Planning remotes Irvin

the U.K.?

We provide acomprehensive service
•we organize venues ter your shows

provide temporary equipment
•live links via 1SDN/Switched 56
•experienced raMo engineers
•we help you line-up guests

•we

Proven in more than
1.50 Installations!
The world's
most capable
Digital Satellite
receiver
at an affordable
price!
Compare
before you buy!

Zephyrus 700 SCPC
We Repair
& Rebuild all
Popular Receivers
Quick Service!

1-800-626-2360 ext. 300

(719) 634-6319

BBH Software, Inc.
Gide ( 7) On Reader Service Cord

Contact I
ondon ( 44) 81 442 8900
Good Morning from Great Britain
Wired for Sound 12d, London N/5

•

TRUCTIOW
TING
Beacons
lights

Tiankey Site Development
Installation & Maintenance
AM/FM Ittoadeast. ' I'V
Munowave Systems,
Antennas & Towels

FAX inquiries on
your letterhead to:

Peona.BoÎÎIIxnois 61656
ROHN PO.
2000

PH: ( 309) 697-4400
FAX: ( 309) 697-5612

T
O ER OMM
Communications Specialists
Ben Wall
President
it

6011 l'elangle Di
kakis'''. NC 77cl'i
019)781
Fax 8119)781

A%eftc
Cart Rebuilding
Do Bad Carts Have Your
Temperature Rising?

PO Box 642, Rock Springs,
Wyoming, 82902 or call
Charlie at 307-362-7034.

AM, FM, Combo in IL, IN, MI, OH, dark
or on air. Fax details to: 219-258-5941.
AM Powerhouse 5 kW N.D. on 600
kHz, Inc Harris SX-5, Collins 20V2
backup tower, 5acres, Eastern KY,
$200,000 cash only. ABurton, 606-7896664.

Let A&D clean, load & pack your
carts. They'll be serviced within
10 working days! Guaranteed!
3706 Vold Ct.
715-835-7347
Eau Claire WI 54701 Fax: 715-835-1151

Want To Sell
Audiopak AZ 500 various lengths, various qualities, 756 ea. D Stout, WOLX,
2306 W Badger Rd, Madison WI 53713.
608-273-0077.
Fidelipac Gold Mastercarts, music
length and commercial lengths, $ 1.50 or
$1.00 in lots of 100 + shipping EMoody,
KJEM, 216 N Main, Bentonville AR
72712 501-273-9039

CLOSE OUTS
New AGFA/BASF 469 1/4" x
2500' metal reel/boxed, 18 pcs
per ctn. $9 ea.: Ampex 641 7"
X 1800' new tape/boxed 40 pcs

Equity Interest in small FL gulf coast
FM RStankus, 804-320-1130.
Want Lesse/Option LMA, AM, FM or
combo w/owner financing, serious
inquiries only, East Coast southern
states only. S Davis, WWKG, POET
1951, Dunn NC 28335. 910-891-4673
STEREO
GENERATORS
Want To Sell
CAL SG 8000A w/manual. V Uecker,
KEWE, POB 1340, Oroville CA 95965.
916-533-1340.

per ctn, S2.75 ea.; Best pnces
on new ITC broadcast carts.
Call now' Many other deals
available)

Burlington

A/V

Tapes, NYC area 516-678-4414
or 1800-331-3191

Megnasyne/Movloln, 10
logging tape
on metal reels, $40 + ship. C Niebauer,
American Artist Studio, POB 131, Erie
PA 16512. 814-455-4796.
Scotch ll's many lengths to choose from
40, 70, 100 sec and 2.5 - 5.5 mm, most
in gd cond, $. 50 ea. D Rogers, KXAX,
P013 465, St James MN 56081. 507375-3386.

Consulting Communications Engineers

GOODRICH
enterprises, inc.

W. LEE SIMMONS

TV • FM • AM • ITT'S • Satellite

Parts and technical service for all

FCC Applications. Design

MCMARTIN TRANSMITTERS,

and Field Engineering

BROADCAST
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Video/Datalloice • Light Fiber &

CONSOLES, EXCITERS,
RECEIVERS, TRANSMITTER

Microwave. Wide- Area Networks & STL's

AND INDUSTRIAL TUBES,

210 S. Main Street
Thiensville, WI 53092
(414) 242-6000 • FAX ( 414) 242-6045
Member AFCCE

Omaha, Nebraska 68184 U.S.A.
PH: 010-1-402-493-1886
FAX: 010-1-402-493-6821

MUJ

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.

AM I'M '
IV Search Programs
Contour Mapping-STI. Paths
RP IIAZ-1990 POP Count
FAA Tower-Draw Tower

v-

Doug Vernier
Broadcast Consultant
1600 Picturesque Dr
Ccdar Hills. IA çnfit3

800-743- DOUG
RF 8 Audio

800-441-0034

accessories
-

EVANS ASSOCIATES

PC - SOFTWARE

Consultants

Tower Sales & Erection

& CD's

CONSULTANTS

Mirkwood Engineering
Services

6105-E Arlington Blvd.
Falls Church, VA 22044

TAPES/CARTS/REELS

You could own a working
100,000 Watt FM Radio
Station for $ 25.00. For free
Information send a SASE to:
Business Ventures

Want To Buy

U.S. RADIO STATION DATABASE:
stand-alone program containing
11,825+ stations. Many searches.
prints mailing labels. MAC/IBM
(specify disk size). Visa/MC
$99.05/yr. (+ quarterly updates):

Satellite Systems

100,000 W FM, FL coast, cash or
terms, $400,000 down. E Cooper, 144
SMorton Ave, Morton PA 19070.

SOFTVVARE/

PC Tools ver 7.0, on 51/4" disk w/manuals, $25. G Finney, WPWB, 7137 Heather
Lane, Macon GA 31206 912-788-2124.

Complete bdct facilities (2), avail early
fall, Pacfic Recdrs turn-key studios w/all
equip. BMassey, WKHX, 404-955-0101.

Want To Sell

TEXAS FM- A, 300k, two city population. Firm $250k. POB 160583, Austin
TX 78716.

Absolute Broadcast Automation
Naples, florida (
813) 643-3689

STUDIOS

Entire studios (
2), 3M M79 24 Irk (2),
3M M79 16 trk, Scully 280 and more. For
into call: 212-247-6010.

STATIONS

Wegener 1806 receiver, prefer oldies
format. R Paskuan, WBJI, 102 Lincoln,
Bemidgi MN 56601. 218-751-3077.

PC SOFTWARE Tor Broadcasters. Traffic,
&Accounting. Powerful, inexpensive. Works with automated, satellite or
live operations. INTERFACES with popular
DIGITAL AUTOMATION SYSTFJAS. Try it for
90 days, no obligation.

Formats!
Zephyrus for JSA

Ogden UT, 1K FT AM, real estate, exc
facility in beautiful area. Bible
Broadcasting Network, Charlotte NC.
704-523-5555.

Myerodyno 100 RCDR 5SCPC demod.
TCampbell, WEVR 178 Radio Rd, River
Falls WI 54022. 715-425-1111.

Want To Sell

All Westwood One

Want To Buy

FT 1kW AM in small, single- station
town near Lynchburg VA, fully equipped
3yr old Nautel xmtr, everything except
real estate, $50 Kcash, BO, will lease
or sell real estate. G Jones, 804-3765534.

DATABASES

Ull Communications
Data Services, Inc.

703-534-0034
fax 703-534-7884

Zephyrus 700 SCPC analog SCDC
receiver, frequency and xponder agile,
BO. P Wahl, WWIV, 5558 Hallie Rd,
Chippewa Falls 54729. 715-723-1037.
Want To Buy

North America

LOCATION SERVICES
IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

OuterSpace Experts!
SATELLITE EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT

SERVICES
REMOTE EQUIPMENT
RENTALS

SCPC analog uplink/downlink sys w/
TSTA's (3), Comlech up converters (2),
Orban co-operators ( 2), Modulation
Assoc modulators (2), wave guide switch,
100' elliptical waveguide, Mod Assc and
Microphase rcyrs (34), fixed freq, analog,
will sell only as pkg. Bible Bdctg Network,
Charlotte NC. 704-523-5555.

We SELL*TRADE*BUY

SATELLITE

Moseley MRC1600 exc cond, 2 manuals, 1Gates RDC-10 remote cntrl,
$1200/130. B Spitzer, KKLS, Box 460,
Rapid City SD 57709. 605-343-6161.

CIDIVI REX
3-line extender
SCA RECEIVERS-ALL TYPES

Tru-Spel LA915 LNB inline amps, low
noise, 20dB gain, $ 10 ea. A Wudel,
ILCC, 300 S 18th St, 712-362-4119.

Call Steve Kirsch for Details

SILVER LAKE AUDIO • 516423-6114 • FAX: 518-377-4423
Andrew ESA5 -46 45 meter satellite
dish w/installation manual. BCaithamer,
WM131, 820 N LaSalle Blvd, Chicago IL
60610. 312-329-4304.

October 19, 1994

Broadcast and Telecommunications
Multidiscipline Engineering and Planning Firm

morret, I.arson & Johnson, II1C.
Consulting Telecommunications
Engineers

Two Skyline Place. Suite 800

including • Applcation & Allocation Services

5203 Leesburg Pike

•Project Engineering & Construction

Falls Church VA 22041

Management • Site Acquisition
•Rural & Remote Site Installations

(703) 824-5660

•Feld Service* Studio Design & Installation

50 Park Ave. Claremont, NH 03743
(603)542-6784

FAX: 703-824-5672
Mcm/irr.4/

Don't Gamble

with your
advertising dollars!
Advertise in Radio World and reach
22,000+ broadcast professionals.
Call Simone al 1-800-336-3045 today!

& ASSOC., INC.

CONSULTANTS
5 Gracefield Road
Hilton Head Is., SC 29928

11435 Manderson St,

Consulting Engineers
*Design & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
•
Analysis for New Allocation,
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM- FM IV I.PTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDS/IFFS/OF SI
*Environmental Radiation Analysis
*Field Work
•Expert Testimony

1-800-277-5417
803-785-4445
FAX: 803-842-3371

Consulting Communications
Engineers
•FCC Data lises

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg, MD 20877
Phone: ( 301) 921-0115
Fax: ( 301) 590-9757

•FCC Applications and Field
Engineering
•Frequency Searches and
Coordination
•AM- F8A-CAIV•11FS-1 PIV

ENGINEERING, INC.
1306 W. County Road. F,
St. Paul, MN 55112
(612)631-13313 '
Member AFCCE•

7: Z. Sawyer Technical Consultants
AM-FM-TV-LI"l V
•FCC Applications & Exhibits

• Frequency Studies

• Ex peri mental Authorizations

• Class Upgrades

• AM Directional Antennas

• STL Applications

• High Power Antenna Arrays

• Station Inspections

ir

1-800-255-2632

\ .....FAX: ( 301) 913-5799 • 6204 Highland Dr. • Chevy Chace, MD 20815.1

BEE
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TAPEUCARTS/REELS...W1S
Partis aingles ref tapes, 1951-1976,
BC. R Kaufman, Pams Prods, POB
462247, Garland TX 75046. 214-2717625.

Christian Network needs all types of
equipment and supplies. World of Light,
POB 80890, Fairbanks AK 99708. 907479-0751.

r
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Audio Cartridge
Rebuilding
Division

k s‘

N I ( ION

Associates

Heath AG-8oscillator, 20 Hz to 1000
Hz. E Dawson, WNNS, POB 7167,
Springfield IL 62791. 217-787-0800.
CCA 25 Hz tone gen w/combined sensor unit, BO. B Clain, POB 51978,
Indien Orchard MA 01151. 413-7834626.
Want To Buy
PAL KW- 1SWR meter, 2scale 0-100,
0-1000W, gd cond. F Fabre, WFVL,
POB 210, Lajas PR 06677. 809-8994994.

35 Years professional experience!
Lifetime member AES R.D. MYERS Sr.
Manufacturers of Audio Devices,
Continuous Tape Mag.

TRANSMITTERS

69 Sandersdale Rd. Chariton, MA 01507
Want To Sell
Andrew 3 _" connectors, $ 200. D
Green, KNGT, 9555 Jesus Maria Rd,
Mokelvase Hill CA 95245. 209-2861166.

Cirde ( 77) On Reader Service Card
Scotchcart Ii, 380 betw : 20 & 9:30,
excekent condition, $ 1.75 ea, 96
slatwire carousel, $90. S Bulman, First
Take Recording, 16128 Orchard Grove
Rc, Gaithersburg MD 20878. 301-963-

Want To Sell

Scotch AA NAB carts ( 1000), lengths
of 2_ to 4 m n, $ 1.60/unit. BGiordano,
6' 7-728-1957.

1A2 Phone Equipment For
Sale: Phones, parts, panels,
cards. For Details, call Bill ©
214-423-3124

TELCO

BE FX-50 exciter, still in box, $ 5800. D
Magnum, Magnum Radio, 1021 N
Superior Ave, Tomah WI 54660. ( 800)
736-WBOG.

BEXT

Want To Buy

lengths, must be in very good condit•on, call after 3PM CST. 214-271625

TAX DEDUCTIBLE
Want To Sell
251', Christian station seeks donations,
eave IRC 501-C3. M Vink, KCWN, POB
999, Pella IA 50219. 515-628-9999.

CSI

EX- 20F FM exciter, gd cond,
$1500. M Holdertield, WOOF, 2518
Columbia Hwy, Dothan AL 36303. 205792-1149.

ters made in the U.S.A.
Call Bill Hoffman for details at

518-743-1601
Harris 2.5 H gd cond, w/OEI 675
exciter & spare tube, $8000. S King,
KGFL, POB 33, Clinton AR 72031. 501745-4474.
Peter Dahl 1kW plate xfrmr, new,
$400. B Spitzer, KKLS, Box 460, Rapid
City SD 57709 605-343-6161

FM - TRANSMITTERS
dj
bill\

1-508-248-3157 or 1-508-853-0988

Fidelipac/Audiopak Masterart Il gold
or AA- 4light blue in 2:30 tiirough 400

Gates Vangaurd I1kW - 1340 kHz
w/manual. V llecker, KEWE, POB
1340, Oroville CA 95965. 916-5331340.

LOWEST PRICES on
any size FM transmit-

New NAB Marathon cartridges
prices on request.

Gospel records 78's, 45's and LP's
193Cs - 1960s, good condition to excel'nt condition. C Owens, WMIK,
Middlesborough KY. 606-248-5842,

Cunningham 50 tube type, with system for antenna or leaky cable, 50 W,
$1500 + shipping. A Anello, 1915 W
Waters Ave, Tampa FL 33604. 813933-6009.

For the ABSOLUTE

Rebuilding/reloading, like new,
all brands, any length up to &
including 3.5 minutes, $ 1.95 ea.
FOB out plant, 48 Firs delivery.
(New rate effective 9/1/93)

7758.

57

TEST EQUIPMENT

Great new or demoed FM
transmitters, excitera, amps and
STL's, some at discount prices

Want To Sell

USA 619-239-8462
FAX: 619-239-8474

Tektronix 454, 150 MHz scope w/cart,
$350. D Green, KNOT, 9555 Jesus
Maria Rd, Mokelvase Hill CA 95245.
209-286-1166.

Cunningham 50 watt, tuned to 1590
kHz with carrier current tuner, new
excellent condition, $ 800/80. R
Schoedel, WJYM, 8761 Fremont Pike,
Perrysburg OH 43551. 419-874-7956.

Hewlett Packard 5006 digital signature analyzer with probe & pods, $ 195;
Tek 400 MHz 4 trace storage scope
with probe power opt, 7835 frame,
7A13 diff comparator, 7A24 400 MHz
dual trace amp ( 2), 7892 A dual time
base, $995; Tek C- 30A camera with
Polaroid backpack, adapter for 400
series scopes, $ 125. G Wachter, KFYI,
631 N 1st Ave, Phoenix AZ 65003.
602-258-6161.

Gates FM1-C 1000 W FM, $100000;
Gates BC250Gy, 250 W AM on 1550,
$1000/B0; ITA FM 250B, 250 W FM,
$900/130. T Toenjes, WREN, 201 NW
Hwy 24, Topeka KS 66608. 913-4376549.

114 ,\\
d

TUBES
OMM.

Want To Sell
McMartin BF1A 8000 on 95.9, manual,
$1500. R Miller, WTIM, POB 169,
Taylorsville IL 62568. 217-824-3395

ECONCID

CCA ELECTRONICS has the following trade-in equipment for sale:
Harris FM10H3 10kW FM, CCA
AM1000D 1kW AM and Demo CCA
FM6OG watt FM exciter. Also RCA
ETA- SO 50 kW AM. Please contact
Steve, Howard, or Darrin at 404-9643530. Se habla espanol - Pregunte
por Tyler.

Quality
Rebuilt Tubes
Approximately 1
2 the
/
Cost of New

Cali for Our Price List
800-532-6626

New 1kW FM transmitter with stereo,
$7900. Call Bill Hoffman for details.
518-743-1601.

916-662-7553
FAX 916-666-7760

RCA 20Kw FM w/o exciter, good condition, from metro market, $ 16,000.00.
Call 806-372-5130

Crde (49) On Reader Service Card
Various tubes, 120 asst'd 0 series, 5
serein, 6series, 10-99 series, most new
in boxes For list: S Smith, KBFW, Box
D, Bellingham WA 98227

Spare parts for CCA AM50.000D,
including, HV transformer, mod transformer, mod. reactor, HV filter choke,
tube sockets and more. Call Transcom
Corporation 800-441-8454 or 215-8840888

REBUILT
ELECTRON TUBES

TRANSMITTERS • TV/FM/AM, new
and used. Tubes, xmtr parts. 305-7579207.

Partial List: 6623, 23791,
TH150, 6425F, 5604, 6696,
6697, 5681, 5682, 5671,
7804, 3CX10,000H3,
3CX20,000H3, 4CX5000A,
4CX35,000C

Want To Buy

1101
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4chni 2 beam, industrial xmit, rated
1500 W. R Paskuan, WBJI, 102
Lincoln, Bemidgi MN 56601. 218-7513077.
BE FX-50 exciter, still in box, $ 5000. D
Magnum, Magnum Radio, 1021 N
Superior Ave, Tomah WI 54660, 608372-9600.
Gates FM- 10G needs TLC M Stram,
WMNF, 813-831-8551.
ITA-FM 10 kW, 10,000 C, gd cond,
trade for 3.5 or 5 kW single phase M
Jones, KEZP, POB 471, Alex LA 71309
318-449-1999.

FM any size, any make. JDavis, SCB
Inc, P013 7762, Amarillo TX 79114.
806-355-1187.

Woinoul

Harris FM20 need backup 20 kW
transmitter. E Moody, KJEM, 216 N
Main, Bentonville AR 72712. 501-2739039.

p1,1m,cd

Vacuum Tube
Industries, Inc.
—1-800-528-5014 —
508-584-4500 X75

MIS Lab 100TX, 100 milliwatt. J
Kesler, WDBZ, POB 644, Livingston KY
40445. 606-843-9999.

Collins,

RCA, eiE, 1kW AM and
accessories. G Goldsmith, POB 5786,
Beverly Hills CA 90209. 310-6960177.

4CV100,000E and boliers for Harris SW
transmitter, good condition George,
WWCR, 1300 WWCR Ave, Nashville TN
37218 615-255-1300.

McMartin AM/FM transmitter, any
model, exciter or stereo modules.
Goodrich
Enterprises,
11435
Manderson, Omaha NE 68164, 402493-1886.

4CX250B, 4-400, 833, 813, 5CX1500, 41000, all types, full warranty EIMAC,
Amperes, RCA. Westgate 800-2134563.

Don't Miss the Two
Best Selling FM Transmitters
in America...

TRANSCOM CORP.

100% Solid State
Many exclusive features
Redundancy
Powers to 11 kW

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
PRIZMIMPIJIMIF—

Thomson CSE 10 W, Chnl 2 TV. R
Paskuan, WBJI, 102 Lincoln, Bemidgi
MN 56601. 218-751-3077.

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters
and Also New Equipment

For the best deals on Celwave products,
Andrew cable and Shively antennas.
300 watt FM

1989 TTC 300J

1 kW

AM

1980 Continental 314R-1

1 kW

FM

1978 Colline 831C2

1 kW

AM

1974 Harris BC1H1

1 kW

FM

1975 RCA BTF 1E2

5 kW

AM

1979 Continental 315F

3 kW

FM

1980 CSI 3000E

5 kW

AM

1977 RCA BTA 5L

3 kW

FM

1974 Harris FM3H

10 kW

AM

1983 Harris BC1OH

5 kW

FM

196? Gates FM5B

10 kW AM

10 kW

FM

1968 RCA BTF 10D

20 kW

FM

1976 Harris FM25H/K

25 kW

FM

1984 Harris FM25K

The

Single Tube - feature packed

1971 Harris BC1OH

Economically priced

50kW AM 1977 Harris MW5OB
with spare parts

Powers to 11 kW

1077 Rydal Road # 101
Rydal PA 19046
800-441-8454 • 215-884-0888 • FAX No. 215-884-0738

"The Transmitter People"

Energy-Oni
752

Circle ( 141) Ori Reader Service Card

Series

Warren Street, Hudson

518-828-1690
FAX: 518-828-8476

NY 12534

(ide ( 26) On Reader Service (rad

BEE
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TUBES...W13
and

Lowest Price on Tubes
including:
4- 1000A/3- 1000Z/
8877/4CX2505/833A
4-500/5-500/4-400/
4CX 3500/5CX1500

I61»

Svetlana

and much more!
Factory Warranty!

ELECTRON DEVICES

1-800-881-2374
(904) 688-2374

Quality Power Tubes
3CX15,000A7
3CX10,000A7
3CX3000A7
3CX2500F7
3CX2500F3
3CX2500A3
3CX2500H3
YC130
4r!<15,000A
4CX10,000D
4CX5000A
4CX500OR
4CX3500A

4CX1500A
4CX350A
4CX350AC
4CX250B
4CX250BC
4CX25OR
4X150A
5CX1500A
5CX1500B
811A
813
833A
8560AS

Se habla Español
FAX: ( 904) 683-9595

Want To Buy

c:fmereand cPitodurb, One.
75412 Highway 25
Covington, LA 70435
Serving the Worlrtv4ihQi,alliy Since 1940

•Watch this list grow.
•Manufactured in
Russia's largest power
tube factory.
• Generous* warranty
based on high quality.
•Honest prices based
on quality at low cost.
•Shipment from USA stock.

SAVE MONEY ON TRANSMITTER TUBES.
WE REBUILD YOUR DUDS (USED TUBES)
AT ABOUT 1/2 OF THE NEW TUBE
PRICE. WE REBUILD TRIODES, TETRODES,
TELEVISION, RADIO AND INDUSTRIAL
TUBES, AND UHF KLYSTRONS.

OEMs, Distributors,
Volume Purchasers
Call: 415-233-0429
FAX: 415-233-0439

Want To Sell

Russel) Cue- Master (
2), $ 120/130. M
Van Ouse, WTLR, 2020 Cato Ave,
State College PA 16801. 814-237-9857.
Otan lMIR10
R- R, $3500 + ship/ea;
MCI JH-110 1" 8track rcdr, $2500 + ship.
P Hogan, Regal Studios, 1349 Regal
Row, Dallas TX 75247. 214-634-8511.
BE with microtrak tonearm and BE
BETMS 100 TT preamp, $ 100. J
Coursolle, WPKR, 3891 Waukau Ave,
Oshkosh WI 54903. 414-236-4224.
Gates Harris Intertype Corp ( 2),
$140/both. M Van Ouse, WTLR, 2020
Cato Ave, State College PA 16801.
814-237-9857.
Newcomb self contained transcripton
TT w/amp, $ 295. R DeMars, 222
Lakeview Ave, W Palm Beach FL
33401. 407-832-4607.
Russco FPSB Fidelity Pro, stereo
preamp w/ndividual gain, low- high filters, $30. Kevin, Brown 8 Brown, POB
224, Portage MI 49081. 616-327-8352.

FOR A FREE INFORMATION PACKET
8417 buy or trade. E Dawson, WNNS,
POB 7167, Springfield IL 62791. 217787-0800.

Empire 909 Ent diamond cart, never
used, $20. G Finney, WPWB, 7137 Heather Lane, Mason GA 31206. 912-788-2124.

EIMACNarlen 3CX1000A7, need several, pulls ok but must have full power.
RStankus, 804-320-1130.

Harrls/Gates CB1200, $ 50 ea;
BE/ORK, $20; some preamps.
Morgan, KJYE, 1360 E Sherwood Dr,
Grand Jot CO 81501. 303-241-9230.

4-400 tubes NOS, surplus or good
used A, B or C suffix, any brand. D
Payne, WZPL, 3500 DePauw BI,
Indianapolis IN 46268. 317-879-9999.

Russco 720, 3spd w/Micro-Trak arm
and Shure cartridge, BO. B Clain, POB
51978, Indian Orchard MA 01151. 413783-4626.

Circle (3)0e Reader Service Cord

ACT ION- GRAM
Please print and include all information:

Iwould like to receive or continue receiving ,
Radio World FREE each month.
1
Li Yes
LI No
Signature
Date

Contact Name
Title
Company/Station

Please Circle only one only for each category:
I. Type of Firm
D. Combination AM/FM station F. Recording studio

Address
City/State

A. Commercial AM station

Zip Code
Telephone

—

C. Educational FM station

G. TV stationiteleProd facility
K. Radio Station Services
H. Consultant/id engineer
I. Mtg. distributor or dealer

E. Network/group owner

J. Other

B. Commercial FM station

Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can participate in the Broadcast Equipment Exchange on a
paid basis. Line ad listings & display advertising
are available on aper word or per inch basis.

A DVERTISER I
NDEX

Technics SP-15 turntable, gd cond, w/
ProBase, $ 110.00. Call 806-372-5130.

Russco Studio Pro 2 spd (4) w/tonearms, MicroTrac, preamp, $ 100/es. D
Rogers, KXAX, POB 465, St James MN
56081. 507-375-3386.

CALL TODAY

(504) 893-1243

Broadcasters
Call: 205-882-1344
FAX: 205-880-8077

TURNTABLES

C Electronics Co.

October 19, 1994

It. Job Function
A. Ownership
G. Sales Manager
B. General management
E. News operations
C. Engineering
F. Other (specify)
D. Programming/production

EQUIPMENT LISTINGS

This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.
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24
22
42
48
7
40
30,31
25
19
40
22
2
12
59
40
56
46
42
40
20
48
4
50
26
3
40
12
13
6
20
17
27
3
19
37
45
57
40
57
27
18
48
15
38
28
20
27
53
27
48
1
29
52

360 Systems
AES
AEV SNC
AMP Services
ATI
ATI
Arrakis
Associated Press
Audio Broadcast Group
Audio Broadcast Group
Audio Precision
Audioarts Engineering
Audiopak
Auditronics
Autogram
BBH Software, Inc.
BSW
Belar
Benchmark Media
Bext
Broadcast Devices
Burk Technology
CCA Electronics
California Digital
Comrex
Comrex
Conex
Continental Electronics
Corporate Computer Systems
Crown Broadcast
Cutting Edge
DC Productions
Dataworld
Dataworld
Dick Brescia Associates
Dolby
Econco
Econco
Energy-Onix
Escape to the Outdoors
Eventide
Excalibur
Fidelipac
Gentner
Ghostwriters
Gorman Redlich
Group W Satellite Comm.
Hall Electronics
Halland Broadcast
Hallikainen & Friends
Harris Allied
Harris Allied
Harris Allied

65
47
199
148
190
196
105
157
213
76
93
184
175
62
7
139
88
39
100
108
46
127
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80
154
14
44
128
123
91
156
138
10
107
96
49
16
26
179
78
85
173
53
151
54
202
187
182
220
8
11
180

Publisher
Stevan B Dana
Associate Publisher
Carmel King
Marketing Consultant
Al Leon
Marketing Assistant
Annette Deutscher
Production Director
Kim Lowe
Production Manager
Lisa Mamo
Publication/Desktop Systems Manager
Julianne Stone
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34
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28
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20
34
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21
10
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34
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16
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20
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27
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34
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33
60

Model:

Brief Description:

Ad Production Coordinator

Kathy Jackson

Ad Coordination Manager

Simone Mullins

Circulation Director
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FREE each month. I1Yes I1No
Date
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Title

State
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K.

Recording Studio
Radio Station Services

G. TV station/teleprod facility
H. Consultanftind engineer
I.

Mfg, distributor or dealer

J.

Other

Network/group owner

*Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings are

A.

Ownership

G. Sales manager

run for 2 issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.

B.

General management

E.

News operations

Broadcast Equipment Exchange

F.

Other (specify)

D.

II. Job Function

Programming/production

Use until December 19, 1994

Please first fill out contac'. information at left.
Then check each advertisement for corresponding number and circle below.
Purchasing Authority
1. Recommend
2. Speedy
3. Approve
001 023 045 067 089 111

133 155 177 199

002 024 046 068 090 112 134 156 178 200
003 025 047 069 091 113 135 157 179 201

006 028 050 072 094 116 138 160 182 204
007 029 051 073 095 117 139 161 183 205
008 030 052 074 096 118 140 162 184 206

Combination AM/FM station F.

C. Engineering

Reader Service
October 19, 1994

004 026 048 070 092 114 136 158 180 202

E.

PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 • Tel: 800-336-3045 • Fax: 703-998-2966

Steve Bert°

005 027 049 071 093 115 137 159 181 203

D.

C. Educational FM station
Price:

Rebecca Seaborg

Accounts Receivable

Please circle only one entry for each category:

Brief Description:

Vicky Baron

SUBSCRIPTION/READER SERVICE FORM
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Business Telephone ( )
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34
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82
207
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37
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3
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28
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70
60
Lisa Lyons

Classified/Showcase Production Coordinator
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59
163
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Free Subscriptions are available upon request to professional broadcasting and audiovisual equipment users. For address changes,
send current and new address to RV/ amonth in advance at P.O. Box 1214, Falls Church. VA 22041 . Unsolicited manuscripts are
welcomed for review, send to the attention of the appropriate editor.

Signature
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Harris Allied
Hnat-Hindes
Ice Krackers, Inc.
JSquared Technical Service
J&I AudioNideo
John Bayliss Broadcast Foundat
LPB
Logitek
Mag-Head Engineering
Marathon Products
Martin Leasing
Modulation Sciences
Modulation Sciences
Monroe Electronics
Murphy Studio Furniture
Nautel
Otani
Pacific Recorders
Page Productions
Phasetek
NSM Consumer Electronics
Popless Voice Screen
Potomac Instruments
Pristine Systems
Prophet Systems
QE?
RE America
Radio Active Productions
Radio Resources
Rafle
Reef Industries
Rules Service Company
S.C.M.S.
Satellite Systems
Scott Studios
Sescom
Shively Laboratories
Silicon Valley Power
Sine Systems
Studio Audio & Video Ltd.
Studio Technology
Svetlana Electron Devices
TFT
Target
Tectan
lelos Systems
The Griffin Reports
The Management
The Management
Transcom Corp.
USAFoam
Weatheradic
Wheatstone

Publications Manager

FREE Subscription/Renewal Card

VVTS ED WTB ED Category:

Reader
Service
No.

Advertiser

Advertising Sales Representatives
U.S.East: Skip lash
703-998-7600 Fax: 703-998-2966
U.S. West: Dale Tucker
916-721-3410 Fax: 916-729-0810
International: Stevan B. Dana
+ 1-703-998-7600 Fax: + 1-998-2966
Europe: Dario Calabrese
+39-2-753-0274 Fax: +39-2-753-2697
Japan: Eiji Yoshikawa
+81-3-3327-2688 Fa;c +81-3-3327-3010

Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides aFREE listing service
for radio stations and recording studios only. All other end users will be charged. Simply
send your listings to us, following the example below. Please indicate in which category
you would like your listing to appear. Mail your listings to the address below. Thank you.

Make:

Reader
Service
No.

Advertiser

009 031 053 075 097 119 141 163 185 207
010 032 054 076 098 120 142 164 186 208
011 033 055 077 099 121 143 165 187 209
012 034 056 078 100 122 144 166 188 210
013 035 057 079 101 123 145 167 189 211
014 036 058 080 102 124 146 168 190 212
015 037 059 081 103 125 147 169 191 213
016 038 060 082 104 126 148 170 192 214
017 039 061 083 105 127 149 17i 193 215
018 040 062 084 106 128 150 172 194 216
019 041 063 085 107 129 151 173 195 217
020 042 064 086 108 130 152 174 196 218
021 043 065 0137 109 131 153 175 197 219
022 044 066 088 110 132 154 176 198 220

Copy & Mail to: Radio World, PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041, or FAX to: 703-998-2966

The contemporary 210 console contains exactly those features and qualities

Why Auditronics'
210 console
remains radio's
virtual
standard

your on- air people tell us they need to do their best work. Nothing more,
nothing less.
The Auditronics 210 has the best record for up-time of any radio console.
It just plain works, elegantly, all day, every day, all year, every year.
And, most important in this age of cost concern, we've made our production
more efficient, so we can deliver today's 210 console at aprice less than that
of over adecade ago.
It's no wonder the 210 console continues to be the on- air mixer of choice
among qualityconscious broadcasters. Choose the Auditronics 210 for
your next console replacement or upgrade. Call 901-362-1350 today for
complete information.
This Auditronics 210-18 in KPFA-Berkeleys on-air studio is one of four 210s in use at
the Pacific aFoundation station.

auditronicf, inc.

3750 Old Getwell Road. Memphis, Tennessee 38118 • 901-362-1350 FAX 901-365-8629
Circle ( 175) On Reader Service Card

Every CI Has One.
41,7

•

ber One Station.
If

0 On- Air Console is for you.

SWheatrtone
7305 Performance Drive, Syracuse, NY. 13212
(tel 315-452-5000 / fax 315-452-0160)
Circle ( 60) On Reader Service Card

